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PREFACE

The Defense Science Board (DSB) 1999 Summer Study Task Force on 21st Century Defense
Technology Strategies continues a series of studies that have examined key challenges facing
America’s military in the post Cold War era. Through a decade of study, the DSB has undertaken
a “Transformation Campaign,” providing vision to guide the evolution of America’s armed
forces into the 21st century. The foundation of this campaign was a 1990 study that set forth a
research and development strategy for the Department of Defense for the 1990s. In 1995, the
DSB began to address the challenges of a new kind of adversary: an asymmetrical and adaptive
adversary posing a threat to U.S. forces that differs from the “traditional” threat addressed over
the last fifty years. In 1995, the Board also identified the possibility of a “Revolution in Business
Affairs,” pointing out the opportunity to achieve better resource allocation by addressing
inefficiencies in support and infrastructure functions.

In 1996, the DSB described the concept of a distributed joint expeditionary force as a key
military capability for the future. At the same time, the Board began to examine, in more detail,
how savings in infrastructure costs could free up resources for investments in force
modernization and research and development. The groundbreaking 1997 summer study
addressed transnational threats, force protection, and the ability to cope with weapons of mass
destruction. Last year, the Board examined force projection and how to create a joint, light – but
potent – early entry force as a centerpiece for underwriting Joint Vision 2010 and beyond. Also,
for the first time, the Board focused its attention on the integration of logistics and operations – a
theme carried forward in this year’s study.

In the past decade, the Defense Science Board has also examined many other topics related
to this transformation campaign, including Coalition Warfare, Globalization and Security,
Nuclear Deterrence, Underground Facilities, Information Warfare Defense, Ballistic and Cruise
Missile Defense, and Urban Warfare.

These studies have all addressed the wide range of threats facing the United States. The
potential adversaries range from re-emergent peer competitor to rogue nation to the criminal and
transnational threat. The weapons range from familiar, conventional threats – high performance
platforms, centralized command and control, precision weapons, and even nuclear weapons – to
asymmetric, unconventional threats that include biological, chemical, and information warfare.
The command and control systems utilized by potential adversaries may include the Internet and
other commercial communication networks. And their means of force projection may include the
use of commercial carriers, common throughout the business community.

This spectrum of threats is individually and collectively difficult and challenging. There is
special concern about an adaptive enemy that is clever, takes risks, and is ruthless. It is possible
for even an adversary with a relatively small budget to become a significant regional threat.
Large quantities of inexpensive missiles, even last-generation weapons, require thoughtful
counters. Underground facilities, land and sea mines, and unconventional threats such as
information warfare are in the hands of many potential adversaries today and are likely to be
available to even more in the future. Particularly given America’s high concern for human life
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and the lack of such concern in many adversaries, the 21st century threat is diverse and
formidable.

This year’s summer study continues the transformation campaign by building on key
recommendations made by the Board during the 1990s. The task force has identified some
important underlying themes:

• Strategic Agility. The nation needs, but does not now have, sufficient capability for
rapid response, rapid presence, and firepower in the first days of a contingency. The
1998 summer study described the Department’s need to globally attack targets in the
first hours and first days of combat. To achieve this kind of rapid response, the
Department must design agility into its systems and capabilities from the outset
beginning with the requirements process.

• Information for Decision Superiority. Much has been said and written about
information superiority. The task force believes that achieving and sustaining
information superiority, narrowly defined, will be difficult. However, understanding
how to provide the information and information tools required for smarter and faster
decisions can have a more lasting impact. The path toward decision superiority begins
with data collection from a wide variety of sources and involves transforming that
data first into information, then knowledge, and finally the understanding that enables
better combat decisions. Faster and better decisions enabling faster and better
execution is the metric by which to measure information superiority.

• Force Protection. The ability to deter adversary actions against U.S. national interests
is strongly tied to the ability to protect forces both in the continental United States
and once deployed. U.S. forces must be capable of dealing with the full range of
possible weapon effects, including those inflicted by chemical and biological
weapons. The Department needs to develop effective means to counter the threat of
biological weapon use against U.S. forces.

Taken together, these enablers are essential to the Department’s ability to transform its
forces to meet the demands of the future security environment. They are also the foundation for
defense technology strategies for the 21st century – the subject of this report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As the nation moves toward the 21st century, the United States faces a dynamic international
environment that will impose new complexities in military operations. Today’s potential
adversaries are more adaptive and have increasing access to asymmetric capabilities to offset
U.S. military capabilities. The Department of Defense is embarking on a process of transforming
the military to stay ahead of future security challenges. Although the United States currently
enjoys military superiority, retaining this advantage will require a balance between maintaining
relevant legacy forces, facilities, and systems and developing new and different capabilities.

The 1999 Summer Study Task Force was asked to examine 21st century defense technology
strategies to meet the national security challenges of the next two decades. Specifically, the
Terms of Reference asked the task force to

• Review and consider the broad spectrum of topics addressed in the 1990 DSB
summer study

• Address 21st century intelligence needs and adversaries

• Expand and build on the recommendations for technologies, operational capabilities,
and force characteristics developed in the 1998 DSB summer study

• Examine the need for and use of all forms of information to achieve full spectrum
battlespace dominance

• Examine defense technology strategy, management, and acquisition

In addressing these issues, the task force paid special attention to several areas: assuring
jointness, accelerating DoD’s transformation to a 21st century force, organizing to transform the
intelligence community to support changing requirements, and focusing science and technology
research and development. The central focus of the task force was on the capabilities,
technology, and organization associated with developing joint and combined rapid response
capabilities that can support a range of contingency operations – a major priority for the
Department today.

Transforming Joint Vision 2010 and Beyond

The U.S. military faces a complex set of contingencies. Future adversaries are expected to
be less predictable and thus more challenging, exploiting asymmetric approaches to oppose
America’s conventional strength. Particularly worrisome are countries and hostile groups that
have seen the successes of Desert Storm and more recent U.S. military operations and are
adapting their strategies in an attempt to offset some U.S. advantages.

Biological and information warfare, in particular, pose direct threats to both America’s
deployed forces and to the homeland, as adversary nations, radical movements, and criminal
groups become more ambitious in their aims and more aggressive in their pursuits. Against that
backdrop, decision times will necessarily be short and there will be a premium on terminating
conflicts – both large and small – quickly and decisively to minimize their consequences,
potential to spread, and chances of recurrence.
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Transforming the capabilities of U.S. forces will be challenging, particularly with today’s
high operational tempo, which is expected to continue. Thus, a central challenge for the
Department becomes to

 Transition to military capabilities that underwrite the future vision with no
breathing space in the demand for use of current capabilities.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff have provided a vision for this transformation in Joint Vision 2010,
which provides a conceptual template for the attributes of America’s future armed forces and for
new levels of joint warfighting effectiveness. The individual Services are currently developing a
rich array of operational concepts and capabilities to enhance the combat and quick-reaction
ability of the military forces. The effectiveness of these enhancements, however, will depend
heavily on integration in joint operations.

The Department of Defense needs a way to focus its transformation to a 21st century joint
force. Developing a full spectrum – air, land, space and sea – joint rapid response operations
capability is an effective way to focus the activities of the Department and the transformation
to Joint Vision 2010 and beyond. This study addresses three enablers essential for developing a
rapid response capability: strategic agility, information for decision superiority, and force
protection. It also concludes that effective transformation will require major changes in joint
responsibility, intelligence, technology and development approaches, and acquisition processes
and resource balance.

Transformation
Joint Vision 2010 & Beyond

Transformation
Joint Vision 2010 & Beyond

Full Spectrum (Air, Land, Space, Sea)
 Joint Rapid Response Operations Capability

Focus

Essential

Joint
Responsibility

Technologies &
Development

Acquisition
& Resources

Making It Happen
Transforming
Intelligence

Enablers

Strategic Agility Information for
Decision Superiority Force Protection

Supporting Transformation
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J O I N T -RA P I D  RE S P O N S E  OP E R A T I O N S  CA P A B I L I T Y

A joint rapid response operations capability, as both a warfighting capability and a strategic
deterrent, is a critical need for the Department of Defense. Today, with enough time and
warning, the United States is able to build up a joint force that can respond to almost any
operational contingency. Also, the United States has a rapid response capability in some of its
forces that can respond effectively to certain requirements, especially in support of smaller
contingency operations. But the nation lacks an effective response when the contingency
requirement calls for a more capable and potent force that is needed fast – that is, within 24 to 96
hours. A joint rapid response operations capability is essential to fill the gap in U.S. warfighting
response options, enabling the United States to set the conditions of an operation from the outset
rather than responding to conditions already set in place by an adversary.

Furthermore, a demonstrated rapid response capability and credible will to use it has
strategic value as a deterrent against potential aggressors. Such a capability could provide a
stabilizing influence prior to conflict and could help to shape the strategic environment. A rapid
response capability could deter and dissuade adversaries from commencing operations and could
also add a great deal of power to other crisis resolution tools, including diplomatic, economic
and political responses.

Developing a joint rapid response operations capability could lead to the creation, in several
years, of Joint Rapid Response Operations Forces (J-ROFs). These forces would provide rapid
response with substantial offensive combat power but minimum footprint in-theater. They would
be designed for efficient logistics support, and could be used in conjunction with forward-
deployed, coalition, and follow-on forces – all of which can be moved into the theater of
operations rapidly.

An early capability that can defend and take the offense is important in securing early
conflict resolution and termination. The modular, building-block type capability of the J-ROFs,
as envisioned, will provide DoD with a flexible set of force concepts and capabilities that can be
reconfigured as required to meet the changing demands of the future strategic environment.

Implementing the J-ROF will be a multi-faceted, multi-year effort combining development
and operational experimentation. As a focal point for implementation, the task force recommends
that the Department establish a permanent, experimental joint rapid response operations
headquarters under United States Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM). A critical element in
implementation is integrating coalition partners prior to a contingency, with continuous
experimentation, training, and planning. Communication practices, frequencies, and control;
information system protocols and access security; and logistics roles, modes, and packaging all
need to be planned and exercised if the joint and combined force is to become a capable military
entity.

E S S E N T I A L  E N A B L E R S

To implement a joint rapid response capability in the next five years, the Department needs
a number of key operational enablers. As already noted, the task force focused its efforts on three
– strategic agility, information for decision superiority, and force protection – essential to
creating joint rapid response operations capabilities.
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Strategic Agility

“Strategic agility” is the ability to rapidly move personnel, materiel, and weapons when and
to where they are needed and to maneuver them in the battlespace as required. The objective is to
move forces into the battlespace before the enemy sets the conditions and before these conditions
are too hard to change. The need is to have sufficient military power arriving fast enough to be
both a credible conventional deterrent and a potent combat force. To make such a capability
credible, the United States must focus on the force capabilities needed and on the more
vulnerable elements of strategic agility – the ports, the airfields, and the infrastructure on which
the military currently depends – as well as on a robust, ready-to-use joint command, control,
communications, computers and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) system.

Achieving strategic agility involves changing major event time-lines as well as resolving a
myriad of movement and support issues. But most importantly, it requires a change in the
characteristics of U.S. forces. DoD must design strategic agility into its systems and capabilities
from the beginning – from concept definition to fielding capabilities. Operations and logistics
should be treated as an integrated whole in requirements, design, operational planning, and
execution – including planning and exercising coalition capabilities and support agreements.

Strategic agility is enabled by a variety of capabilities including advanced logistics planning
tools, advanced munitions that lighten the force while increasing its potency, commercial air and
sea lift assets, intermediate staging bases, access to austere ports and airfields, and nodeless,
distributed logistics systems.

Information for Decision Superiority

“Decision superiority” is the ability to use information and experience to make battlespace
decisions faster and better than any adversary to ensure a continuing and overwhelming pace and
effectiveness of operations. If adversaries and potential adversaries believe the U.S. military is
consistently able to use decision superiority to achieve execution superiority, the nation will have
created a useful strategic deterrent in addition to a superior capability in conflict and other
operations.

Decision superiority plays a key role in the efficient and rapid execution of military
missions. The objective is to provide information to commanders in such a way that they can
absorb it, understand it, and use it quickly and effectively to shape battlespace decisions. At the
core of decision superiority is a high-level operational architecture. The centerpiece of the
architecture is the premise that the warfighter must be responsible for defining and
assembling his or her own information ensemble using information made available through
systems provided by the information community. Each warfighter – whether Commander-in-
Chief (CINC) or platoon leader – has the responsibility to assemble needed information into a
tailored ensemble to support battlespace requirements.

The infrastructure of the operational architecture is the Integrated Information Infrastructure.
This level has a suite of tools developed by the technology community to enable the warfighter
to receive and assess information. The concept is based on a “pull” system, where the warfighter
pulls information from the infrastructure, using automation to sort, arrange, filter, and find items
of interest – much like the commercial Internet. At the input level of the operational architecture
is data and information gathering. Here, data and information contributors “push” information
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into the information infrastructure where it is indexed, categorized, and assessed. This
architecture for supporting decision superiority also enables the need for greater mission focus
for the intelligence community. Responding to the warfighter’s needs, both proactively and
reactively, the intelligence community can provide relevant information to the integrated
information system.

Force Protection

Protecting forces, infrastructure, and lines of communication has long been part of any
military mission – whether it be active combat in the Gulf or a peacekeeping mission in Bosnia.
The 1996 bombing of Khobar Towers, like Beirut more than a decade before, highlighted the
difficulty of protecting forces and the potentially devastating consequences of an attack.

The findings of the 1997 DSB summer study, DoD Responses to Transnational Threats,
emphasized a three-tiered response to the transnational threat challenge: a global response, a
regional response, and a force level response, which focuses on force protection as a
fundamental readiness mission requirement across the spectrum of threats. A robust force
protection capability is critical to meeting U.S. security needs and maintaining the nation’s
ability to project its forces abroad, as the force protection challenge continues to evolve. Threats
to the U.S. homeland and defense against these threats are a growing concern, particularly as the
United States becomes more effective at joint rapid response operations capabilities. Many new
operational concepts, such as split-basing and long-range strike, involve reachback to or staging
from installations in the continental United States. Another area of increasing concern is
protection against and counters to biological warfare attack.

The 1997 DSB task force identified the need for an enhanced force protection program with
the following emphasis: an end-to-end mission orientation, expanded vulnerability assessments,
patching the “seams” created by diverse responsibilities, focusing intelligence programs and
capabilities, and exploiting promising technologies, including the creation of a test bed focused
on force protection. These recommendations remain applicable today.

M A K I N G  I T  HA P P E N

The task force also identified key transformation needs: the responsibility of the joint and
coalition force commanders; changes in the nation’s intelligence, both the community at large
and those elements more directly in support of rapid, potent force elements; new technological
capabilities, both in the near term using today’s technology, and in the longer term requiring new
inventions and innovations; and changes in acquisition processes and a resource balance between
modernization, infrastructure, and support functions.

Joint Responsibility

Goldwater-Nichols laid the groundwork for involving the warfighting customer in the
process of matching available force capabilities to tasks and identifying gaps in capabilities for
the joint operational commands. Today, the CINCs and joint forces have greater authority and
responsibility for current operations and are being consulted and informed to an unprecedented
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extent. Nonetheless, giving the ultimate customer greater influence in establishing future
capability priorities remains ad hoc in nature.

The DSB Task Force suggests that more attention by the warfighting CINCs is needed in
addressing future capabilities, with special emphasis on those capabilities that are inherently
“joint” such as C4ISR. There is clear responsibility, in the military Services and Defense
Agencies, for providing forces to the CINCs. However, the authority and responsibility is not
nearly as clear for providing the capabilities needed to employ those forces in an effective “joint
force.”

To enhance “joint” involvement in establishing future capabilities, a field representative for
the CINCs is needed. While the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs could, himself, assume this
responsibility, he already has a complex set of responsibilities, and this effort needs more
attention than he is likely to be able to give it. Thus the Task Force believes that the United
States Joint Forces Command is the logical organization to perform the role of “futures” CINC,
given that USJFCOM has already been assigned responsibilities in related functional roles.
USJFCOM would continue to be the “force provider,” responsible for joint training, and would
become the representative for “future joint capabilities,” to include responsibility for joint
experimentation. Other USJFCOM responsibilities not directly related to these roles should be
reassigned.

C4ISR. C4ISR systems are an example of capabilities that should be “born joint” – that is,
C4ISR assets should be treated as a joint system from the start rather than “kluged together” at
the time of a crisis. Joint C4ISR systems must be standing capabilities – proven, exercised,
interoperable with joint and coalition forces, and continuously evolving – if they are to match the
response time expected from Joint Rapid Response Operations Forces.

Creating a joint C4ISR system requires a joint and combined focus and therefore someone
responsible for designing, testing, operating, and continuously upgrading the system. Currently,
C4ISR components are developed independently by each Service. There is no single focal point
for designing and managing a joint system. The task force recommends assigning such
responsibilities to the CINCs – the responsible warfighters. Responsibility for overall system
development and for the deployable system would be given to USJFCOM. Such systems must be
exercised by the CINCs in the manner appropriate for their area of responsibility. The CINCs
also need to test and continuously operate their C4ISR system with coalition forces – and must be
funded to do so.

The CINCs will need technical assistance to perform such functions and to oversee the
evolution to interoperable and fully capable joint and combined C4ISR systems. They will also
need technical assistance in upgrading these systems on a continual basis to maintain capabilities
in the face of very rapid evolution of communications and computer systems. The task force
recommends forming a Joint Systems Engineering Organization (JSEO), reporting to
USJFCOM. Such an organization would provide technical support to USJFCOM and the other
regional CINCs for joint and combined C4ISR systems. The Services and Agencies would
continue to provide the component systems.
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Transforming Intelligence

The United States holds a position of incontestable dominance in intelligence based on
technical means. This situation is likely to continue as no other nation is likely to be both able
and willing to make the investment required to overcome this superiority anytime soon.
However, adversaries have begun to adapt to the well-publicized success of U.S. intelligence
methods.

Customer needs for intelligence are being driven by the changing character of adversaries
and their abilities to threaten U.S. interests. Customer priorities are increasingly dynamic, and
the issues of concern are expanding in diversity. Rather than focusing on a few major threats, the
intelligence community must continually analyze a wider range of potential adversaries and base
judgements and estimates more on motivation, capability, and access rather than observation of
hard evidence. This represents a major cultural change for the intelligence community. Timelines
within which the intelligence community must respond are shrinking, and while the need to
protect sensitive sources and methods is unchanged, virtually every action taken by U.S.
warfighters and policymakers is executed in a combined environment – driving the demand to
share intelligence products with coalition partners.

At the same time, the technology-enabled, information-rich global environment is shaping
customer expectations. DoD customers are increasingly reliant on information networks and
databases to enable their operations. Thus, information provided by the intelligence community
is of limited value unless it is readily accessible within this electronic operating environment.

The task force grappled with the question of how to transform the nation’s intelligence
apparatus to support the Department of Defense, and specifically the warfighters, in a way that
allows for more inputs and better capabilities across the spectrum of applications. The
intelligence community is collector-centric with “stovepipe” collection systems. To support
greater customer demand, the intelligence community needs to become more mission-centric,
focused on the specific missions of the CINCs as well as that of other customers. In turn, DoD
needs to take action to motivate a stronger intelligence pull by the CINCs. Persistent, dedicated,
involved customers can help change the supplier culture. To create a more mission-centric
approach, the intelligence community needs mission managers that deliver focused intelligence
to the warfighters as well as other customers.

Technologies and Development

DoD’s science and technology base is, to a great extent, unfocused and fragmented. This
study assessed important technology areas and concluded that four were changing rapidly and in
ways that will have an impact on future military capabilities. The four areas are biotechnology,
information technology, microsystems, and energy and materials. While the commercial sector
investments in most areas of these technologies substantially exceed DoD’s, most of the civilian
investments have a time horizon of only a few years. As a result, DoD needs to focus on the long
term, more speculative aspects of these technology areas. But more importantly, DoD needs to
focus on the interfaces between these technologies because it is from these intersections that the
truly revolutionary advances in military capability will come.

The study concluded that “grand challenges” should be created as the focusing mechanism
for a significant fraction of DoD science and technology investment. The task force identified
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four examples of grand challenges, each with the potential for order-of-magnitude improvements
in military capabilities. The four are

• Bioshield: real-time detection, characterization, response, and attribution of
conventional and unconventional biological threats

• No Place to Hide: ubiquitous, intrusive, and inescapable target sensing

• Fast Forward: rapid, decisive force application from the continental United States

• Cognitive C4: warfighter-matched, agile, secure, and available C4 systems

Grand challenge military capabilities are not the only science and technology investment
areas that DoD should pursue. But, in the judgement of the task force, they are a good basis for
providing badly needed focus for science and technology.

Acquisition and Resources

An acquisition approach that recognizes changing system requirements during the
development and production life cycle provides a process to field useful military capabilities
early while continually upgrading them to attain desired “ultimate” capabilities in the longer run.
Three inter-related elements can accomplish this goal: an iterative requirements process, an
evolutionary acquisition process, and a modular open system approach to overall program
execution. Because the key recommendations of this study revolve around the concepts of
frequent joint field exercises, rapid fielding of prototype hardware and software, and continuous
upgrading of concepts of operations, tactics and equipment, these evolutionary procurements
approaches are a key enabler to successful implementation.

In 1996, the Defense Science Board Summer Study, Achieving an Innovative Support
Structure for 21st Century Military Superiority, examined DoD infrastructure costs and
concluded that the Department could realize $30 billion in annual potential savings by improving
efficiencies in the business side of its operations. This would allow DoD to shift these resources
into operational accounts for readiness and modernization initiatives. The Department has made
significant progress in reducing support costs through outsourcing, logistics transformation, and
reducing personnel. The Office of the Secretary of Defense for Program Analysis and Evaluation
(OSD PA&E) currently estimates that there are $8-9 billion in savings currently programmed in
the Future Years Defense Program. However, the task force feels that there are still many
opportunities to realize further savings and recommends that the Department continue to
aggressively seek savings in infrastructure and support.

S U M M A R Y  A N D  KE Y  RE C O M M E N D A T I O N S

The task force came to several overarching conclusions in its investigation of defense
technology strategies for the 21st century:

• Filling the challenging need for joint rapid response operations capabilities can be a
powerful vehicle to focus transformation to Joint Vision 2010 and beyond

• This capability, leading in several years to Joint Rapid Response Operations Forces,
must include coalition partners capabilities and needs up front
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• Two of several key enablers of this capability are strategic agility and information for
decision superiority

• The CINCs need clearer responsibility for identifying and prioritizing the needed
capabilities to bring Service-provided forces together into an effective joint and/or
coalition force – some of these capabilities need to be “born joint”

• An Integrated Information Infrastructure is the joint, interoperable means to meet
DoD 21st century network needs

• The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) and CINCs need increased engineering
and integration support focused on joint C4 systems and integrating ISR systems in
support of joint operations

• The CINCs’ need for superior intelligence requires a transformation to a mission
focus by the intelligence community in support of the warfighter

• “Grand challenges” can focus technology on order-of-magnitude improvements in
operational capabilities

The task force makes the following set of recommendations for transforming the
Department’s current capabilities to those needed for effective joint rapid response operations
capabilities.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Transformation to Underwrite Joint Vision 2010:

• The Secretary of Defense should assign USJFCOM responsibility for establishing a core,
joint rapid response operations force headquarters

− For joint experimentation now

− Evolving to initial deployable joint capabilities in the future

− Bringing coalition partners into Limited Operational Experiments

Integrated Information Infrastructure:
• Implement the Integrated Information Infrastructure by 2005

• Fix responsibility and authority for implementation

− Overall responsibility: Deputy Secretary of Defense and Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of
Staff (VCJCS), assisted by an Executive Office reporting to the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence) (ASD(C3I))

− Operational architecture: VCJCS with CINC and Military Services participation

− Technical architecture: Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology
(USD(A&T)) assisted by ASD(C3I), Joint Staff, Military Services, and Information
Technology Advisory Board

− System architecture: ASD (C3I) assisted by Joint Staff and Military Services
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Joint Responsibility:
• The Secretary of Defense should assign USJFCOM responsibility as the joint institution that

provides field representation on joint system needs and priorities

Joint C4 and ISR:
• The Deputy Secretary of Defense should direct strong technical support and funding to

USJFCOM consistent with responsibility for

− Future joint C4 and ISR systems architectures and technical capabilities

− Support of warfighting CINCs with current C4 and ISR systems

− Creating the Joint Systems Engineering Organization reporting to USJFCOM with
responsibilities for supporting CJCS and other CINCs

• Fund the CINCs to operate standing C4 systems to assure their readiness for any contingency
to include exercising customer pull for intelligence support

− Use the same types of metrics as for combat and combat support force elements:
capability, response requirement, readiness standards

Research and Development:

USD(A&T) and Director, Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E) should

• Commit a major fraction of the science and technology budget to providing complete
technology solutions to the warfighters for a few urgent grand military challenges

• Start with two of the most critical grand challenges:

− “No Place to Hide” –  deny enemy hiding

− “Bioshield” – protect the force against biological threats

• Make the science and technology leadership accountable for delivering against these grand
challenges as a fundamental change in their role

− Measure progress frequently in cooperation with the user through experimentation,
against quantifiable parameters

− Empower to make changes

• Gain support from the Secretary of Defense for strong control of research and development
funding by USD(A&T) and delegate control of science and technology to DDR&E

Achieving a joint-rapid response operations capability should become a major organizing
construct for the Department’s pursuit of Joint Vision 2010 and beyond. It addresses a central
and critical challenge facing the U.S. military and will provide needed focus for
transformation to a 21st century force.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

B A C K G R O U N D

The Defense Science Board has been exploring the “Revolution in Military Affairs” and the
“Revolution in Business Affairs” since the 1990 Defense Science Board summer study on
Research and Development Strategy for the 1990s. During the past decade, the United States has
experienced huge shifts in global relationships, power structures, economics, technology
development, and the rise of new adversaries that have access to the latest technologies and are
able and willing to employ new forms of warfare. Of particular concern is the proliferation of
nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons technology and the many means by which such
weapons can be delivered. In addition, a dramatic revolution in the access, sharing and utility of
global information has occurred. Information is now a critical and powerful enabler of economic,
political, and military power and its significance will continue to increase. At the same time,
access to much of this information is becoming available to potential enemies.

The 1999 Summer Study Task Force was asked to examine these dramatic changes and their
impact on the Department over the next two decades. Specifically, the task force was asked to1

• Review and consider the broad spectrum of topics which were addressed in the 1990
DSB summer study

• Address 21st century intelligence needs and adversaries

• Expand and build on the recommendations for technologies, operational capabilities,
and force characteristics developed in the 1998 DSB summer study

• Examine the need for and use of all forms of information to achieve full spectrum
dominance

• Examine defense technology strategy, management, and acquisition

Over the past several years the DSB has been asked to pay special attention to resources,
particularly the resource trade-off necessary to pursue its recommendations. To address this
question, the task force reviewed the Department’s implementation of recommendations from the
1996 DSB summer study, Achieving an Innovative Support Structure to Enhance Early 21st

Century Military Operations. In this review, the task force focused on identifying
recommendations that have not been aggressively pursued by the Department but which could
result in substantial savings in the business side of DoD operations.

Two other aspects of this study are worthy of special note. The task force spent a
considerable amount of time analyzing incentives, particularly incentives that would allow the
Department to accelerate the transformation to meet the new challenges of the 21st century. The
task force also evaluated the disincentives that would prevent more rapid implementation. This
report contains recommendations derived from these evaluations and which the task force
believes are important to motivate change.

                                                
1 The complete Terms of Reference for the Defense Science Board 1999 Summer Study Task Force on 21st Century Defense Technology

Strategies is in Annex A.
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In addition, the task force paid special attention to the transformation required of the
intelligence community in order to accomplish joint-rapid response operations. Although this
community includes elements outside the jurisdiction of the Department of Defense, the task
force concluded that, unless transformation of the intelligence community takes place along with
transformation of DoD, it will be difficult to achieve the desired National Security outcomes of
the 21st century.

The 1999 summer study was organized around four task forces that addressed the facets of
defense technology strategy shown in Figure 1.2 This volume presents an overview of the
findings of the summer study, integrating the work of the four task forces. Volume II of this
report contains more detailed information on individual task force results, findings, and
conclusions.
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Co-Chairs
Don Latham
Larry Lynn
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Ruth David

Ken Minihan
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Taylor Lawrence
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Bob Nesbit

Taylor Lawrence
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Walt Morrow
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Defense Technology Strategy &
Management
Walt Morrow
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Norm Augustine

Bill Crowell
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Paul Kaminski
Bill Perry

John White
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Norm Augustine

Bill Crowell
John Deutch

Paul Kaminski
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Executive Secretary
Regina Dugan

Executive Secretary
Regina Dugan

Figure 1. Task Force Organization

T H E  1 9 9 0  D S B  SU M M E R  S T U D Y

The 1990 DSB summer study had a broad Terms of Reference, specifically:

“What should be the DoD’s technology strategy and thrust in the 1990s to meet the
challenge of the next two decades?”

In 1990, the Department of Defense faced a significantly different national security
environment than it had during the Cold War. A new world was beginning to emerge after the
collapse of communism. Also emerging was an increasingly multi-polar security environment
with shifting allegiances as well as a reordering of economic and industrial relationships. The

                                                
2 Annex B contains a complete list of the members of the 1999 Summer Study Task Force.
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collapse of the Soviet Union led to a perception by some that the United States did not need as
large a defense budget as it enjoyed during the Cold War. While the central Soviet Union and
Warsaw Pact threat seemed to dissipate, many persisting regional threats were growing and the
United States was taking on a more active role.

For many decades, the Department of Defense had planned its budget around a set of cold
war scenarios, with the most demanding being a high intensity war with the Soviet Union and its
surrogates. The 1990 study found that DoD needed to look at alternative futures to drive its
planning. The Department was urged to take this historic opportunity to shape U.S. capabilities
to deal with the most likely future. In addition, the task force recommended efforts to establish
the groundwork for responding to the potential for a “peer” threat to emerge in the future. In
order to accomplish these objectives, the Department needed to look at changing the intelligence
community, refocusing the nation’s nuclear modernization programs, and developing defense
concepts around a light and more flexible strategic force.

The 1990 task force identified a need for DoD to focus its tactical force development on
then-apparent trends in developing nations, particularly the increasing proliferation of high
technology capabilities around the world. Because such proliferation was, and still is, occurring
widely, U.S. forces faced an uncertain future environment. Among the most important U.S. force
enhancements recommended were

• Continuous, real time surveillance for regional to local commanders

• Capabilities to conduct precision strikes at long range with no collateral damage and
no losses

• Greatly improved force defenses, especially defenses for ships against infrared guided
missile threats

• Rapidly deployable forces that are also highly capable on arrival against sophisticated
threats

• Anti-submarine warfare to deal with third world submarines

• Less manpower-intensive, more reliable and less logistically demanding systems

• Anti-tactical ballistic missile capability

Other findings of the 1990 summer study include:

• Stealth and counter-stealth were major developments over the previous two decades
and would be an urgent continuing requirement for a variety of applications in the
coming decade

• DoD needs a different technology investment strategy, one that systematically ties
military needs to capabilities and capability priorities to resource priorities

• Major changes are needed in technology transfer policies and management, with the
objective of providing stronger controls over fewer technologies and incorporating
third world proliferation concerns

• DoD needs to protect science and technology base funding even if defense budgets
decline
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In this report, the 1990 task force also outlined many challenges for DoD including:

• A smaller budget, which dictates discipline in the Department’s attempt to identify
where budget increases could be offset by reductions

• A defense industrial base that will become smaller than it is in 1990

• Smaller procurement quantities and fewer new program starts

• A force inventory that is growing older and needs to be selectively upgraded

• Technology that is advancing at a rapidly growing pace and will continue to do so on
a global basis, with both friends and adversaries having greater access to advanced
technology

The 1999 Summer Study Task Force believes many of the principal findings of the 1990
summer study remain relevant today. Further, many of the concerns raised about the 21st century
environment from the 1990 study have not yet been fully addressed by DoD. The following table
provides a list of the specific recommendations made in 1990 along with a qualitative assessment
of the status of implementation and impact, if any, on the Department.

As shown in this table, the Department has made considerable progress in implementing
many of the 1990 recommendations. Compared to a decade ago, there is more emphasis on
transforming the Department and its varied activities to meet the demands of an evolving
security environment. DoD is more focused on responding to national security situations across
the globe that range from peacekeeping to contingency operations while, at the same time,
preparing for the potential of a major theater war.3 Today, the Department’s priorities include:

• Joint, rapid, and potent response capabilities supporting the range of contingency
operations

• Preparing responses to threats, both to the homeland as well as deployed forces, from
the use of weapons of mass destruction and information warfare

• Deterring and preparing for the re-emergence of a peer competitor

The 1999 task force placed its emphasis on the capabilities, technology, and funding
associated with the first of these three priorities – developing joint rapid response capabilities.
The following chapters discuss the findings and recommendations of this study.

                                                
3 It is interesting to note that approximately one week after the 1990 summer study concluded, Iraq invaded Kuwait, and Desert Storm

followed months later.
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Recommendation Action Impact
1. Establish a “CEO” for technology, with responsibility to develop and implement a research

and development (R&D) strategy that responds to a future characterized by lower budgets,
fewer opportunities for new program starts, and more uncertainty about future adversaries.

Re-established
DDR&E

Uncertain

a. Establish a fast-track initiative with the intent of: 1) fielding many more components
and systems quickly to stimulate real world use and feedback, and 2) retaining critical
design teams that would otherwise be lost with fewer new program starts:
§ Identify a few candidate systems and assign a single individual to establish the fast-

track process.

Initiated Advanced
Concept Technology
Demonstration
(ACTDs)

Many Successes
such as Global
Hawk and Predator
Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs)

b. Place special emphasis on technology insertion to upgrade performance and keep old
platforms current:
§ Ensure that acquisition regulations give preference to upgrading existing

platforms/major systems.
§ Require that breakthrough/leap-frog capability be demonstrated (primarily from

prior fieldable prototypes) before approving major system new starts.

Initiated Preplanned
Product
Improvements

Many Successes
Such as M1 to
M1A2

c. Maintain ability to generate new technology:
§ Implement a scenario-based methodology to objectively allocate funds to core and

critical technologies.
§ Assure needed science and technology funding, including independent research and

development (IR&D).

Established Elaborate
Science and
Technology Planning
Process

Too Much Paper
Planning

d. Exploit civil technology for defense purposes:
§ Remove barriers to the DoD use of off-the-shelf civilian technology and advocate its

use;
§ Establish criteria for identifying critical defense industry technologies and advocate

its use;

Aggressive
Technology
Reinvestment
Program & Dual-Use
Program

Many Successes
such as the new
attack submarine
fire control system

e. Develop the means to produce small quantities of hardware efficiently, while preserving
surge potential:
§ Identify several prototype initiatives and assign responsibility;
§ Increase resources and management attention devoted to manufacturing technology,

and encourage the use of IR&D resources in this area.

No Specific Action None

2. Recognize the significance of stealth/counterstealth technology as one of the major
breakthroughs of this quarter century:
§ Take full advantage of low observable technology and make modifications where

possible to give U.S. forces both offensive and defensive edges;
§ Give high priority to counterstealth in view of the proliferation of low observable

technology.

Continued Emphasis Operational
Successes such as
F-117 and B-2

3. Ease of deployability should be a major criterion for all tactical systems:
§ Demonstrating system/lift compatibility should be mandatory, and highly capable light

forces should be deployed to complement heavy forces.

Some Change in
Emphasis – C-17
Fielded

Little Impact So Far

4. Re-orient strategic programs and continue force modernization to meet the challenge of the
restructured world – numerically reduced U.S./Soviet forces, increasing Third World nuclear
threat:
§ Create more flexibility in planning the use of strategic forces;
§ Maintain the triad for the foreseeable future but with single reentry vehicle silo-based

replacement for Minutemen II (preserve R&D options for a mobile intelligence
community ballistic missile);

§ Develop a strategic defense option effective against small attacks (tens of
warheads),and seek allied participation;

§ Develop new nuclear weapons that are safe and reliable in a low or no-test environment.

Area of Major
Emphasis

National Missile
Defense Program

START II

No new nuclear
weapons
development

5. Reprioritize intelligence needs and resources guided by the following principles:
strengthening the ability to provide worldwide intelligence; and, seeking more efficiency and
productivity in the worldwide intelligence workforce.

• Use an integrated military-civilian intelligence “reserve force.”

Continuous Re-
Thinking in the ‘90s
Toward This End

Significant Issues
Remain

6. The Department of Defense should initiate policies to attract and retain the most capable
people available to provide the underpinnings for the above recommendations.

No Significant
Progress

Area of Even
Greater Concern
Today
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CHAPTER 2. JOINT RAPID RESPONSE OPERATIONS

OP E R A T I O N A L  A N D  TH R E A T  EN V I R O N M E N T

Coping with challenges of the 21st century security environment requires unprecedented
change in the Department of Defense. U.S. military forces will likely face increasingly complex
contingency operations. Future adversaries are expected to be less predictable and thus more
challenging through their use of asymmetric approaches to combat, more urban and civilian
intermixing, uncertain warning, preparation and conflict termination time of their choosing, and
different and challenging geographies. Most contingencies will occur at great distance from U.S.
shores, but there will be fewer permanent bases of operations in overseas areas for U. S. forces.
The deterrent impact of nuclear weapons will be less certain against many of the nation states
that might be adversaries in future contingencies and is likely to be ineffective against non-state
actors.

The situation on the international scene is further complicated by U.S. domestic attitudes.
Combat is shrouded by an aversion to casualties – military and civilian, friendly and adversary –
an aversion to collateral damages, a sensitivity to world opinion, and an aversion to prolonged
conflict.

During the past decade, U.S. forces have participated in a host of regional operations, most
often in conjunction with coalition forces. These operations have required a variety of responses,
including combat, peacekeeping, and humanitarian. Deployments have become typical and
currently include the following:

• ~7,000 Americans patrol sector of Kosovo as part of NATO-led multinational force

• 7,700 manage relief for refugees in Albania and Macedonia

• 5,916 participate in a NATO-led multinational force separating factions from
Bosnia’s civil war, which ended in 1995

• 5,760 provide relief following Hurricane Mitch and work to stop drug trafficking

• 270 help a multinational force keep peace in Haiti

• 21,000 patrol southern “no flight” zones; 1,200 patrol northern “no flight” zone over
Iraq

• 870 serve in a multinational observer force monitoring peace between Egypt and
Israel

• Many special forces personnel deploy globally every day

These examples illustrate the variety and frequency of operations in which the United States
is involved and which are expected to continue into the next century. Thus the central challenge
for DoD becomes to

Transition to military capabilities that underwrite the future vision with no breathing
space in the demand for use of current capabilities.
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In response to the changing security environment, the Department of Defense must and is
moving beyond the simpler, scenario- and threat-based force of the Cold War era, where
containment was the concern and contingencies were handled as included demands. Today,
DoD’s forces are in a period of transition, as Figure 2 illustrates. The force guidance evolved
from the Base Force that was intended to bridge the gap from the Cold War to the emerging
world to a force guidance for two major regional conflicts (MRCs). But as the Department
anticipates fewer wars, yet more conflict confronting adaptive enemies, there is a need for a
capabilities-based approach that provides a high probability of success across a very broad
spectrum of contingencies.

Scenario &
Threat Based

Capability
Based

Soviets Korea

Southwest
Asia

Cold War

Transition

Base
Force

2 MRCs
+ OTW

Joint Vision 
2010

FuturePost
Cold War

• Clearly defined
threats

• Containment focus
-- 3 Scenarios

• Contingencies as
included demands

• Threat focus changing
rapidly

• Maintain superpower
capability

• Elevated contingency
standards

• Fewer wars -- more
conflict

• Confronting
adaptive enemies

• Early action more
critical to objectives

Force Transformation

Figure 2. Force Transformation

Still, the Department moves toward the future carrying with it the “burden” of success from
Desert Storm. Figure 3 illustrates some of the features of the coalition force engagement in
Operation Desert Storm and the context for achieving success against the forces of Saddam
Hussein. The success of Desert Storm has set a level of expectation that “adaptive enemies” can,
do, and will continue to exploit.

Such an enemy goes beyond the asymmetric adversary; the challenge will come from
responsive, smart and adaptive adversaries. The adaptive enemy has, in military history,
exhibited all of the traits noted below – with the sole exception (so far) of using chemical and
biological weapons to deny operations of key facilities such as ports, airfields, and staging bases.
However, it was over a decade ago that Iraq used chemical and biological weapons on
defenseless civilians. Some salient features and culture of an “adaptive enemy” are

• Time, will, and the power of the defensive

• Patience: swift success is not essential to ultimate victory – a prolonged stalemate
equals victory

• Willingness to maintain or sacrifice an army in the field at all costs, even in the face
of the most damaging punishment
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• Ability to interfere with an intruding power’s intention to end the conflict quickly and
at minimum “cost”

• Willingness to use chemical and biological weapons to degrade and deny operations
of key facilities such as ports, airfields, and staging bases or against civilian targets
such as Iraq did against the Kurds

• Seeks local successes by taking apart a “string of pearls,” one “pearl” at a time

• Initiative to strike at the time and place of its choosing and to effectively use
concealment, decoys, and deception

• No longer geographically anchored

Features
Š Air supremacy
Š Clear view of the battlespace
Š Lethal precision weapons
Š Unchallenged C3

Š An enemy without ISR
Š Non-adaptive enemy

These features have set levels of expectations
that adaptive enemies can, do, and will exploit

Context
… over an inept adversary
… in unimpaired desert terrain
… enough for critical target set
… no adversary capability
… could not maneuver to see
… did not anticipate US response

Figure 3. Desert Storm: The Burden of Success

This is the operational environment that DoD faces. It is an environment that is rapidly
changing and that will require varied and flexible response from U.S. forces. Transforming the
force to one with the envisioned future capabilities in a period of high operational tempo will be
challenging. But the Department can meet this challenge by focusing its transformation on
critical capability requirements and starting now to transform the force in increments.

T R A N S F O R M I N G  J O I N T  V I S I O N  2 0 1 0  A N D  BE Y O N D

Joint Vision 2010 provides a guiding vision for modernizing America’s armed forces as the
United States enters the 21st century. It sets a high standard for the four military Services – to be
persuasive in peace, decisive in war, and preeminent in any form of operation across the full
spectrum of conflict. To achieve the vision of a “preeminent joint force” as embodied in Joint
Vision 2010, the Department must have the capability to deploy rapidly with high lethality,
achieve decision superiority, and support deployed forces with efficient logistics. This force must
be able to operate in a fully integrated, joint, or combined manner and ensure full spectrum
dominance.
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Despite the dedicated efforts of the individual Services to enhance the combat and quick-
reaction capabilities of the military forces, there are still gaps in the effectiveness of these efforts,
particularly in joint operations. The Department of Defense needs a way to focus its
transformation to a 21st century force amid the high operational tempo that is likely to continue
in the future.

A useful framework to focus and transform Joint Vision 2010 and beyond is a full-
spectrum joint rapid response operations capability. As shown in Figure 4, such a capability
draws on many important enablers that are embodied in the pillars of Joint Vision 2010. This
study examines three in particular – strategic agility, information for decision superiority, and
force protection – and also identifies key initiatives necessary to “make it happen.” A new and
enhanced rapid response operations capability will provide a focal point for both new and
ongoing efforts that will lead to a force able to meet the full spectrum of future contingencies.

Transformation
Joint Vision 2010 & Beyond

Transformation
Joint Vision 2010 & Beyond

Full Spectrum (Air, Land, Space, Sea)
 Joint Rapid Response Operations Capability

Focus

Essential

Joint
Responsibility

Technologies &
Development

Acquisition
& Resources

Making It Happen
Transforming
Intelligence

Enablers

Strategic Agility Information for
Decision Superiority Force Protection

Figure 4. Supporting Transformation

J O I N T  RA P I D  RE S P O N S E  OP E R A T I O N S  CA P A B I L I T Y

A joint rapid response operations capability, as both a warfighting capability and a strategic
deterrent, is a critical need for the Department of Defense. With enough time and warning, the
United States can build a joint force that can do almost anything required, as shown on the right
side of Figure 5. In addition, the United States already has a rapid response capability in some of
its forces that can respond effectively to certain requirements, especially in support of smaller
contingency operations, as demonstrated in Panama, Haiti, and Grenada operations. But when
the combat requirement calls for a more capable and potent force that is needed fast – that is
within 24 to 96 hours – there is a gap in existing military force capabilities, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Joint Rapid Response Operations Capability – The Strategic View

Several examples illustrate the point. During Operation Desert Shield, the United States had
to respond quickly even without the needed potent, joint rapid response forces. To manage this
scenario, the United States took a high-risk approach by sending in light forces that were
perceived to be inadequate to meet the adversary’s ground forces challenge. This approach was
then referred to as a “speed bump” for Iraqi armor, in the event that Iraqi forces had advanced
into Saudi Arabia. In the case of the Kosovo operation – setting aside the political issues of
whether or not to use ground forces – the United States did not have an adequate rapid response
ground capability able to set the conditions of ground operations before Milosevic’s forces were
able to do so. In this case, the National Command Authority was without a viable, sufficiently
rapid response and potent ground force option. A joint rapid response operations capability is
intended to fill the gap in U.S. response options, enabling the United States to set the conditions
of operations from the outset, rather than responding to conditions already set in place by an
adversary.

Furthermore, possessing such a capability, and a demonstrated will to use it, has strategic
value as a deterrent against potential aggressors. A rapid response capability can provide a
stabilizing influence prior to conflict and help to shape the strategic environment. During the pre-
conflict phase of an operation, the existence of the force can buy the U.S. command authorities
critical time for negotiations, analysis, and assessments. Such a force could deter and dissuade
adversaries from commencing operations and could also add power to other crisis resolution
tools, including diplomatic, economic and political responses.
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Providing time for the National Command Authority to use appropriate non-military
measures to influence a crisis environment is important and, in some cases, could reduce or

eliminate the need for
committing military forces.
Moreover, having time to
prepare for coalition
involvement in contingency
operations – particularly
achieving intra- and inter-
nation consensus – without
being forced into a
premature commitment of
forces can be beneficial and
stabilizing.

The concept of
operations for employing
joint rapid response
operations capabilities is
illustrated in Figure 6.
These forces are to provide
rapid response with
offensive combat power but

minimum footprint in-theater, and they will be designed for efficient logistics support. But they
will also be used in conjunction with forward deployed and coalition forces. Follow-on forces
are likely to be heavier for some time to come but will also be more lethal and robust. Over time,
as transformation continues and expands, more lethal and robust follow-on forces will exhibit
much the same responsiveness as the initial rapid response force. The objective is an early
capability to both defend and take the offense, both of which are important in securing early
conflict resolution and termination.

Several parameters are essential to support this concept of operations. These parameters are
also key to achieving the desired goals of deterrence, stability in the pre-conflict environment,
and a rapid and decisive win if conflict occurs. The rapid response capability requires forces that
are able to

• Effectively move into the theater of operations utilizing both military and
commercial strategic lift assets in 24 to 96 hours

• Enter immediately into combat operations  once deployed in theater

• Operate independently of large vulnerable overseas bases and ports by achieving
assured access to the theater through austere ports and airfields

• Move rapidly throughout the theater of operations by air and land to ensure a high
degree of battlespace mobility

• Provide increased lethality for early deployment elements of the force, employing
combined arms capability

• Operate in a manner which achieves full coalition integration in all phases of the
operation

Forward
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Coalition
Forces

TheaterTheater
ofof

OperationsOperations

Joint Rapid Response
Operations Forces (J-ROFs)

• Standing joint core of forces
– In-Theater
– Optimally positioned in

CONUS for Rapid Response
ready to employ - 24 to 96
hours

• Readiness condition consistent
with response objectives

• Some components can deploy from
CONUS to striking/battle positions

• Coalition participation from the
outset
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– In-Theater
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• Coalition participation from the
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Figure 6. J-ROF Concept of Operations
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• Access improved intelligence and joint inter-operable command and control using the
Integrated Information Infrastructure

• Deploy both overt and covert sensors systems, some of which are deployed before
forces are committed

• Use tailored logistics support to ensure that operations and logistics function as fully
integrated elements in force execution

• Maximize survivability of all forces throughout all phases of operations

It is necessary to enhance current force capabilities in these areas to achieve a joint rapid
response operations capability.

While the military need for a joint rapid response capability is the subject of this discussion,
it is important to note that this capability builds on existing Service concepts. The Army Strike
Force, Army After Next, the Navy’s Forward from the Sea, the Air Expeditionary Force, and the
U.S. Marine Corps’ Operational Maneuver From the Sea are examples of Service concepts that
reflect evolution to a capability-based force with more joint consideration. All of these concepts
share common themes that include the following: battlespace awareness, distributed operations,
split basing and reach back to the continental United States to reduce presence ashore, use of
remote fires, precision engagement, lean logistics, and agile forces that can rapidly reach the
theater and rapidly move around the battlespace. Further, these concepts rely on survival through
knowledge and agility, not on an ability to absorb hits.

Developing the joint rapid response operations capability would lead to the creation, in
several years, of Joint Rapid Response Operations Forces with characteristics that are different
from today’s light or heavy forces. The J-ROF will be a modular, building-block-type capability
that will provide DoD with a flexible set of force concepts and capabilities that can be
reconfigured as required. Flexibility is essential since force requirements demanded by the future
strategic environment cannot be met by a one-size-fits-all force. As DoD experiments with,
trains, and builds J-ROFs to deal with various types of contingencies, new force concepts and
capabilities will evolve.

Figure 7 illustrates conceptually how the DoD might build such a capability, beginning with
an experimental joint rapid response operations headquarters in the near term which conducts a
series of limited operational experiments to evolve force concepts and characteristics for the J-
ROFs. In the mid-term an experimental set of forces would evolve into deployable forces, which,
over the longer-term, would be propagated throughout U.S. and coalition forces. Throughout this
evolution, experimentation will continue to mature operational concepts and force characteristics
of the J-ROF. Thus, the J-ROF will serve as a focus for bringing emerging Service concepts into
a joint, interdependent force with interfaces built in for operation with coalition forces.
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Figure 7. Transforming Capabilities

Force Characteristics

Some capabilities and characteristics of the J-ROF are shown in Figure 8. The force, as
envisioned, will be rapidly deployable and able to arrive in a battlespace, anywhere in the world,

within 24 to 96 hours of
receiving notice. The J-
ROF will be task-organized
and have a self-deployable
aviation element. These air,
ground, sea and space
combined arms forces will
not depend on major ports
and airfields for theater
entry. This force will have
organic tactical mobility
with both air and ground
force mobility at ranges up
to 500 nautical miles. The
force will be self-
sustaining for five days in
theater with its own

sustainment package, which
can be augmented with air-delivered package resupply for additional days if required. Of great
importance will be the combat-to-tail ratio of the force – the ratio of combat warriors to support
personnel. Today, light forces have a ratio of 4 to 6 and heavy forces a ratio of about 1 to 14. The
goal for the J-ROF is 8 to 2. This force will be able to fight in a distributed and desegregated
mode, but will be able to re-mass if necessary. The Joint Rapid Response Operations Forces will
be responsive and protected and depend on both organic and remote precision fires. These forces,
with proper training, will be able to fight in any terrain – open or closed, forest or urban. Finally,

Figure 8. J-ROF Characteristics

SCENARIO
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this diverse mix of capabilities will be affordable – its cost should not exceed that of comparably
sized forces today.

The J-ROF will have dramatically enhanced weapons lethality. It will be a potent force that
will offer significant capability improvement over current U.S. forces in organic weapons,
effectiveness of remote fires, and organic kill range.4 The J-ROF will have a very low profile,
with a goal of 10 times improvement in signature – stealth and emissions – by the 2010 to 2015
timeframe.

Systems to support organic mobility will include self-deploying vertical/short takeoff and
landing aircraft with ranges of 500 nautical miles and advanced ground mobility vehicles that
weigh less than 5000 pounds. These systems will be able to be transported internally in intra-
theater aircraft or sling-lifted by helicopter. A J-ROF may have to fight in urban terrain, so
attention must be paid to how this force is equipped and trained to fight in such a setting. For
example, in urban warfare, a J-ROF might carry a family of assets to provide individual mobility,
such as horizontal, vertical, or individual lift up to 40 stories and out to ranges of a half nautical
mile.

For tactical mobility and intra-theater lift, the J-ROF will draw on capabilities recommended
in the 1998 Defense Science Board summer study, Joint Operations Superiority in the 21st

Century, as illustrated in Figure 9. These include new Maritime Prepositioned Force ships, which
should replace current ones by 2010; Super Short Take-Off and Landing (SSTOL)  aircraft; very
high-speed Fast Shuttle Sealift; and hybrid electric vehicles for ground transport. These
capabilities will enable the force to maneuver in more demanding terrain, in areas without access
to major ports, and in areas with only short runway space, which will allow a very different way
of inserting and sustaining the force. Many of these initiatives are well underway today and are
important to the J-ROF concept.

To enable unprecedented situational understanding, any deployed force must have access to
a rich menu of sensor systems and sophisticated processing. A J-ROF will be equipped with a
distributed network of airborne and ground sensor systems that, in combination with access to
all-source information systems, will provide enhanced situational awareness and enable the
lethality of the force. Sensor management and handling of the array of sensor information will be
supported by the Integrated Information Infrastructure, described in the next chapter. Urban
sensor systems will be used to detect and locate people in buildings, halls, stairs and sewers. The
sensors may number in the hundreds or the thousands for a single operation and will be delivered
by several means. On some missions, for example, a Tactical Tomahawk could be loaded with
sensors that are very accurately dispersed throughout the battlespace.

                                                
4 Volume II includes a chapter describing analytic work and simulation analysis on the operational impact of organic and remote fires.
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Figure 9. Tactical Mobility and Intra-Theater Lift

The ability to “see” and kill anything within a 250 nautical mile “tactical bubble” is an
operational goal, which can be supported by tactical unmanned aerial vehicles under the control
of each J-ROF commander. Thus, multi-sensor-equipped UAV systems will be needed in a
variety of environments to perform a range of surveillance and targeting missions as well as
enable new capabilities including precision strike and communications relay. Eventually, UAVs
will serve as a weapon carrier. Systems like Global Hawk, with a ground moving target
indication radar capability, and the joint, interoperable Tactical Control System, which is a
common control system for all UAVs, will contribute to realizing extended UAV capabilities
that are supported by this study. In addition, the Department needs to support initiatives in the
Army, Navy, and Marine Corps to acquire tactical UAVs. The development work on micro-UAV
technology should also be continued. And, finally, an assessment needs to be performed to
determine whether additional assets are required, such as a stealthy, high-altitude, long-range
system; a low-cost, high-speed, under-the-clouds penetrator; a long-range vertical take-off and
landing (VTOL) system for combat search and rescue and dispersed unit support; and a heavy-
lift sustainment VTOL system such as the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) Hummingbird concept. Integrating more UAVs into the force will strengthen J-ROF
capabilities and is a concept recently advocated by the Secretary of Defense.
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Implementation

To implement the Joint Rapid Response Operations Force concept, the Department needs to
embrace this approach in policy and commit sufficient resources for the long-term, including
well-trained people. Figure 10 indicates at least six steps or actions necessary to implement this
capability, some of which transcend the Department of Defense. Overall, implementing the J-ROF
concept will be a complicated, multi-year effort.

1. Policies
• Deterrence
• Dissuasion
• Will to Use
• New NCA Option

2. Force Characteristics
• Forces (Air,Land Sea)
• Combined Arms Capable
• Operational Metrics

4. Force Preparation & Use
• Integrated Information

Infrastructure
• Strategic/Tactical Air Lift
• Special Training
• Precision Effects

3.  Force Modernization
•  New System Capabilities
•  Technology Programs
•  Experimentation Ranges
•  Supporting Laboratories

5. Resources
• Investments
• Carefully Prepared

Personnel

6. Diplomacy
• Dissuade Rise of Peer

Competitor
• Integrated from the Start

Allies/Coalition Partners

Leadership
to

Make It
Happen

Figure 10. Implementing the J-ROF Concept

Coalition Partners. A critical element in implementing a truly effective rapid response
operations capability is integrating coalition partners. Today, the expectation for coalition
operations is high. Yet, militarily a rapid response operations capability could reduce coalition
participation without a more aggressive approach to integrating coalition partners early. To avoid
this dichotomy, the United States must begin to work more closely and on a regular basis with
potential coalition partners, prior to decisions to deploy.

Coalition partners need to be engaged in many areas, and in some cases with direct
assistance in affordably modernizing their force capabilities, particularly C4ISR systems. New
roles and responsibilities need to be defined. These might include shared air and missile defense;
dealing with the realities of weapons of mass destruction; interoperability of systems, especially
command, control, and communications; sharing technology, systems, and military capabilities
such as C4ISR; and shared intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance.

The rapid response environment means that today’s ad hoc approach to integrating coalition
forces and systems will no longer be sufficient. Instead, serious and continuous experimentation
by military and non-military units in pre-contingency training teams with coalition partners is
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needed. Communication practices, frequencies, and control; information system protocols and
access security; and logistics roles, modes, and packaging all need to be planned and exercised.
Otherwise, the U.S. rapid response force could have to operate alone, at least initially – a
situation that would require clear policy guidance should it arise. United States Joint Forces
Command faces a considerable challenge in involving coalition partners, as appropriate, and in
integrating the joint, combined force into a capable military entity. 5

Experimentation. In addition to being a vehicle to integrate coalition partners into the J-
ROF implementation process, experimentation will be important for testing and developing force
concepts and capabilities. After concept development and planning are mature, the Department
should establish a permanent, experimental joint rapid response operations headquarters
under USJFCOM. This is a natural role for the Joint Forces Commander, who also has
responsibility as force provider and for joint experimentation. The JFC Service components
would provide the operational forces for each experiment, with the force structure being tailored
to the design of the experiment.

The experimentation process should include developing and executing a series of short-
duration, discrete, limited-objective experiments as well as an annual large-scale culmination
experiment. A spectrum of limited-objective experiments could include operations such as
standing-up a command element in less than 6 hours; standing-up the C4ISR system and linking
it with all force elements within one hour; a ground and air operational maneuver experiment in
which a force (1000 personnel and equipment) would be transported 1000 miles in less than 24
hours; a strategic maneuver experiment that entails moving 8000 miles in less than 24 hours; and
an other-than-war response experiment, in which the force deploys, feeds and evacuates 1000
people in 24 hours. A notional annual experiment might combine some of these limited
experiments and include deploying and seizing an urban center 5000 miles distant in less than 48
hours.

A set of notional implementation milestones is shown in Figure 11. Within the next year,
USJFCOM, directed by the CJCS, could begin to develop concepts for these experiments,
including participation from NATO and other coalition partners as appropriate. This planning
phase would be completed in 9 to 12 months. In the 2000-2001 timeframe, the experimental
headquarters for the J-ROF would be established at USJFCOM. In subsequent years, limited
objective experiments would be conducted so that, by 2004, USJFCOM could conduct a major
combined/joint integrating experiment. By the end of 2004, the Department would be able to
determine how the J-ROF concept would work under certain circumstances, leading to an initial
capability available for operational deployment in 2005.

                                                
5 As of October 1, 1999, United States Atlantic Command (USACOM) was re-designated as the United States Joint Forces Command.
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When What Who
1999-2000 Concept development and experimentation

plan and design – solicit NATO and other
coalition partner inputs

USJFCOM

2000-2001 Stand-up J-ROF
(command element experimental)

USJFCOM

2001-2003 Conduct limited objective experiments USJFCOM

2004 Conduct major combined/joint integrating
experiment with the following elements:

• Deploy overseas
• Employ force
• Seize objectives
• With coalition
• Full range of coalition/joint

capabilities

USJFCOM

2005 Initial Operational Capability: J-ROF
multiple capabilities

USJFCOM

Figure 11. Notional J-ROF Implementation Milestones

Thinking Strategically

The full benefit of the joint rapid response operations capability will best be achieved if
DoD adopts a basic principle. Increased joint operations, with increased coalition participation,
and employing new and enhanced early entry and sustained combat capabilities, are a
warfighting necessity for the 21st century.

Without this capability, the United States and its coalition partners face greater risk of being
challenged by potential aggressors on a more frequent basis. The power to deter or reduce such
challenges is a key element of the strategic value of a rapid response operations capability. A
fully integrated, joint and coalition force will have great deterrent power. A key to its deterrence
is that the capability be real and that potential adversaries perceive that the United States is
willing to use it. Visible exercises employing joint and coalition forces will demonstrate to
potential adversaries that the capability is part of the U.S. arsenal – much like the nuclear
deterrence capability developed during the Cold War, which remains viable today. Thus, the
need for a strategic rapid response capability should be reflected in the Defense Guidance and in
the Department’s budget priorities.

This chapter has described the military need and force characteristics for the J-ROF and
established an implementation path for reaching an initial capability in the next five years. In
order to reach this goal, however, the Department must ensure that the essential enablers are in
place.
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CHAPTER 3. ESSENTIAL ENABLERS

The previous chapter described a full spectrum – air, land, space and sea – joint rapid
response capability as a focus for transforming Joint Vision 2010 and beyond. While there are
many enablers that
contribute to developing
such a capability, the
task force has chosen to
focus on three that are,
in its view, the most
essential: strategic agility,
information for decision
superiority, and force
protection. They are
described in this chapter,
with particular emphasis
on the first two. The
DSB conducted a
significant study of force
protection in the 1997
summer study. 6 The task
force draws from that
effort, focusing especially
on force protection as it relates to biological warfare issues.

S T R A T E G I C  AG I L I T Y

“Strategic agility” is the ability to rapidly move personnel, materiel, and weapons when and
to where they are needed and to maneuver them within the battlespace as required.7 The United
States needs a demonstrable capability to insert enough military power fast enough into any
region of the world to be a credible conventional deterrent. If deterrence is not successful, U.S.
forces need to be able to move into the battlespace before the enemy sets the conditions and
those conditions become hard to change. The United States must deal with the more vulnerable
aspects of strategic agility – the ports, the airfields, and the infrastructure on which the military
currently depends. And the joint and combined forces need a functioning and exercised C4ISR
capability when a contingency begins.

Achieving strategic agility involves changing major event timelines. Also, there are myriad
movement and support issues that are important and need to be resolved. However, solving those

                                                
6 The Defense Science Board 1997 Summer Study Task Force on DoD Responses to Transnational Threats, Volume II, Force Protection,

October 1997.
7 Volume II contains an expanded discussion of strategic agility.

Figure 12: Essential Enablers for Transforming Joint Vision 2010
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concerns alone will not address strategic agility challenges unless the characteristics of U.S.
forces are also changed.

The task force concluded that DoD must design strategic agility into future forces from
the outset. In many systems fielded today, the primary focus in development has been on the
“performance parameters” of most concern to operations, such as those listed in Figure 13. This
is not meant to imply that DoD has not paid attention to logistic issues. However, in many cases,
logistics and support concerns have been the purview of a different community – the logistics
community – and considered in a separate category from performance parameters and often after
the fact. The result of this legacy approach has been to appliqué the “ilities” – moving the
system, maintaining it, and supporting it with less materiel – onto already established strategies.
Further, considerations of interoperability and interface with the command and control system
are often after-the-fact issues. In future systems, the features listed on the right hand side of the
figure all become performance parameters. DoD should no longer treat operations as
something supported by logistics – rather, operations and logistics must operate as a single
entity in the battlespace and in providing capabilities for use in the battlespace. They are
inseparable elements. The term “opergistics” was coined to convey the concept of totally
integrated operations and logistics.8

Future SystemsFuture Systems

Applique Approach
• Weapons system

performance parameters:
– Speed
– Maneuver
– Firepower

• C4ISR stovepipes
• The ilities:

– Mobility
– Maintainability
– Logistics support

Designed-In Approach
• Battle force performance

parameters:
–  Speed
–  Maneuverability
–  Firepower
–  C4ISR interface
–  Deployability
–  Logistics
–  Cost
–  Force Survivability

Current SystemsCurrent Systems

Opergistics

Figure 13. Designing In Strategic Agility

Enabling Strategic Agility

Enabling strategic agility requires making preparations and arrangements with coalition
partners. Effective rapid response operations, in collaboration with coalition partners, require that
host nation support agreements be in place in advance of contingency operations. Coalition
partners need to be brought into discussions of how to counter weapons of mass destruction,
including both intelligence and response issues. The United States should also share theater air

                                                
8 Annex E describes the current logistics system and steps toward achieving more seamless operations and logistics functions.
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and missile defense objectives, doctrines, and capabilities with coalition partners in order to
develop a joint understanding of each other’s capabilities. Other areas that need to be developed
with coalition partners include C4ISR interoperability, security release procedures for ISR
products, and a Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) concept – especially with the NATO nations,
given their extensive commercial airlift capability. 9, 10

To meet the need for shorter strategic maneuver timelines, significant improvements in
integrating operational and logistics plans are necessary. Tools are being developed that can
facilitate combined logistics and operational planning, such as the DARPA Advanced Logistics
Program (ALP) architecture. This program allows the Department to move from today’s
planning approach to an environment where execution, monitoring, and planning can occur in
real time based on real information – a fundamental change in logistics planning. ALP is now
maturing to the point where a tailored logistics plan can be developed in one to two hours based
on a detailed operations and deployment plan. The Army Science Board has investigated ALP
and endorses this planning tool for use by the Army. The Army might also become the Executive
Agent to assist DARPA in transitioning ALP into a Joint Planning Tool.

The development of advanced munitions is another strategic agility enabler. Some of the
advanced munitions initiatives now underway will lighten the force while increasing its potency,
thereby significantly reducing a major logistics challenge. Small precision bombs, such as a 250-
and 500-pound Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM), are examples of low cost-per-kill, all-
weather, precision weapons. Loiter and in-flight update weapons, such as the Tactical
Tomahawk and the Low Cost Autonomous Attack System (LOCAAS), are currently under
development as well. Additionally there is a family of anti-armor weapons under development,
an example of which is the U.S. Marine Corps’ 20 pound shoulder-fired, anti-tank Predator
launch-and-leave weapon. Refitting the Predator warhead enables a man-portable wall-breach
and bunker-defeat mission capability that can be fired from inside a building.

To help assure safe force insertion without access to large ports and airfields the United
States and coalition partners need to be prepared, at least initially, to use austere ports and
airfields. This applies to benign environments and to the disrupted- and opposed-entry cases,
since the latter two are increasingly likely in the coming years. Two mechanisms are key in
operating in such environments. First, the Department needs austere and unpredictable air- and
sea-force insertion points, as contrasted with known ports-of-entry and airfields. Secondly, DoD
will need to move from the fixed reception, staging, onward movement, and integration (RSOI)
process for forces and supplies at large airfields and ports, to an insertion strategy using points
that are transient and dispersed.

Forces should be ready to fight upon insertion and to be employed in distributed formations
composed of network-centric teams. These smaller teams should be endowed with great lethality,
mobility, and multi-faceted survivability and configured to mass fire-effects. The forces should
be self-sustaining for a period of time with both organic resources and non-nodal joint logistics
capabilities that do not require interior protected logistics lines.

                                                
9 In the recent Kosovo Coalition Air Operation, six different security systems were used. These conditions are highly detrimental to effective

coalition integration and operations.
10 An analysis of the airlift challenge is contained in the Army Science Board 1999 Summer Study Report on Strategic Maneuver, July 1999,

unclassified.
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By employing these concepts, DoD builds a system that is much more agile, with supply
points much more difficult to locate and target. Materiel could be delivered to unprepared
landing areas by a SSTOL or to an unprepared beach using fast-shuttle sealift craft. A key
challenge is how to enter through unprepared locations and sustain the force. Sustainment should
be viewed as a distributed, “pipeline” function, not one that is based on specific nodes – a
concept referred to as “node-less logistics.”

Protecting the movement of systems from the continental United States to entry points
abroad is a significant challenge. Some goals for future force movement and sustainment are
shown below in Figure 14. To achieve these objectives, the Department needs to take advantage
of commercial shipping technology and standards. The task force recommends that DoD adopt
containers that conform to commercial and FedEx guidelines. The requirements for rapid
strategic entry and operational/tactical mobility suggests that loads with 10-ton and 8 × 8 × 20
foot limitations could maximize use of commercial and military airlift and high-throughput
handling.

Air- and Sea-Delivery Objectives

Benign case (2005) 35 kilometers per day to theater for 10 days starting
at C+2

Disrupted/opposed case (2005) Air deliveries at C+6 of 20 kilometers per day into
theater for 10 days through distributed intermediate
staging basis to many uncertain entry points at C+3

Benign case (2015-2020) 70 kilometers per day for 10 days starting at C+3
Disrupted/opposed case 40 kilometers per day through intermediate staging

basis starting at C+3

High speed surface ship deliveries 10 kilotons per ship start at C+12 (10 kilometers
per day for 4 days). DoD and Voluntary Intermodel
Service Agreements (VISA) shipping deliveries of
50 kilometers per day at C+20

Figure 14. Goals for Future Force Movement and Sustainment

If DoD moves beyond 20-ton loads, use of the entire commercial airlift fleet (including
747s) would be lost. Figure 15 quantifies this reality. The right-hand side of the chart shows the
status of today’s airlift capability of all types, including commercial aircraft, C-5s, C-130s, C-
17s, and the VTOL. A large procurement of commercial airlift is predicted out to the 2015
timeframe to accommodate the rapidly expanding commercial air market. If this expansion
occurs, there will be a substantial increase in the availability of commercial air in the 21st

century. If loads are constrained to approximately 10 tons (top “bar” in the chart), airlift can
transport up to 150 kilotons per day. If loads are increased to near 20 tons (second “bar” in the
chart), the heavy-lift VTOL can no longer be used in-theater. An advanced, heavy-lift VTOL
could be developed. For loads greater than 20-tons, the Department will encounter serious airlift
shortfalls unless an unexpected decision is made for a large procurement of C-17s.
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DoD should maximize its planned use of commercial air- and sealift assets and prepare to
use intermediate staging bases.11 This approach will help to counter a smart, adaptive adversary
who will try to disrupt,
delay, and degrade any rapid
response efforts. It will also
help to provide force
protection across all zones
of responsibility and to
assure access to areas in
which the location and time
of enemy access are highly
uncertain. This approach
will transform logistics into
a nodeless, distributed
system that will help enable
rapid and secure global
deployments.

The Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs recently directed
USJFCOM and United States
Transportation Command
(TRANSCOM) to become involved in the global deployability problem. The task force
recommends a joint USJFCOM/ TRANSCOM effort to lead a design consortium – with
participation from the commercial and aerospace industries – to develop a plan and
implementation path. The lift and deployment concepts should be evaluated using red teams,
experimentation, and exercises.

DoD can achieve strategic agility by making improvements in each of the areas addressed
above. Decreasing the timelines for deployment planning, developing a robust deployment and
employment process, establishing commercial partnerships to leverage commercial strengths,
modifying existing platforms and systems, and developing future platforms for early entry
missions will improve the Department’s ability to rapidly move assets to and within a theater of
operations.

IN F O R M A T I O N  F O R  DE C I S I O N  SU P E R I O R I T Y

“Decision superiority” is the ability to use information and experience to make battlespace
decisions faster and better than any adversary, ensuring a continuing and overwhelming pace and
effectiveness of operations, as illustrated in Figure 16. If adversaries and potential adversaries
believe the U.S. military is consistently able to use decision superiority to achieve execution
superiority, the nation will have created a useful strategic deterrent in addition to a superior
capability in conflict and other operations. Decision superiority is a central enabler for achieving

                                                
11 The Army has entered into some interesting agreements and discussions on sealift and airlift with the U.S. Navy and commercial vendors,

which are discussed in The Army Science Board 1999 Summer Study Report on Strategic Maneuver, July 1999, unclassified. The Army has
also had in-depth discussions with companies, such as Boeing, about the airlift issue and what loads can be handled.

Figure 15. 20-Ton Loads: Upper Limit for 21st Century Warfare
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U.S. military dominance in future crises. It is also a potential vulnerability, since it depends on
C4ISR resources that an adversary might disrupt in a variety of ways.
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CommandersCommanders
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Figure 16. Decision Superiority

The task force focused on decision superiority because of its key role in efficient and rapid
execution of military missions. It is a central and difficult challenge for the Department.
Effective decision superiority requires that every commander at every level know what the next
higher commander wants him to accomplish – the purpose, the commander’s intent, and what is
going on in and around an individual unit, regardless of unit size. While there are technical
aspects to this objective, the challenges in providing operational decision superiority have more
to do with human capability and human understanding. The task is to provide information in
such a way that commanders can absorb it, understand it, and use it quickly and effectively to
shape their battlespace decisions.

“Information superiority,” as it has generally been understood, is essential to achieving
decision superiority, but not sufficient. Given the rapid growth of wide-band commercial
communications and high-resolution commercial imagery, many adversaries will have access to
information similar to that available to U.S. forces. The ability to gain decision superiority will
be based on two general areas: the cognitive capability and preparedness of the decision-maker
and the available technical tools. The cognitive issue revolves around quality people and quality
training.

Quality personnel – with training and experience – are an essential basis for decision
superiority and the goal is to provide technical tools to enhance the commander ability to make
decisions. Enhanced communications, better information presentation, expanded bandwidth,
decision support agents, and intelligent agents are all keys to enhancing the commander’s ability
to gather, assess, analyze, and act on data. These tools also enhance the commander’s ability to
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transform decisions to actions, assess the response of the actions, and iterate through the decision
loop. These requirements frame the “grand challenge” for the decision system: to create data and
translate it into information at a rate adequate for a commander to access the information and
convert it into decisions.

The goal is to ensure a speed of command, pace of operations, and level of operational
efficiency and effectiveness that no adversary can manage, regardless of available information
resources. Decision superiority comes from the ability to leverage the quantity and type of
information available about the battlespace and the forces within it – both friendly and adversary.
More timely and better-informed decisions will allow decision-makers to operate “inside” the
enemy’s orient-observe-decide-act (OODA) loop, generating an operational tempo with which
the enemy is unable to cope. Thus, information superiority will lead to decision superiority, and
ultimately, to execution superiority.

Operational Architecture

At the core of decision superiority is a high-level operational architecture. The centerpiece
of the architecture, as illustrated in Figure 17, is the premise that the warfighter must define and
assemble his or her own information ensemble using information sources made available and
accessible by the information community. No single individual or group of people can decide, in
advance, what kind of information needs to be assembled and pushed to commanders under
constantly changing operational conditions, at multiple-command levels, and in multiple
complex situations. Thus, the task of assembling needed information must be left to the
individual – from CINC to platoon leader.

Warfighters’ Business — Creating the
Warfighter’s Information Ensemble

Commander’s
Intent

Force
Tailoring

Combat
Reporting

Warfighters Assemble Information for Decisions — Predominantly Pull

Combat
Decisions

Subscriptions + Demand Pull + Limited Direct Push =
Warfighter’s Information Ensemble for Decision Superiority

Common
Battlespace

Picture

From CINC to Platoon Commander - 
Responsible and Accountable for the Information Ensemble

Figure 17. Warfighter’s Information Ensemble

The rest of the operational architecture needs to enable the warfighter in creating a tailored
information ensemble. Thus, the warfighter must be responsible and accountable for assembling
an information ensemble and for ensuring that information needs are known. Commanders must
be aggressive in making certain that the right information is made available when and where it is
needed.
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The infrastructure level of the operational architecture is the Integrated Information
Infrastructure, as shown in Figure 18.12 This level requires a set of enablers to help the
warfighter access, absorb, and assess information. The infrastructure is composed of a
warfighter-tailored battlespace information display, distributed information collection and
storage repositories, and automated aids for reliable transmission, storage, retrieval, and
management of large amounts of information. It will provide a common operating picture for all
users. In effect, the Integrated Information Infrastructure contains a “super database” of
everything relevant to the battlespace.
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Figure 18. Operational Architecture for Decision Superiority

The warfighter will be able to create a personalized information ensemble using a suite of
tools developed by the technology community and embedded as services in the Integrated
Information Infrastructure. These will include software tools such as browsers and search
engines in the near term and intelligent software agents in the future to both manage the
infrastructure and the information residing therein. The guiding principal is that the decision-
maker be able to “pull” information from the architecture, using automation to sort, arrange,
filter, and find items of interest. A “pull” system works in a variety of ways. The user may
subscribe to information known to be available. The system must also allow for “demand” pull
for specific information that the commander needs but to which he did not subscribe at the
outset. And, at times, the system will need to accommodate a limited amount of information
“push” – such as the Commander’s intent or warnings. The Internet has validated that the “pull”
system works. The user needs information that is presented and tailored to his needs and the

                                                
12 Annex C describes both a conceptual and systems view of the Integrated Information Infrastructure, as well as a series of recommendations

for its implementation.
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system provides automation to help the user find information quickly and without error.
“Information overload” should not be a problem in a pull-dominated system, unless commanders
intentionally choose to overload themselves.

To enable the warfighter to receive and assess information, the Integrated Information
Infrastructure provides housekeeping and information management services that ensure accurate,
timely, synchronized, and consistent information. For example, if new intelligence is gathered
that raises inconsistencies between various pieces of information, the infrastructure must ensure
that the information is re-analyzed to sort out and resolve the inconsistency. When the issue is
resolved, the infrastructure must make sure that related databases are updated and relevant
information is brought into synchronization. Methods for accomplishing this task include
circulating dynamic smart agents, constant error checking software, and effective and robust
synchronization capabilities. Other functions include managing information and data flow,
modifying network architectures, and presenting information to network managers so that it can
be adapted in response to changing mission needs.

The input level of the operational architecture is the data and information gathering layer.
At this level, data and information contributors “push” information into the information
infrastructure level where it is indexed, categorized, and assessed. Analysts and automated
processes work with the data to create information, which is then “pulled” from the system by
the warfighter, as described above. It is important to note, as shown by the feedback arrow in
Figure 18, that warfighters at all levels are responsible for ensuring that deficiencies in data and
information are well understood and transmitted to those pushing information into the system.
This will be effective only if the information system is in continual use. It cannot work if it is
assembled and exercised only periodically and sporadically in response to contingencies and
exercises.

The concept of the decision superiority operational architecture is included in some Service
experiments. Figure 19 illustrates the example of the Army Force XXI Army Warfighting
Experiment. In this case, the Army established six functions: planning and replanning, graphical
commander’s intent, monitoring the battles, situational awareness, logistics issues, and force
tailoring. Data was made available to users in each of these functions through a common
repository. Each member of the combat team could pull information as needed and tailor the
information display to serve individual requirements. While the Army experiment did not work
perfectly, it was successful enough to create confidence that the concept can work.
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Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Systems

Decision superiority also requires exceptional intelligence as described in the table below:

Prepare/Shape Respond Offense/Defense

Understanding the adversary as a
system

“Precision Intelligence” for
Precision Weapons

Analyze adversary options and
intentions

• Leadership, political, and
cultural

• Geographic
• Offensive and defensive

capabilities

• Assured GPS geolocations
and precision time

• Situational understanding
• Mission results

• Adaptive adversaries
• Emphasis on gaming and

alternative scenarios
• High fidelity simulations

There is a need for greater mission focus for the intelligence community to support
warfighter requirements, which is discussed in more detail in the next chapter. Figure 20 depicts
how mission-focused intelligence would respond both proactively and reactively to the
warfighter’s intelligence and information needs. Tasking, collection, and analysis that is focused
on missions ensures that the intelligence community provides relevant information to the
integrated information system.
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To support decision superiority, the Department must also build an affordable capability for
near-continuous, on-demand global surveillance.13 This system will need to provide day/night,
any-weather operation, an ability to image and track tactical mobile entities on land and on the
ocean surface, and the capability to penetrate foliage and wooden structures to identify, locate,
and track moving targets. The capability to provide fire-control-quality geolocation for targeting
is also needed. The Department needs a more aggressive program to build a radar system that
can meet these needs.14

The task force encourages the continued development of the Discoverer II space-based radar
system. This initiative could, and should, be an affordable, initial step to near-continuous global
surveillance. The task force also recommends developing a family of new, highly-mobile, close-
in sensor systems that can function in all terrain with many different sensor modalities. DoD
needs a sensor tasking, processing, exploitation and management capability to accompany these
sensor systems. Finally, a family of counter-ISR systems needs to be developed to deny, disable,
and deceive enemy sensing systems.

UAVs offer extraordinary potential as the Department moves toward a goal of continuous
surveillance and should be more aggressively exploited. Despite success with reconnaissance
drones during the Vietnam War and more recently with DARPA UAV technology
demonstrations, the military has made only modest investment in developing and incorporating
these unmanned systems into the regular force structure.15  However, this situation is expected to
                                                
13 Volume II contains additional details on intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance systems.
14 The task force is aware of one small program at DARPA, being executed by the U.S. Army Communications Electronics Command, to put

a foliage penetration radar on an aircraft, but without moving target indication. There is also a slow-paced effort to put such a system in
space.

15   Three successful DARPA UAV technology demonstrations are the 1980s Amber endurance advanced technology demonstration, the
Predator ACTD, and the successful-to-date Global Hawk ACTD flight test program.
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change in response to recent guidance issued by the Secretary of Defense stating that “the
opportunity is here to develop, acquire, and integrate unmanned airborne reconnaissance vehicles
into the force structure.”

A number of initiatives currently funded and under way should, if carried to fruition, result
in the fielding of significant unmanned ISR capabilities within a few years. These capabilities
will include a new tactical UAV replacement for the Army’s Hunter, a vertical take-off and
landing tactical UAV to replace Pioneer in the Navy and Marine Corps, and the joint Tactical
Control System. The Tactical Control System facilitates cross-utilization of UAV sensor
information, and in some cases flight and sensor control, between the military Services. Further,
there are proposals to provide both Global Hawk and Predator with additional or improved
sensors. The task force supports these initiatives.

Two needs in the field of unmanned airborne reconnaissance and surveillance vehicles have
not yet been addressed. The first is a stealthy, high-altitude, long-range system that would
replace the DarkStar program that was cancelled in early 1999. The second is a low-cost, high-
speed, under-the-clouds penetrator that would fulfill the need for damage assessment imagery
and pre-strike target intelligence under environmental and terrain conditions which limit or
preclude employment of more conventional UAVs, satellite systems, and high-risk manned
airborne reconnaissance assets. Candidate vehicles include modified cruise missiles or aerial
targets, the former mid-range UAV, a new design, or a derivative of the Bombardier CL-289,
used by the Germans and French in Serbia.

The Department needs to identify criteria and measure of effectiveness that value ISR and
other information-related resources as a prelude to determining the right mix of space-based,
manned aircraft, and UAV platforms. Today’s solution to the demand placed on the existing low-
density, high-demand set of ISR systems needs a comprehensive review to highlight the most
cost-effective options. Before determining a solution, DoD needs to understand what can be
done, for example, with Global Hawks (current generation and evolving) and from space with
Discoverer II and beyond. This issue needs to be carefully analyzed.

Effective ISR systems that can withstand attempts at enemy disruption are critical to
achieving decision superiority. The Department needs to increase efforts to meet these
challenging demands.

F O R C E  P R O T E C T I O N

The 1996 bombing of Khobar Towers in Saudi Arabia refocused the Department’s attention
on a problem that is not new to the military: force protection. Protecting forces, infrastructure,
and lines of communication has long been part of any military mission – whether it be active
combat or peacekeeping. Khobar Towers, like Beirut more than a decade before, highlighted the
difficulty of protecting forces and the potentially devastating consequences of successful attacks.
To reduce risks, force protection must become a way of life for every member of the U.S. armed
forces, whether stationed in the United States or abroad. It must become part of the culture or
state of mind in everyday operations and a central component of mission planning and execution.

The findings of the 1997 DSB summer study, DoD Responses to Transnational Threats,
emphasized that the transnational threat challenge requires a three-tiered response: a global
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response, a regional response, and a force level response, which focuses on force protection as a
fundamental readiness mission requirement across the spectrum of threats.16

The force protection challenge continues to evolve. Threats to the U.S. homeland and
defense against these threats are a growing concern, particularly as the United States becomes
more effective at the joint rapid response operations capabilities discussed within this report.
Many new operational concepts, such as split-basing and long-range strike, involve reach back to
or staging from installations in the continental United States. A robust force protection capability
both inside and outside the continental United States is critical to meet U.S. security needs and
maintain the nation’s ability to project its forces. Full-dimensional protection for U.S. forces
extends to family members, civilian employees, and facilities as well as installations, ports, and
airfields in both the United States and overseas.

There is a strong synergy between the demands of force projection, force protection, and
civil protection. The requirements for protecting military facilities against attacks by
transnational adversaries have much in common with protecting civilian facilities and people in
metropolitan areas. This commonality allows the United States to leverage DoD capabilities and
expertise both for force protection and to assist in civil protection. There is a vast experience
base in the civilian community among first responders – the firefighters, emergency medical
personnel, and law enforcement officers who are first on the scene in the event of a crisis. And
the existing resources and experience in DoD for coping with the battlefield use of weapons of
mass destruction provide another experience base from which to draw.

Of special note in 1997 was the DSB’s observation that both the Department and civilian
communities can benefit from improving the integration and interoperability between local, state,
and federal agencies. Improvements in communication, training, information sharing, operations,
and resource transfers would help to streamline emergency response operations and interfaces
across all levels of responders. In particular, more effective use of state-level assets, such as the
National Guard, could strengthen the linkages between civil protection and force protection, with
benefit to all participants. In 1998, the Secretary of Defense initiated a pilot program whereby
the Guard began to establish a national consequence management capability to support state and
local agency responses to domestic incidents, particularly those involving chemical or biological
agents, and to support sustainment training and exercises with first responders.

Responsibility for force protection rests on the shoulders of each regional and local
commander. However, despite efforts to elevate the importance of force protection, some apathy
remains, as the 1997 DSB task force pointed out. Risk mitigation measures sometimes come at
the expense of mission requirements and/or quality of life and as a result are not always
adequately implemented. Deficiencies exist in training and equipping security personnel, and in
some situations, in physical security and protection against non-nuclear weapons effects. Notable
shortfalls also exist in capabilities for chemical and biological attack detection, characterization,
warning, and mitigation. Personnel are particularly vulnerable in transit from one installation or
post to another. In addition, in many posts overseas, U.S. personnel are heavily reliant on host
nation, third country, and contract labor that can raise unique security concerns. Moreover,
overseas rules of engagement can be restrictive, thus limiting the influence of U.S. forces outside
the base perimeter. There is a need for local, organic, tactical intelligence collection and fusion

                                                
16 Volume II of the 1997 DSB summer study on Transnational Threats contains a detailed discussion of Force Protection.
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capabilities that bring together information specifically relevant to addressing unique force
protection challenges in specific locations.

A long-term, sustained campaign plan must be developed and executed to achieve full-
dimensional protection for U.S. forces – in or out of combat. Force protection should become an
integral part of the design and creation of joint and combined rapid response operations
capabilities. The 1997 panel’s recommendations for this plan are summarized below, and they
are still largely current today. This task force endorses these recommendations with the added
emphasis on the need for a strong science and technology program aimed at countering the threat
of biological warfare attack.

• Reemphasize force protection as a mission responsibility. Force protection must be
part of day-to-day operational missions worldwide, not just a contingency issue. An
end-to-end focus should expand force protection to include capabilities for
deterrence, detection, and prevention in addition to mitigation and response. The
Secretary of Defense should reemphasize force protection as a mission responsibility
by elevating its priority in departmental strategy, guidance, and investment and by
making force protection a readiness issue. Improving force protection capabilities
should also capitalize on the synergy between this DoD mission and civil protection,
to the benefit of both.

• Expand scope and breadth of vulnerability assessments. Vulnerability assessments
should be continued, but should be expanded to address a full range of threats. Thus
far, the vulnerability assessments have focused primarily on protecting people, but
should be expanded to include mission-related targets, essential infrastructure, and
lines of communication. The assessments have emphasized ways to mitigate the
effects of high explosives, but should be expanded to provide more attention to
addressing the chemical, biological, radiological, and even nuclear transnational
threats.

• Patch the “seams” created by diverse responsibilities. Force protection
responsibilities span many organizations and offices in the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, the Joint Staff, and the Services. Many organizational and functional gaps
and overlaps exist as a result of these diverse responsibilities and impact the crucial
areas of budget, policy, plans, and programs. The Secretary of Defense needs to
clarify force protection responsibilities within the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
the Chairman needs to do likewise within the Joint Staff, and the Services need to
review existing assignments of responsibilities.

• Exploit promising technologies. The Department should better exploit current and
emerging technologies to reduce force protection vulnerabilities. There are a
substantial number of technologies that can be employed to enhance force protection
capabilities both in the near term using commercial, off-the-shelf products, and in the
long term as various new technologies mature. To ensure that the Department exploits
these technologies where they add the most value for the dollars invested, DoD
should create an enduring test bed capability (at the Defense Special Weapons
Agency) to help facilitate the transition of technology in support of force protection
requirements. In addition to the test bed, the Department should establish a five-year
technology investment plan for rapid technology insertion.
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• Enhance intelligence operations for force protection. DoD needs to sharply increase
its focus on force protection intelligence needs, particularly at the tactical level.
Intelligence collection and analysis remain focused on supporting major theater
warfare, but the organization, methodology, and practices that support operational
plans do not fully support force protection requirements. There is a need to reorient,
improve, and accelerate tactical collection, analysis, and all-source information fusion
programs to include coalition partner national assets. Additional human intelligence
assets are needed – which are crucial elements in understanding the transnational
threat. Intelligence analysts need access to a broader set of national and international
data bases. Finally, the task force urges the deployment of tactical intelligence
capabilities organic to local units overseas.

The task force believes that many of the thrusts of Joint Vision 2010 will mitigate future
threats, but DoD still needs to place more emphasis on force protection – especially against
weapons of mass destruction. Intelligence and open source information will help, by enhancing
U.S. capabilities to find and deal with enemy stocks and production facilities. DoD needs to
continue to pursue development of affordable nuclear, biological, and chemical sensors and
warning systems. The task force is aware of a biological weapon sensor and identification system
that the Canadian government has funded, developed, and tested – and it works.

To improve response options, the United States should develop non-nuclear strike
capabilities with effects comparable to nuclear weapons, both physical and psychological;
consider an improved U.S. capability for special responses tailored for particular attack modes or
targets; and create counter-force capabilities for nuclear, biological and chemical weapons. In
this way, the would-be users of weapons of mass destruction would understand that the United
States has developed offensive response options to force protection.

S Y N E R G Y  A N D  T H E  NE E D  F O R  E X P E R I M E N T A T I O N

There are significant operational interactions and dependencies between the four pillars of
Joint Vision 2010 – dominant maneuver, precision engagement, focused logistics, and full-
dimensional protection – with potential for great payoff, as Figure 21 illustrates. The task force
believes that the Department should more explicitly seek to explore these benefits by
emphasizing the interplay and dependencies between the pillars. Specifically, the Joint Staff
needs to assign responsibility to a staff element for organizing Joint Vision 2010 activities
around the synergies as well as around the pillars themselves.

Human performance is an integral part of all aspects of these synergistic interactions. While
technology plays an important role in achieving Joint Vision 2010, human performance drives
the outcome of battles. Complex technologies, the expected speed of events in combat, the need
for rapid decision-making, and other similar factors increase the demand for superb human
training and performance. While models and simulation tools are useful in assessing combat
situations, they are not particularly effective in measuring human performance. Joint warfighting
experiments, which enable people to experience the stress of combat situations and the
operations of rapid response forces, are a more effective mechanism for evaluating the human
dimension of doctrine, organization, training, and equipment.
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Figure 22 illustrates the interaction of human behavior with other elements addressed in
joint warfighting experiments. These experiments should emphasize the “joint glue” that enables
individual capabilities to operate effectively as an integrated force, including command and
control, seams, interoperability, integration and synergies. The experiments seek to identify true
revolutions in military affairs and discover what is needed to make revolutionary capabilities
realities. Unlike test or training activities, experimenters expect the unexpected, expect
discovery, and tolerate surprise. Through an iterative process that pushes the system to failure
and allows extensive free play by red teams, it is possible to better understand how forces can
effectively operate to achieve battlefield superiority.
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It is through the process of experimentation that the enablers for joint rapid response
capabilities can be brought together and tested – ultimately leading to the formation of Joint
Rapid Response Operation Forces. The next chapter describes a set of key implementation
initiatives that will further this process.
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CHAPTER 4. MAKING IT HAPPEN

Creating a joint rapid response capability will require the Department to undertake a wide
range of new initiatives, as highlighted in Figure 23, and to work with the larger national security

community in a number
of areas as well. This
chapter identifies and
discusses four areas that
will be key to long-run
implementation of a rapid
response capability. They
are: the roles of the joint
and coalition force
commanders, particularly
for joint C4ISR systems;
the need for changes in
intelligence support, both
from the community-at-
large and those elements
more directly in support
of a rapid response

capability; new technical capabilities that need to be developed, both in the near term using
current technology and in the longer term requiring new inventions and innovations; a new
acquisition process and a resource balance between force modernization and infrastructure and
support functions.

J O I N T  RE S P O N S I B I L I T Y

Goldwater-Nichols laid the groundwork for involving the warfighting customer in the
process of matching available force capabilities to tasks and identifying gaps in capabilities for
the joint operational commands. Today, the CINCs and joint forces have greater authority and
responsibility for current operations and are being consulted and informed to an unprecedented
extent. Nonetheless, ensuring that the ultimate customer, the CINC, exercises greater
responsibility for establishing future capability priorities remains ad hoc.

The Task Force suggests that more attention by the warfighting CINCs is needed in
addressing future capabilities, with special emphasis on those capabilities that are inherently
“joint” such as C4ISR. There is clear responsibility, in the military Services and Defense
Agencies, for providing forces to the CINCs. However, the authority and responsibility is not
nearly as clear for key capabilities needed to employ those forces in an effective “joint force.”
For example, the start of real-world joint operations is often characterized by shortfalls in joint
command and control capabilities.

Figure 23. Making It Happen
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Thus, the “joint world” needs to become more involved in the process of identifying the
capability priorities that must ultimately be met by the force providers. In addition, there needs to
be a mechanism for the CINCs to be involved in experimentation as part of the concept
development process in areas of particular interest. There also needs to be more attention paid to
involving the CINCs in developing joint operational doctrine, joint operational architectures, and
joint technical architectures.

To undertake these roles, the CINCs would need to:
• Maintain cognizance of near- and far-term technologies and programs that drive

mission capabilities
• Provide mission capability assessments to identify key theater or functional area gaps

in capabilities
• Provide priority lists of mission capability needs

• Play a role in establishing operational architectures focused on interoperable systems
with coalition partner forces in mind

• Track, test, and exercise solutions to joint needs and identify what is still missing

To enhance “joint” involvement in establishing future capabilities, a field representative for
the CINCs is needed. While the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs could, himself, assume this
responsibility, he already has a complex set of responsibilities, and it needs more constant
attention than he is likely to be able to give it. Moreover, it is the CINC who must be responsible
for ensuring that the theater is ready to accept and utilize forces in effective joint and command
operations. Thus the Task Force believes that the United States Joint Forces Command is the
logical organization to perform the role of “futures” CINC, given that USJFCOM has already
been assigned responsibilities in related functional roles. USJFCOM would continue to be the
“force provider,” to include joint training, and would become the representative for “future joint
capabilities,” to include joint experimentation. Other USJFCOM responsibilities not directly
related to these roles should be reassigned.

C4ISR Systems

C4ISR systems are an example of a capability that should be “born joint” – that is, C4ISR
assets should be treated as a joint system from the start rather than “kluged together” at the time
of a crisis. Joint C4ISR systems must be standing capabilities – proven, exercised, interoperable
with joint and coalition forces, and continuously evolving – if they are to match the response
time expected from Joint Rapid Response Operations Forces.

Currently, C4ISR components are developed independently by each Service and frequently
do not work well as a system when brought together in warfighting situations. Often, the ability
for joint and combined C4 to exploit intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance is a limiting
factor in operational efficiency, as was the case during the Gulf War, Bosnia, and Kosovo
operations.17 C4ISR systems are typically assembled when a crisis arises, and dedicated people
make the components function as a system through hard work and ingenuity. Many of the
                                                
17 An analysis of the C4ISR aspects of the Kosovo operation is described in Task Force on Kosovo Operations Report, Noble Anvil After

Action Review, GEN James P. McCarthy, USAF (Ret), July 30, 1999, SECRET.
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resulting solutions, although quite effective, are transitory as there are few, if any, feedback
processes in existence today that can lead to permanent improvement between crises.

A “pick-up” approach to C4ISR systems is not effective for today’s complex contingencies,
yet it has become the norm. Instead the Department needs to build, operate, and exercise joint
C4ISR as a system. This requires a joint and combined focus, including joint responsibility to
design, test, and continuously operate the system.

This conclusion is supported by the analysis of Kosovo operations which report that:

“C2ISR assets are assigned to different organizations and carry out different
peacetime missions. They attempt to operate in an integrated way only in crisis or
conflict except for a few major exercises. Consequently, operational integration and
multi-mode collection is difficult to achieve.”

“… most of our joint operations are an ad hoc group of available and ready land,
naval, and air units, what they need in the world of C2ISR is the ability to assemble
and integrate the right communications, sensors, databases, command and control,
and information systems to support each different [joint task force] JTF – and to have
well established processes and procedures that make the use of this “ad hoc” array
of C2ISR capability compatible with doctrine and workable within flexible [tactics,
techniques and procedures] TTPs.”18

System Management. There is no mechanism today for designing and managing a joint
C4ISR system. Progress is made primarily by ad hoc arrangements, committees, integrated
product teams, designated groups, and oversight organizations – each with  some responsibilities.
A single focal point is needed with responsibility and authority for designing, testing,
continuously operating, and upgrading C4ISR as an integrated system. The Task Force
recommends that the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff assign this
responsibility to the warfighting CINCs for their areas of responsibility and to United States
Joint Forces Command for the deployable C4ISR system.

This recommendation involves a new responsibility for USJFCOM and an expanded role for
the CINCs. Today, USJFCOM has overall responsibility for training all CONUS-based forces
and deploying these forces to the warfighting CINCs as required. Thus it is logical for
USJFCOM to have responsibility for ensuring that the command and control system that would
be deployed along with these forces is defined, tested, ready to deploy and operate, and capable
of exploiting available ISR systems. The individual CINCs would focus on special problems and
requirements in their geographic areas and have responsibility for solving these problems within
the common core command and control system architectures and interfaces.

System Architecture . Creating a system design for a large, diverse C4ISR system is a
difficult task, from both a technical and management standpoint. As a result, many large systems
of this complexity evolve gradually from the bottom up, under pressure from their users.
Communication and transportation infrastructures, even cities themselves, are created in this
way. While a bottom-up approach has some attractive attributes, large systems need standards,
building codes, and system planning in order to evolve efficiently. The Internet, for example –
perhaps the archetype of a bottoms-up system – has the Internet Engineering Task Force to
perform these system-engineering functions.
                                                
18 Ibid, p. 12 and 18.
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The same concept applies to a joint C4ISR system. A systems engineering organization, with
an individual appointed as an overall systems architect, is needed to lay out an architecture or
overall systems design. The systems architect is responsible for defining an open-system
architecture with standard interfaces, rather than a detailed design. This will allow the system to
evolve easily as new components or subsystems are built to those standards. The architect should
report to USJFCOM and play a major role in exercises and short-term system development.

The CINCs play a role in this process by developing operational architectures for the C4ISR
systems that support their areas of responsibility. In performing this role, the CINCs need to:

• Maintain an up-to-date description of the joint operational architecture including
descriptions of the components, how they are used, and how they are supposed to
work together, including new component systems under development.

• Run extensive joint exercises, demonstrations, and tests in as realistic and stressful a
manner as possible. These exercises should use real forces and equipment and be
suitably instrumented to find out how well the system works, particularly the large
number of interfaces required. Immediate feedback should be provided for short-term
improvements in equipment and software. Exercises are the foundation on which
system improvements are based, and can provide reasonable assurance that the
existing joint system will work effectively when needed.

• Back up the exercises with simulations. Simulations provide the opportunity for
exercising the system more extensively because they are less expensive and more
flexible than real exercises. Simulations must be consistent with exercises, however,
if their results are to be trusted and useful. Simulation results also feed into the system
improvement process.

• Work with the Services and OSD acquisition agents to design major improvements
and new component systems based on the results of exercises and simulation. This
involves participating throughout the program acquisition process.

• Participate in mission planning at the highest level of DoD. CINC participation will
help ensure that joint C4ISR system needs are understood and taken into account in
the planning process.

System Testing. A joint C4ISR system will not work unless it is tested under a variety of
conditions and used on a regular basis. Unlike civilian communication systems, DoD cannot
regularly operate its systems in the operational environment for which they are designed – that is
in contingency situations. Thus, testing and training is often focused on subsets of the system,
with only occasional large exercises or small-scale operations. However, to ensure information
superiority in contingency operations, warfighters need to exercise both their forces and
information systems in as realistic an environment as possible – the most likely being joint test
and evaluation (JT&E) exercises. Currently, USJFCOM plans to test the joint C4ISR system in
2004. Instead, the exercises involving C4ISR should be frequent, with the time between tests
measured in weeks or months rather than in years. JT&E must contribute early and often in the
development process.

Designing exercises should be a critical element of C4ISR system development. Exercises
need to be explicitly designed to stress the C4ISR as a system. Appropriate performance metrics
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need to be developed for the system and incorporated into the exercises, which should include
requirements for appropriate instrumentation to measure results. Because the CINCs have the
joint forces and are responsible for being ready to fight when needed, these exercises should be
planned and carried out by the joint commands, with support from the Services and agencies.
The Chairman and the CINCs need adequate funding for these exercises. They should be able to
“buy services” from the Service component suppliers to encourage and fund their participation.

System Transition. Given focused responsibility, adequate funding, and an overall C4ISR
system design end-goal, the next step is to create a transition plan for moving from the existing
myriad information systems into an integrated, overarching systems design. Transition is a
difficult challenge using current processes, as there will be a strong tendency to add new
components one-by-one to the wide world of legacy components.

The C4ISR system will change by evolution, not by replacement. Driven by continuous,
realistic JT&E exercises and guided by an overall architecture and standards, the C4ISR system
should evolve into a more flexible, interoperable system, able to support joint and combined
operations on very short notice. There are two distinct needs: fix the existing system and enable
long-term improvements.

Fix the existing system. The warfighters need to make what they have now work better,
rather than starting over. In this context, DoD must improve the mechanism for rapidly fixing the
deficiencies identified in exercises. The joint users are probably best performing this role. Hence,
they should be responsible for deciding how to fix problems they identify in joint tests and
experiments. To meet this responsibility, they will need resources (money and people) to apply
to short-term (days or weeks) fixes. This does not mean that the Services give up responsibility
for their system components. The Services will continue to manage resources as before, but will
need to “sell” their developments to the users. Still the Services need to be more aggressive and
responsive to joint command and control system needs.

Longer-term improvements. Proposals for longer-term improvements will come from
multiple sources including the Services, development organizations, and private sector
contractors. An ACTD process test-bed could be an effective vehicle for managing a long-term,
continuous improvement process. ACTDs are designed to allow the warfighting community to
sponsor and then evaluate the utility and operational impact of novel, relatively mature
technologies before committing to a formal acquisition program. ACTDs typically take 2-4 years
to complete and need to be fully-funded in the five-year budget. After the demonstration,
operational units can continue using the hardware if appropriate, given the necessary support. To
expand on the ACTD approach, the task force envisions a joint test-bed, owned and operated by
the USJFCOM, that is designed to focus on ideas for both the mid-term (the first few years past
the Future Years Defense Plan) and the long term (beyond 10 years).

By the long term, most existing legacy systems will be obsolete. Legacy systems should
evolve to fit new systems rather than forcing new components to fit the legacy systems. Major
improvements should be designed to fit the new open system design. As at the present time, the
Services and Agencies will continue to provide new information system components crafted to
joint standards. But the CINC users must have influence in determining the characteristics of
these systems and in choosing which systems are actually acquired. The CINCs should have the
final authority on changes to their command and control system.
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The Joint Systems Engineering Organization

A Joint Systems Engineering Organization should be established at USJFCOM to support
the CINCs in their new role in developing a joint C4ISR system. The CINCs will need technical
support in two areas: system architecture and system integration and testing. Technical support
for the system architecture will involve analyzing options to ensure that new components are
“born joint” rather than “appliquëd” onto the current system. In addition, technical knowledge
can be incorporated into clear capability requirements for the C4ISR system for use in the
Department’s planning and resource processes. The second level of support – systems
engineering – will involve expert integration advice. As the joint C4ISR system evolves, there
will continue to be legacy systems to integrate. The systems engineering organization will be
involved in helping to ensure that sub-components work together, in testing sub-components, and
in capturing lessons learned for use in future solutions – in exercises, operations, and
experiments. As such, the JSEO would become the corporate memory and focus for the technical
architecture.

The JSEO should:
• Maintain a current C4ISR system technical and operational description

• Ensure that there is a current system architecture

• Establish and maintain interface standards which should be largely based on
commercial standards

• Maintain system simulations, provided by component suppliers, as needed

• Provide planning, instrumentation, and analytical support for JT&E exercises, and
define problems made apparent by the exercises

• Work with all DoD elements that have intersecting responsibilities

To ensure that the JSEO has sufficient influence in the joint system, it should be led by a
flag officer reporting directly to the Joint Forces Command. The staff should include about 300
professionals, mostly contract personnel.19 The staff should also include top young military
officers to help solve joint operational problems and to build technical capability in the military
forces in support of the joint C4ISR approach. The estimated cost of the organization is about
$50 million per year, but this is a modest amount compared to the cost of “fixing” C4ISR systems
after operations such as Desert Storm, Bosnia, and Kosovo. Each of the other warfighting CINCs
would need five to ten individuals, linked to the JSEO, to provide technical support in meeting
geographic or mission-unique C4ISR needs.

There are initiatives already underway to help address the challenges and opportunities of
joint C4ISR. DoD has an Interoperability joint warfighting capability assessment underway and
USD(A&T) has a new director for interoperability. There are many allied and coalition centers
that address C4ISR issues as well. Still, the proposed system engineering organization fills a
unique need to provide technical focus for the provider of joint C4ISR systems. USJFCOM needs
                                                
19 The Report of the Defense Science Board 1996 Task Force on Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance

and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) Integration,  February 1997, discusses staffing for a JSEO-type organization. The study recommended a staff
of about 300 technical experts. Ten to twenty professionals would provide technical support to each CINC; thus, approximately 100 people
would support the various regional CINCs. In addition, a staff of about 200 would be resident at USJFCOM, half focusing on the system
architecture and half focusing on systems integration to include test and technical support.
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the JSEO capability to fulfill its responsibilities as Joint Force Provider, Joint Forces Trainer,
Joint Forces Integrator and for C4ISR in support of joint operations. This is a coherent and
essential set of joint forces command responsibilities – many of which are already assigned to
USJFCOM. This is a challenging set of responsibilities and it will take time and support to grow
the capability to meet them. USJFCOM will need to build acceptance of this role by the other
CINCs and the Services.

T R A N S F O R M I N G  T H E  IN T E L L I G E N C E  CO M M U N I T Y 20

The United States holds a position of dominance in intelligence. This situation is likely to
continue as no other nation is likely to be both able and willing to make the investment required
to overcome this superiority anytime soon. However, adversaries have begun to adapt to the
well-publicized success of U.S. intelligence methods.

For example:
• Aware of satellite intelligence, national and transnational actors adjust movements to

deny and deceive U.S. overhead systems while simultaneously seeking information
from these same satellite sources.

• Aware of the effectiveness of U.S. signals intelligence (SIGINT), adversaries are
employing potent encryption and other sophisticated means to ensure the privacy of
their communications; they are also increasingly aware of the power that SIGINT
means could confer upon them.

• Aware of the U.S. intolerance for collateral damage, adversaries are mixing civilian
and military populations and installations.

• Aware of poverty and instability in the former Soviet Union, adversaries – both
national and transnational – may have opportunities to obtain both weapons of mass
destruction and the skills to deploy them. This has the potential to enable even
transnational adversaries to threaten consequences heretofore reserved to advanced
nations.

• Aware of the U.S. legal system, which seeks to preserve the freedoms that have
created America’s unique society, terrorists know they can operate within the U.S.
homeland with an astonishing degree of discretion.

These developments represent a new challenge to the U.S. national security apparatus.
Existing U.S. capabilities, developed for the Cold War, may not be as effective in this new
security environment. U.S. technical intelligence assets were designed to ferret out the intentions
and capabilities of a nation state using remote, sophisticated, technical means. Like the military
forces they support, these means may not be well matched to a world where enemies move like
shadows to target embassies, computer networks, vital commercial supplies, and perhaps, even
the general population with biological or chemical weapons. Accustomed to a qualitative as well
as quantitative edge in all encounters, the United States must be increasingly cautious, given
adversary access to advanced technologies through commercial and criminal networks.
Moreover, the nation will have to deal with adversaries that have far greater knowledge of the
                                                
20 Volume II contains the complete report of the Intelligence Needs and Adversaries task force.
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United States, and have developed the sophistication to blunt, if not outright defeat, some of its
most effective technical means.

The objective of the intelligence apparatus is to enhance U.S. national security by informing
policymakers and supporting warfighters in military operations – the primary customers for
intelligence. Customer needs for intelligence are being driven – in a variety of dimensions – by
the changing character of adversaries and their abilities to threaten U.S. interests. Customer
priorities are increasingly dynamic and expanding in diversity. Rather than focusing on a few
major threats, the intelligence community must continually analyze a wider range of potential
adversaries. While timelines within which the intelligence community must respond are
shrinking, the need for greater precision and detail is growing. And while the need to protect
sensitive sources and methods is unchanged, virtually every action taken by U.S. warfighters and
policymakers is executed in a combined environment – driving the demand to share intelligence
products with coalition partners – or with state and local officials in the case of homeland
defense.

At the same time, the technology-enabled, information-rich global environment is shaping
customer expectations. DoD customers are increasingly reliant on information networks and
databases to enable their operations. Information provided by the intelligence community is of
limited value unless it is readily accessible within this electronic operating environment. All
customers have a wealth of relevant information at their fingertips and the ability to apply
sophisticated commercially available tools to help them mine that information space. There is a
growing desire by key customers to have the option to customize their information ensemble to
meet individual needs rather than receive standard reports and serialized products. Customer
opinions are generally shaped by what they learn from an information-rich open source
environment – driving the need for the intelligence community to put its unique information and
analytic judgments into this broader context.

Intelligence has been described as knowledge that reduces risk or uncertainty for decision-
makers. Whether for a warfighter or a policymaker, effective intelligence is critically important
throughout the full spectrum of peace, crisis, and war. And at any given time, different customers
will be dealing with different issues and objectives – but all are important. To more fully
characterize the customer needs for intelligence, the task force developed a model based on the
key themes of the National Military Strategy, as shown in Figure 24.

Prepare
 for the Future

Shape
the Environment

Respond
 to Contingencies

Understand the Threat
as a System

Provide the National Command
Authority (NCA) with Options

Support Strategy Execution
Support Force Protection

Dissuade Deter Dominate

Protect the Homeland
Provide Warning

Enable Prevention or Disruption
Enable Attribution

Support Consequence Management
Figure 24. Key Themes of the National Military Strategy
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The task force grappled with the question of how to transform the nation’s intelligence
apparatus to support the Department of Defense, and specifically the warfighters, in a way that
allows more inputs and provides better capabilities across the spectrum of applications. 21

In recent years, a number of reports, studies and assessments have expressed significant
concerns regarding both current performance of the intelligence community and its ability to
adapt to the emerging needs of our national security apparatus.22 Concerns with the performance
of the U.S. intelligence community are unlikely to diminish as the United States enters the 21st

century. Instead there will be increasing pressure on the intelligence community to take
aggressive steps to redress the conditions that limit its current performance. The task force
realizes that the intelligence community components are aware of shortcomings and that there
has been extensive external and internal examination. However,

• Personnel reductions, coupled with technical advances in collection systems, have
resulted in fewer analysts being tasked to produce more intelligence about an
increasing array of topics.

• The collapse of the Soviet Union and the fall of the Berlin Wall fueled the national
desire for a “peace dividend.” This desire led to a decade of budgetary decline and
constrained hiring across the national security community. Almost simultaneously,
the World Wide Web became prominent and the information technology environment
exploded. In an attempt to cope with the realities of the changing global environment,
the intelligence community accommodated budget cuts by trading away investment –
in people as well as in technology – to sustain operational capacity.

• There is a growing tension between readiness and modernization. In the absence of
stable foreign policy and clear national priorities, the intelligence community is
driven to attempt to be all things to all people. Successful performance given today’s
suite of issues is due to motivated and committed personnel.

• The intelligence community is, and has been since the end of World War II,
purposefully oriented toward detecting and counting traditional military threats such
as weapons, weapon platforms, and forces. Thus, the dominant share of intelligence
resources has been focused on remote technical collection. These legacy collection
assets cannot by themselves meet the demands of today’s increasingly diverse and
dynamic national security environment, and their utility is limited in detecting
emerging strategic threats such as biological warfare developments.

• The voice of the intelligence customer is inadequate in today’s intelligence resource
allocation process. Although consumers have a role in establishing intelligence
requirements, the path between their input and delivered intelligence is arduous and
unclear.

Since the intelligence community crosses agency and department boundaries across the
government, very diverse customer demands are placed on the Director, Central Intelligence

                                                
21 The task force focused on the larger intelligence community, not the Joint Intelligence Centers that are within the direct organizations of the

CINCs.
22 The following studies, in particular, have addressed these concerns: “Preparing for the 21st Century: An Appraisal of U.S. Intelligence,”

“IC21: The Intelligence Community in the 21 st Century,” “The Rumsfeld Commission,” “Combating Proliferation of Weapons of Mass
Destruction.”
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(DCI) and his agencies. Figure 25 summarizes the current intelligence situation as well the
needed outcome. The intelligence community has become too collector-centric with its
“stovepipe” collection systems. To support greater DoD customer demands, the intelligence
community needs to become more mission-centric, focused on the specific missions of the
CINCs. In turn, DoD needs to take action to motivate a stronger customer pull from the CINCs.
Persistent, dedicated, involved customers can change the supplier culture. The DCI needs to
participate in addressing this challenge and adopt the view that suppliers need to be part of
transformation – because eventually they will have to be.

CURRENT NEEDED

• Collector-centric
Intermittent CINC attention
Stove-piped operations
Cross-INT trades difficult

• Data-centric
Data collection focus
Need-to-know security

• “Readiness”-dominated
Legacy systems & processes
Minimal investment in personnel

• Mission-centric
Stronger warfighter attention
Integrated operations
Problem-driven prioritization

• Decision Superiority
Analytic/fusion focus
Need-to-share security

• Readiness & Transformation
Tools matching new demands
Build/sustain critical skills

Figure 25. Superior Intelligence will Require Transformation for Mission Focus

To create a more mission-centric approach, the intelligence community needs mission
managers who deliver focused intelligence to the warfighters as well as other customers. Mission
managers would be required to understand the regional adversaries for a particular CINC. They
would drive priorities in order to generate critical battlespace information that would, eventually,
drive investments in collection, processing, analysis, and people.

Mission managers should be accountable for delivering intelligence to primary customers on
issues involving their area of responsibility. The task force recommends assigning the following
suite of responsibilities to mission managers, together with the authority needed to enable
success:

• Deliver requisite intelligence to support customer mission objectives

• Establish priorities – derived from CINC inputs and the national security strategy – to
support resource allocation decisions

• Develop and maintain system-level strategic understanding of adversaries

• Drive collection and exploitation via prioritized tasking

• Develop measures of effectiveness against which collection assets are evaluated
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• Prioritize investment across the full spectrum of the needed personnel and
technology-based capabilities

Under this construct, the intelligence disciplines – the “INTs” – retain the responsibility for
developing and deploying required new capabilities, just as the Services are responsible for
equipping future warfighters. Their challenge is to optimize in a different dimension – across the
priorities established by the various mission managers – knowing that their ability to respond to
the unique needs of each area of responsibility will be measured by that mission manager.

To be effective, the incentives of the entire intelligence community must be realigned to
promote successful mission execution. Requiring joint service by community personnel, that is,
service in a mission-focused component before progression to the ranks of Senior Intelligence
Service (or Senior Executive Service) among intelligence professionals could contribute to this
goal.

Underlying Enablers

Virtually every previous assessment of the intelligence community has noted the need for
better collaboration among the individual components, more routine engagement of the expertise
that exists outside the community, and robust integration and sharing of information between the
community and the customers it serves. Four parameters enable such behaviors: security policy,
information infrastructure, operational processes, and experimentation.

Security Policy. Primary customers in every segment have expressed the need for more
intelligence that is designed with customer objectives in mind. A frequent issue that arises is the
inability to share intelligence with coalition partners, or to use it for diplomatic purposes, for fear
of exposing sensitive sources and methods. Today’s security policy tilts the scales toward the
protection of sources and methods and inhibits sharing intelligence information.

The intelligence community needs to take a fresh look at its security policy across the board.
In place of today’s collector-centric need-to-know security framework, the community should
establish a mission-centric need-to-share construct.23 Although there have been some attempts to
establish communities of interest around specific missions, the success has been constrained by
the collector-dominated security model in place today. Maturing technologies, such as public-
key-infrastructures, offer an opportunity to support effective collaboration and sharing while still
protecting sensitive data. Further, emerging tools will enable more robust real-time auditing and
adaptive security management, providing even stronger protection for sensitive sources and
methods. Personnel incentives must be realigned to motivate collectors and analysts alike to
identify the means to appropriately share intelligence while still maintaining vigilance over
sensitive sources and methods.

Information Infrastructure. The challenge for the intelligence community is twofold: it
must create an integrated information infrastructure to enable its own operations and it must act
as a “feeder” to the warfighter information domain to support warfighter operations.24 Both
demand a robust global information infrastructure built using commercial standards and

                                                
23 The C4ISR Kosovo Task Force found six different security systems in use by the United States and coalition/NATO partners.
24 Annex C contains a detailed description of the proposed Integrated Information Infrastructure.
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protocols and both demand that intelligence data, tagged with precise temporal and spatial
attributes, be accessible – to customers and intelligence community components alike – via this
infrastructure.

Operational Processes. Collaboration, enabled by effective decision support tools, and
tasking, processing, exploitation and dissemination are critical enablers. Both require a
foundation of enabling security policy and a robust integrated information infrastructure.
Collaboration – especially distributed collaborative planning – is a powerful performance
enabler. Ingenious decision support systems have been created to solve complex problems by
exploiting distributed collaborative computing and using artificial intelligence methodologies
and rule-based systems. These decision support systems define, with great precision, the
relationships between all known and related variables of a manageable and bounded problem set,
and then integrate the solutions to these problems with other related sub-problems through
software services, communications, and human agents. Such sophisticated decision support
systems will have a positive effect on the current hierarchical command and control structures
and will be key enablers to the collaborative process in the 21st century intelligence enterprise.

Experimentation. With fairly predictable adversaries in a slowly changing environment, the
conventional approach to creating and introducing new intelligence capabilities was adequate.
However, with the present high operational tempo and an environment of chaos, where
adversaries are continually using new methods to deny and defeat previously successful
capabilities, the United States must embark on a different strategy to deal with these challenges.
One effective method for introducing new technologies and capabilities into proven applications
is “field” experimentation. The basic concept is to “try a lot of stuff and keep what works.” The
barrier to this approach in a highly regulated bureaucratic environment is the tyranny of
requirements, namely that “if it is not prescribed, then it is not permitted.” This demand for
requirements discourages experiments and taking chances with new ideas that might fail.

The task force recommends that the CINCs operate standing C4ISR systems to include
intelligence capabilities. Thus, intelligence systems should be subject to the same kind of metrics
as other force components – metrics to define the capability, define the response requirement,
and define the readiness standards. The CINC should be responsible for meeting requirements
for intelligence capabilities within their joint C4ISR architecture.

T E C H N O L O G I E S  A N D  DE V E L O P M E N T

Technology advances have continually enabled dramatic and new warfighting capabilities
for the military forces of the United States. During the Cold War, these advances typically had
DoD-unique objectives and interests and were usually developed by defense-sector industries.
Areas of particular emphasis in the past included aerospace, nuclear, electronics, missile and
marine/undersea technologies. Characteristically, technology evolution cycles and transition
times were measured in years to decades, and the technologies were difficult and costly for
adversaries to develop or acquire. Many important capabilities derived from these past
technology investments and advances.
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Since the late 1980s, however, the technology landscape has changed in fundamental ways:

• Advances in some of the most important technology disciplines are now – and will
increasingly be – driven primarily by commercial interests

• The pace of advance in those technology areas that have military relevance is
increasing

• The commercial technologies that have military relevance are changing and
increasing in number

• New capabilities and improvements in old capabilities are occurring more and more
often at the intersections between different technologies

With commercial interests driving advances in many technologies, the resulting capabilities
are increasingly within the reach of all. The pace of technology advance now means that the slow
cycle time of systems development in the DoD is almost guaranteed to produce military systems
with embedded technology that is three to four generations behind the commercial state-of-the-
art at the time of their introduction unless more innovative acquisition processes are routinely
employed by DoD.

Moreover, the rate and range of technology dissemination makes it harder today for the
United States to maintain a “technology edge” for as long as it could in the past. Technology
areas and capabilities previously at the periphery of DoD’s focus, most notably biotechnology
and information technology, are increasingly critical to future military operational capabilities.
Most of the significant advances in biotechnology in the past five years have happened outside
the traditional DoD-sector industries, outside the DoD laboratories, and with little-to-no DoD
science and technology funding or involvement. Of late, there is a similar trend in information
technology. Moreover, the DoD’s R&D management process – technology program area
selection, initiation, review, reporting, and transition – is, for the most part, structured along
individual technology areas. Finally, useful technology is slow to transition to the military as the
focus on military capability continues to drift to technology advance alone.

The task force has identified four overarching technology areas that are likely to dominate as
the basis for new military capabilities in the coming decades: biotechnology; information
technology; microsystems (electronics, photonics, micro electro-mechanical systems) and energy
and materials. Figure 26 illustrates the explosive growth occurring in each of these four areas.

Importantly, advances at the interfaces between these technology areas will likely be as
significant as advances in any one area by itself. DoD is currently ill-prepared to either exploit or
catalyze this revolution. In two of the technology areas – microsystems technologies and energy
and materials – DoD today provides a major, if decreasingly important, influence on the
direction and pace of technology advancement. In information technology, DoD was the leader
15-20 years ago and provided the foundation for today’s revolution but is now increasingly
dependent on the information infrastructure, services, and applications of the commercial
computer and telecommunications industry.

Biotechnology is a subject that deserves special attention. The Department has neither
resident expertise in this area nor established relationships with the biotechnology industry.
Establishing these relationships should be a higher priority for DoD in order to attain and
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maintain a robust defense against biological threats and to capitalize on broader biotechnologies
to provide new capabilities.
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 Figure 26. Nurturing the Technology Base:  Four Areas of Explosive Growth

DoD has an opportunity to harness and accelerate advances in commercial technologies to
ensure that continued unique and overwhelming offensive and defensive capabilities are placed
in the hands of the military forces of the United States. With its mission orientation, the
Department is unique in its role and ability to focus on capabilities, influence the course of
technology advancement, and drive the integration of technology areas. However, in order to
take advantage of opportunities in the commercial sector in a timely way, the Department will
need to develop a more strategic approach to research and development investments. In addition,
changes are needed in the science and technology management process and in the balance and
role of DoD and commercial industry interactions.

Grand Challenges

 The interdisciplinary development of critical technologies will be central to obtaining new
military capabilities that support joint rapid response operations. The task force recommends
adopting “grand challenge” military capabilities as a means of focusing cross-disciplinary
technology development. While a “grand challenge” is aimed at solving specific military needs
or achieving new capabilities, it is also an appropriate mechanism to drive and focus the science
and technology base.

 As a focus for technology development, grand challenges need to be far-reaching, but should
not “set the bar too high” and thus be seen as unattainable. Grand challenges should
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• Represent militarily significant goals that provide the basis for enhancing or
fundamentally changing military operations

• Achieve a quantum jump in performance (at least 10x increase in performance and/or
major cost reduction)

• Drive technology development, integration, and experimentation which is challenging
but feasible

• Be managed with defined objectives with measurable, intermediate stages of progress

The task force identified a set of grand challenges that incorporate the four technology areas
identified above and that support improvements in broad military capabilities, particularly for
joint rapid response operations. These challenges are expected to yield at least an order-of-
magnitude increase in the warfighting capability of future U.S. military forces.25

• “Bioshield” – Response to a Major Threat to the United States. In the 1990 Gulf
War, serious concerns were raised about the potential impact of a biological warfare
attack on U.S. forces in the field or civilians in the homeland. In the intervening
years, further study has indicated that this threat is far more serious than originally
imagined. Some progress has been made in developing technology to detect
biological attacks, to protect troops, and to treat exposed individuals. However, U.S.
citizens and troops still remain vulnerable.

• “No Place To Hide” – Ubiquitous Micro-Sensors. Recent experience in Kosovo and
Iraq has indicated the extreme difficulty of remotely targeting military vehicles and
forces hidden under foliage, in buildings, and in underground facilities. Such targets,
in the past, have traditionally been handled by ground troops who often suffer losses
in the process. As adversaries react to known U.S. surveillance capabilities,
observations from close-in sensors will be increasingly important.

• “Fast Forward” – Rapid Global Power Protection. Technologies are needed in
direct support of rapid deployment capabilities for forces and their logistics.

• “Cognitive C4” – Information and Command Systems with Near-Human
Capabilities. Even if the combination of distributed surface sensors with satellite and
UAV-based sensors can find hidden and moving targets, there remains the problem of
understanding and acting on the flow of data coming from such sensors. This grand
challenge focuses on developing information and command systems that can manage
this kind of data flow and turn it into useful information rapidly.

Managing Science and Technology Investments

 The DoD system of technology development and system acquisition is a relic of the past and
is not well suited to cope with the critical national defense problems of the future. For example,

• The current DoD and Service science and technology laboratory system tends to
concentrate on technology related to military systems that are already developed.

                                                
25 Annex D of this volume and Part 3 of Volume II provide additional information on each of these grand challenges.
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• Civilian technology in key areas that are relevant to military capabilities has
outstripped DoD technology development. DoD technology is not well coupled to
commercial technology advances in many areas.

• Globalization of industry and technology permits all nations to have access to leading
defense technology and equipment, provided they have the resources to procure them
and the integration capabilities to effectively absorb them.

• The competition with the private sector for technical staff has left the Defense
Department and Service laboratories unable to attract sufficient qualified staff
because of the severe constraints imposed by the Civil Service Personnel System.

• Acquiring technology advances – from either the private sector or the Department’s
science and technology programs – is difficult and slow because acquisition processes
retain much of the character and approaches of the Cold War and because so few new
systems are being developed.

 

 The Department has a fairly ad hoc approach to science and technology investments as
Figure 27 depicts. While there is considerable planning, it tends to be a rationalization of existing
programs rather than a fresh formulation of how to achieve objectives. Current science and
technology programs are reviewed relatively infrequently and with very limited success in
changing the course or direction of those programs. On the transition end, there has been some
success, particularly where the “warfighter pull” was involved. “Warfighter pull” should have a
stronger role in formulating science and technology strategy, plans, and program execution. The
grand challenge initiatives recommended herein must be strongly influenced by warfighter
inputs.
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Figure 27. Science and Technology Investment Strategy
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 The task force recommends a more deliberate investment approach, as shown in Figure 28,
with investments consciously concentrated and managed in three areas: grand challenges,
technologies likely to make a big difference, and evolutionary technologies. Specifically, a set of
five to ten grand challenges would drive a major portion of the science and technology budget.
This approach would not result in military demonstrations but would emphasize resolving the
deep technological problems underlying military needs for the future.
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Figure 28. Science and Technology Management

 

 The Department needs to continue to invest significant resources in the area of “technology
push” – technologies that are likely to make a big difference. The four technology areas
described earlier – biotechnology, information technology, microsystems, and energy and
materials – are certainly areas where resources need to be concentrated, with emphasis on the
intersections between these and other technologies. The Department will also need to continue
investing in evolutionary technologies to support legacy systems and routine operations;
however, the task force suggests reducing the investment in this area. Within this overall
strategy, each investment decision must be made with a clear understanding of the state-of-the-
art in commercial technology and the ways in which DoD could capitalize on commercially
available technology to meet its needs.

 In the view of many, the Office of the DDR&E was a more powerful institution in the past.
When that was the case, science and technology investment and technology transition were
managed more effectively, and an overall science and technology strategy tied to direct control
of resources was the norm. An ideal approach to science and technology investment would be to
measure performance against a strategy. Metrics should be developed to measure progress and
determine whether it is consistent with the overall investment plan. The task force believes that
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discipline has eroded in the current system and recommends stronger involvement from the
Office of the Secretary of Defense in providing direction for long-term science and technology
initiatives. Such involvement should result in greater management discipline and more careful
and focused resource allocation.

 The task force recommends the following steps be taken to improve the management of
science and technology investments. Specifically, the USD(A&T) and DDR&E should

• Commit a major fraction of the science and technology budget to providing
technology solutions to the warfighters for a few urgent grand military challenges

• Start with the four grand challenges outlined in this report

− “Bioshield”

− “No Place to Hide”

− Fast Forward

− Cognitive C4

• Hold the science and technology leadership accountable for delivering against these
grand challenges – a fundamental change in their roles

• Measure progress periodically in cooperation with the user through experimentation
against quantifiable parameters

• Be empowered to make changes

• Obtain support from the Secretary of Defense for enhanced control of R&D funding
by USD(A&T) and the DDR&E

A C Q U I S I T I O N  A N D  RE S O U R C E S

Changes in the acquisition process and in the allocation of resources for modernization and
support requirements can have a significant impact on the Department’s ability to develop joint
rapid response operations capabilities. Initiatives in these areas can help accelerate transition to
Joint Vision 2010.

A New DoD Acquisition Process

In July 1999, the Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff and the USD(A&T) signed a new
policy mandating transition to a revised requirements and acquisition process for both new
programs as well as upgrades and retrofits to existing DoD systems. These new initiatives
represent a watershed change in the way DoD specifies and acquires systems and capabilities.
Fundamentally, this approach recognizes for the first time that, with very rare exception, it is not
feasible to understand in advance all of the changes and variables that affect how a military
system can and will be used some years in the future, how technological advances will impact its
design and producibility, and how the world geo-political situation will alter demands placed
upon operators. There are three inter-related ingredients which bear on this new approach:

• An Iterative Requirements process
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• An Evolutionary Acquisition process which stresses early user hands-on involvement,
early fielding of a useful baseline capability, and a continuing block upgrade
approach to attain desired “ultimate” capabilities

• A Modular Open System Approach to overall program execution

Because the key recommendations of this study revolve around the concept of frequent joint
field exercises, rapid fielding of prototype hardware and software, and continuous upgrading of
concepts of operations, tactics, and equipment, these evolutionary procurement approaches
constitute a key enabler toward successful implementation of the study recommendations.

Iterative Requirements. An initial set of “requirements” is necessary to initiate a DoD
acquisition program. Evolutionary requirements are generally driven by military need and/or new
technology. A cursory review of current acquisition programs indicates that a substantial number
of these programs were generated by technology push rather than military need pull. In either
case, the classic approach is to proceed through a lengthy process resulting in a validated set of
requirements that form the basis for a procurement action. Much has been done in recent years to
simplify and reduce formal requirements to a more basic set of operational needs as opposed to
voluminous sets of design details. However, the classic approach still views requirements
primarily as a one-time action.

An Iterative Requirements process takes a fundamentally different tack. It recognizes, in
advance, the potential for a large number of unknowns and accommodates them by formally
planning on future iterations when more is known about true capabilities and needs. Along with
stating a future vision, the key factor in this approach is to initially define a baseline capability
that, if successfully fielded, will provide an affordable improvement in military capability.

This approach has a number of fundamental advantages that could yield shorter cycle time
to first fielding, reduced program cost, and better products for the warfighter. As more is learned
during the execution phase of a program, the baseline requirements can be modified to adapt to
changing needs and take advantage of a better understanding of true capabilities. The evolving
requirements that arise through the Joint Forces Command experiments as well as those
associated with configuring J-ROFs to CINC-specific theatre needs can also be accommodated.

Evolutionary Acquisition Process. Evolutionary Acquisition makes use of a spiral
development approach – a flexible process designed from the outset to accommodate change
during program execution. During program execution, at least three primary factors drive
change:

• Better understanding of technological limitations and capabilities

• Producibility considerations and continuous cost as an independent variable trades

• Better user understanding of system capabilities and new concepts of operation

An important enabler, in many cases, is rapid fielding of prototype hardware and/or software
for early user evaluation. This allows early feedback relative to baseline capabilities and
deficiencies, pointing the way for both quick fix modifications and needed future changes. This
iterative or spiral process of feedback to the initial baseline capability continues through
development, low-rate initial production, full-rate production, and initial operational capability.
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When closely coupled with the Iterative Requirements process, where a prudent set of baseline
requirements has been selected, it should be possible to complete this initial phase of the
Evolutionary Acquisition process in much shorter time relative to the classic acquisition
approach – a reduction in time by a factor of two or three based on comparable commercial
examples.

Although the baseline capability in general will not include every feature desired of an
“ultimate” system, getting it entirely through every step of the process on a much shorter time
scale greatly accelerates learning at every step. Most importantly, it also accelerates getting new
capabilities into the hands of the warfighter. This early deployment further permits the users to
train and develop new concept of operations, accelerating useful exploitation of the new
capabilities.

After initial operational capability of the baseline system, a block change preplanned
product improvement approach is used to formally introduce further improvements. This overall
approach is essential to implementing the recommendations of this study, as it allows needed
changes that evolve from the lessons learned through continuous experimentation and field
exercises to be expeditiously incorporated into equipment in a formal, disciplined manner.

Modular Open Systems Approach. Key to making the Iterative Requirements and
Evolutionary Acquisition processes affordable is application of a Modular Open Systems
Approach in all phases of program execution. This not only accommodates the need for future
change but also addresses the growing problem of diminishing manufacturing sources and
technological obsolescence plaguing both new development programs and legacy systems. It can
further reduce acquisition cost and cycle time by drawing on specifically tailored variants of
modular families of like hardware and software while minimizing development risks through use
of more proven items. In most cases, interoperability is also a beneficial fallout.

The “modular” aspect is the more important tenet, as it can be applied widely and to great
advantage. Conversely, there are various degrees of “openness” which are applicable – often
involving legitimate business issues – making a case-by-case approach more appropriate when
applying the “open system” tenet.

The modular concept involves a detailed attention to interfaces – be they hardware or
software – with the goal of isolating internal implementation characteristics from the external
inputs and resulting outputs. The familiar “plug and play” feature of modern digital hardware
and software is a subset of this. However in the modular open systems context, modularity
applies to all aspects of a system – both digital and analog electronics, electrical subsystems,
mechanical systems, and all types of software. It can also be applied to infrastructure as well,
including computer-aided design and manufacturing tools, manufacturing systems, and even
business and financial processes.

In the extreme case, universal open system standards would be applied to all interfaces,
greatly simplifying system integration and permitting competition devoid of proprietary
considerations. In most DoD applications that extreme is neither achievable nor necessarily
desirable. Establishing open system standards is generally a time consuming, sometimes
contentious process that has payback only in a subset of areas of high usage and wide
applicability such as communications protocols, electrical connectors, printed wiring assembly
sizes, screw sizes, and electrical power system characteristics.
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However, most of the desired benefits can be realized if defacto standards are established
that apply only within a given platform or for common equipment that is used on a number of
different platforms. The degree of "openness" may be quite limited in these cases, but when
coupled with a modular design approach, can still provide technology transparency, reduced risk
and cycle times, and facilitate subsystem competition. The result is reduced total ownership costs
and greatly reduced time to initial operational capability for providing new capabilities to the
warfighter.

Application of modular open system principles is an important requisite for affordably
implementing other recommendations of this study. The Task Force therefore recommends
that the Modular Open Systems Approach be mandated for acquisition programs involving
both new or legacy systems.

Resource Balance

In 1996, the Defense Science Board summer study, Achieving an Innovative Support
Structure for 21st Century Military Superiority, examined DoD infrastructure costs and
concluded that the Department could realize $30 billion in annual potential savings by improving
efficiencies in the business side of its operations. This would allow DoD to shift these resources
into operational accounts for readiness and modernization initiatives. The Department has made
significant progress in reducing support costs through outsourcing, logistics transformation, and
reducing personnel as shown in Figure 29. OSD PA&E currently estimates that there are $8-9
billion in savings currently programmed in the Future Years Defense Plan. However, the task
force feels that there are still many opportunities to realize further savings.

n 1996 DSB Summer Study Report recommended a series of
strong actions to free up funds to support investment

– Over $30B in potential savings identified
– Personnel cuts - total of 463,000 - 2/3 civilian

nResult - $30B could be shifted to investment and operations,
$140B vs. $110B
nReal progress has been made in cutting support costs

– Revolution in business affairs - priority effort
– Outsourcing/A-76 actions and plans (250,000 spaces over 5 years)
– Support personnel cuts - 9% civilian, 6% miliitary over past 2 years
– Solid DoD support for politically unpopular actions (e.g., BRAC)
– PA&E estimates $8-9B in savings in FYDP

Figure 29. Reform of the Defense Support Infrastructure

The task force reviewed the actions taken to date and others underway in response to the
1996 report. Compared to the allocation of funds between support and operations in 1996,
progress was evident in several instances.

• Procurement funds increased from $42 to $50 billion (from 16 to 19 percent of DoD
total obligation authority) by FY 2000.
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• Spending for research, development, test and evaluation increased from $20 billion to
nearly $24 billion. However, spending on science and technology programs was
down to $7.5 billion from $9 billion.

• Funding for some central support functions (such as C3 infrastructure) had been
reduced modestly.

On the other hand, little or no progress appears to have been made in other areas including
installation support (level at 8 percent and $21 billion). Several areas actually increased.

• Funds for force management appear to have increased from $12 billion to over $16
billion (from 5 to 6 percent).

• Spending for central medical also increased from $14 to $16 billion, probably
reflecting increased numbers of retirees and medical cost inflation.

• Personnel related costs also were higher, including both central personnel support
(from $8 to $11 billion) and central training (from $16 to $20 billion).

The impact of some planned actions may not be reflected until later in the planning cycle. In
addition, changes in reporting categories could be distorting the results and the flow of dollars
through the working capitol funds complicates any analysis.

A different set of PA&E reports also shows progress in shifting funds from support to
operational forces and modernization. These reports treat logistics differently than the 1996 DSB
study so the percentages differ, but they show a steady increase in funds for the forces growing
from 55 percent of DoD total obligation authority to 57 percent in 2000 and 60 percent in 2005.

Despite these encouraging trends, the task force believes the Department must continue to
be aggressive in this area: build on the progress of the past two years and plan for an aggressive
push in 2001 when a new administration is in place. DoD should also keep up the pressure to
reduce support personnel, cut the size of the civilian work force, and free up military personnel
who can be shifted from support tasks to operations.

The task force recommends that DoD:

1. Continue to aggressively pursue reduction of the support infrastructure

− Maintain focus and priority for the Revolution in Business Affairs

− Execute current outsourcing and reengineering programs

− Build on progress of the past two years to expand efforts in these areas

2. Keep up pressure to reduce support personnel

− Planned civilian manpower strength appears to be leveling out (less than 1
percent reduction over next 2 years)

− Funding wedges for outsourcing, A-76, and reengineering, however,  will result
in further reductions

− Military manpower strength is flat, but people still need to be shifted from
support to operations
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− Clarify and strengthen competitive sourcing and A-76 policies and  procedures

3. Focus senior level support from OSD, the Services, and the joint world on key targets
for further cuts

− An additional BRAC round is needed; 2 rounds would be ideal

− Significantly downsize the depot complex (the Services are moving some non-
depot work into underutilized depots)

− Increase investments in existing systems to reduce and maintain life cycle costs

− Plan for an aggressive push in 2001 focused on “political” impediments
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report has described a transformation process for Joint Vision 2010 – one that focuses
on creating a needed joint rapid response operations capability. While achieving this goal will
be challenging for DoD, many elements of the transformation are already evolving in the
military Services and Defense Agencies. By focusing these efforts on a single, overarching
capability, the transformation process will lead to more effective military forces sooner.

A joint rapid response operations capability is a warfighting necessity for the 21st century. It
fills a gap in U.S. military force capabilities, allowing the United States to respond rapidly with
potent and sustained combat capabilities. Without this capability, the United States and its
coalition partners face greater risk of being challenged by potential aggressors on a more
frequent basis. Equally important, however, is the strategic value of a rapid response operations
capability – providing a stabilizing influence prior to conflict and helping to shape the strategic
environment.

Creating such a capability requires many enablers. Three of the most essential are:
• Strategic Agility. Strategic agility involves changing major event timelines in order to

rapidly move people, materiel, and weapons into and within the battlefield.
Operations and logistics should be treated as an integrated whole – in requirements
design, operational planning, and execution.

• Information for Decision Superiority. The warfighter needs the means and
responsibility for building tailored information ensembles for decision-making. The
Integrated Information Infrastructure provides the operational architecture.

• Force Protection. The force protection challenge continues to evolve. Today there is
growing concern about threats to the U.S. homeland and defense against these threats.
Protection against and counters to biological warfare attacks is an issue of increasing
priority. Effective full dimensional force protection remains critical and will be an
integral part of the design and creation of joint rapid response operations capabilities.

In addition, the task force has identified a number of key transformation needs that will be
required in order to implement this capability. Four of the most important are:

• Joint Responsibility. More attention by the warfighting CINCs is needed in
addressing future capabilities, with special emphasis on those capabilities that are
inherently “joint” such as C4ISR. United States Joint Forces Command is the logical
organization to perform the role of “futures” CINC. USJFCOM should also have
responsibility for a deployable, joint command and control system that includes the
ability to exploit the range of ISR systems, with the other geographic CINCs
responsible for unique system requirements in their individual areas of responsibility.

• Transforming Intelligence. The intelligence community needs to become more
mission-centric, focusing on the specific missions of the CINCs. In turn, DoD needs
to take action to motivate a stronger customer pull from the CINCs.
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• Technologies and Development. Technology “grand challenges” can focus
technology on order-of-magnitude improvements in operational capabilities. Four that
deserve priority attention by the Department are “No Place to Hide” from U.S.
surveillance, “Bioshield” to protect from biological attack, “Fast Forward” global
power projection, and “Cognitive C4” with near-human capabilities. In addition, the
management of science and technology needs to be strengthened.

• Acquisition and Resources. An acquisition approach that recognizes changing system
requirements during the development and production life-cycle provides a process to
field useful capabilities early while continually upgrading them to attain desired
“ultimate” capabilities in the longer run. In balancing resource requirements, the
Department has made significant progress in reducing support costs through
outsourcing, logistics transformation, and reducing personnel. But there are still many
opportunities to realize further savings for infrastructure and support, which should be
aggressively pursued.

The task force believes that the Department of Defense is capable, both technologically and
financially, of building a joint rapid response operations capability. Implementing the needed
mix of initiatives will be a complex undertaking, exacerbated by the many competing demands
for resources. The task force recommends the following overarching tasks to the Department’s
leadership:

Secretary of Defense lead implementation by:

• Issuing defense guidance with emphasis on building the joint rapid response operations capability as a
strategic capability of the nation

• Assigning USJFCOM responsibility for standing up a core, joint rapid response operations force
headquarters

• Assigning USJFCOM responsibility as the “Futures CINC” and make a full partner in resource forums
and processes

Deputy Secretary of Defense should:

• Direct strong technical support and funding to USJFCOM for joint C4ISR systems architectures and
technical capabilities, support of warfighting CINCs with current C4ISR, and creation of the Joint
Systems Engineering Organization

• Fund CINCs to operate and test standing C4ISR systems to assure their readiness and interoperability

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff:

• Provide a vehicle for assigning the CINCs clear responsibility for joint capability priorities and for
ensuring the availability and readiness of the joint systems needed to effectively employ Service-
provided forces in joint and coalition operations.

• Validate with Joint Rapid Response Operations Forces established for experimentation across the
spectrum of potential contingencies

Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology:

• Work with the Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff to implement the Integrated Information
Infrastructure by 2005

• Make plans to shift the focus of a major portion of the science and technology program toward
technology solutions to a selected set of “Grand Challenges”
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Achieving a joint rapid response operations capability should become a major organizing
construct for the Department’s pursuit of Joint Vision 2010 and beyond. It addresses a central
and critical challenge facing the U.S. military and will provide needed focus for the
transformation to a 21st century force – one with full-spectrum dominance, the central theme
of Joint Vision 2010.
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IN T R O D U C T I O N

There is no question that information is critical to modern warfare. Information, information
processing, and communication networks—collectively, an integrated information
infrastructure—are the core of virtually every aspect of military activity, including combat
operations, navigation and geo-positioning, surveillance, weapons support, force enhancement,
information control, and logistics support. Improvements in the integrated information
infrastructure (III) enhance each of these military activities and improve our ability to conduct
them in a coherent, synergistic fashion to enhance lethality, precision, and force effectiveness.
Figure C-1 depicts the relationship between the III and several primary areas of military activity.
The III is shown in the center of the figure because, as indicated in Joint Vision 2010,
information superiority is necessary for achieving dominant maneuver, precision engagement,
focused logistics, and full-dimensional protection. The III is necessary for achieving information
and decision superiority.

INTEGRATED
INFORMATION

INFRASTRUCTURE
• Information Services and
  transport
• Service Agents
• Intelligent, integrated
  communication intranetwork
• Adaptive, dynamic resource
  management
• Secure  

NAVIGATION
GEO-POSITIONING

• Robust
• Distributed
• Inexpensive

SURVEILLANCE
• Continuous
• Global
• High Resolution Imagery
• Day/Night/All Weather

WEAPONS
• Remote/Local
• Accurate
• Responsive
• Inexpensive

COMMAND AND CONTROL
• Commanders Internet
• Situation Monitoring
• Planning and ReplanningFORCE ENHANCEMENT

• Mobile
• Lethal
• Sustainable
• Flexible

INFORMATION
OPERATIONS
• Defensive IW
• Offensive IW
• Assurance

LOGISTICS SUPPORT
• Just Enough
• Just In Time
• Fully Visible

Figure C-1. Information: The Key to Successful Military Operations

The ability to achieve information superiority is the pacing item in realizing the goals of
Joint Vision 2010. The inadequacies of current service information infrastructures prevent
commanders from realizing the full benefit from the current family of intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance (ISR) systems—space-based, airborne, or surface—much less profiting from
advances in sensors and weapons. Because of uncertainties about whether crucial information
will be available when needed, the Services are driven to develop unique, local-only
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reconnaissance, surveillance, and target acquisition (RSTA) and command and control systems.
Overall, this tendency has resulted in redundant investment in, and proliferation of, “stovepipe”
communication, sensor-data processing systems, and command and control information systems.

Increasingly, the armed forces are shifting to an operational concept wherein surveillance
and targeting sensors are separated physically from the command node location, which in turn
may be remote from the weapons launch platform. In the case of air platforms, for example, no
longer will the sensors, commander (pilot), and weapons necessarily be colocated in a single
aircraft. Further, third-party targeting data sources and weapons magazines are proliferating.
Examples of this evolving trend appear in such concepts as forward pass, cooperative
engagement capabilities, the arsenal ship, and the transfer of tactical situation information
derived from a variety of off-board sources directly into cockpits.

This evolution promises major improvements in the tactical flexibility and combat
effectiveness of forces. The realization of this promise is not without challenges, however,
because the operational concepts are inhibited by the inadequacy of the traditional military
communication and information-services infrastructure as well as continuing interoperability
problems between the C4ISR systems of each military Service and between such systems within
a given Service.

To realize the potential benefit of these new concepts, a future integrated information
infrastructure must be capable of reliable transmission, storage, retrieval, and management of
large amounts of information. Today all systems are segmented into communications links,
computers, and sensors that in turn are stovepiped to support specific functions such as
intelligence, logistics, and fire control. Furthermore, these component entities are now
constrained by a lack of (1) the bandwidth necessary for high-resolution imagery transfer; (2) the
processor capacity needed for target recognition and interpretation; (3) memory sufficient to
handle massive amounts of archival data; and (4) software to search the many data repositories
quickly in order to provide commanders with critical command and control information in a
timely manner. These constraints are magnified by difficulties in integrating a myriad of legacy
information systems with newly developed, service-unique stovepipe and joint systems. These
limitations can be overcome and the full capability of joint forces realized, if we set as our goal
to integrate all military C4ISR systems into a ubiquitous, flexible, interoperable C4ISR system of
systems—the Integrated Information Infrastructure.

A summary description of the III is provided in Figure C-2 along with a brief description of
its operational implications.
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n Description

– An integrated, scaleable, fully distributed processing and transport
environment, that is based on commercial technology, and  that:
– Moves information from any source to any destination
– Provides tailored information through intelligent software agents
– Is dynamic, adaptive, self reconfiguring, robust and secure
– Integrates legacy C4ISR systems
– Permits full exploitation of sensor, weapon & platform capabilities

- Joint cooperative component
- Sensor to sensor for cueing

n Implications

– Permits geographic separation and functional integration of command,
targeting, weapons delivery, and support functions

– Provides single, integrated infrastructure for all military information
needs: C4ISR, fire control, logistics

– Supports: split base, force projection, information reachback

– Joint forces with common situational understanding, common
operating picture, and informed/rapid decision making

Figure C-2. Description and Operational Implications

R E Q U I R E M E N T S  A N D  V I S I O N

Requirements

The Integrated Information Infrastructure must meet several key requirements if it is to
realize its potential to enable future combat operations to support a wide spectrum of missions,
threats, and environments.

As stated in Joint Vision 2010, and refined in the 1999 DSB Summer Study, a military force
must be able to receive or transmit all of the information it needs for the successful and efficient
prosecution of its mission, from any point on the globe, in a flexible, adaptive, reconfigurable
structure capable of rapidly adapting to changing operational and tactical environments. The
information infrastructure must support these needs, while allowing force structures of arbitrary
composition to be rapidly formed and fielded—ranging from Joint Rapid Response Operations
Forces (J-ROF) to full-up joint forces for a major regional conflict. Furthermore, the
infrastructure must adapt to unanticipated demands during crises and to stress imposed on the
system by adversaries.

The infrastructure must allow information to be distributed to and from any source or user at
any time: its architecture must not be constrained to support a force-structure (enterprise)
hierarchy conceived a priori. Most importantly, the information and services provided to an end
user through the infrastructure must be tailored to the user’s needs, and be relevant to the user’s
mission, without requiring the user to sort through volumes of data or images. A summary of
these and related warfighter needs is provided in Figure C-3.
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§ Provides facilities to move information from any source to any destination

– Sources = sensors => eyes and ears of teams

– Users = warfighters and weapons => muscle

– Information infrastructure = processors and communications = neural system

§ Provides tailored information when and where required

– Automatic data storage, retrieval, and management

– Automatic data fusion

– Intelligent information dissemination
– Supports multimodal information

§ Facilitates force-structure tailoring

– Assure interoperability of all Service C4ISR systems

– Close existing seams between military communication systems

– Close existing seams between C4ISR systems intra/inter Service

§ Provides robust, reliable information services

– Survivability through replication and self adaptation

– Quality of service to meet dynamic requirements

§ Exploits commercial information technologies

– Adopts open-system standards and protocols

– Minimize use of service/system unique C4ISR hardware and software

§ Does not place warfighters at risk of being detected and targeted

Figure C-3. Warfighter Needs

Another way of representing the functions supported by the III is provided in Figure C-4.
This figure shows that information must be pulled and pushed by all warfighters from a common
information infrastructure. Any (all) warfighters select (pull) information to meet their needs to
effectively conduct their mission. This information pull is supported by a set of services provided
within the infrastructure; services such as information caching, retrieval, posting, fusion, and the
other "technology enablers" noted in the figure.

In order to provide information services that support “Operational Decision Superiority,” the
infrastructure must also allow each warfighter to tailor, through selective pull, the information
he/she receives. These tailoring services are supported by software tools that permit the
warfighter to adaptively profile their needs in such a manner that the infrastructure understands
what information is required and when.

In addition to information pull, there will be circumstances where information will be
resident in the infrastructure that is critical to warfighters given unplanned/unpredicted
circumstances the individuals find themselves in. Under such conditions, the infrastructure must
take the initiative to intelligently “push” this information to the warfighter.

In Figure C-4 the III is framed in the context of supporting “Operational Decision
Superiority.” However, the infrastructure must also support dynamic processes such as
requesting and receiving ISR products as shown in Figure C-5. Although this intelligence
mission example is shown outside of the III for clarity, it must be emphasized that this function
is supported within the III – the need and subsequent posting of ISR products are information
services provided within the III framework.
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Figure C-4. High-Level Operational Architecture: The Information Input Segment
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Figure C-5. High-Level Operational Architecture: Intelligence Mission Focus

The intelligence mission is one example we have chosen for illustrative purposes. Other
“mission areas” or military capabilities that would be supported by the III include: request and
delivery of indirect, remote precision fires; sensor-to-commander-to-shooter integration; sensor-
to-sensor cueing and cross cueing; cooperative engagement, and many other such mission or
functions.
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Long-Term Vision

The information infrastructure must include multimode data transport media including land-
line, radio, and space-based elements. All of these media must be integrated into a ubiquitous,
store-and-forward data internetwork that dynamically routes information from source(s) to
destination(s), transparently to the user. This data transport segment of the infrastructure must be
self-managed, be adaptive to node or link failure, and provide services to its users based on
quality-of-service requests. These services include bandwidth, latency, reliability, precedence,
distribution mechanisms (point to point, point to multipoint), and the like.

The infrastructure will link the user to a distributed processing environment that includes all
types of computers situated at locations appropriate with their needs for power, environment, and
space. This distributed computing environment will be integrated via the transport component of
the infrastructure, thus enabling these processors to exchange information dynamically, share
computation loads, and cooperatively process information on behalf of and transparent to the
user. These attributes are summarized in Figure C-6.

n “An integrated, scaleable, fully distributed processing and transport environment”
that

– As dynamic, adaptive, self reconfiguring, robust, and secure
– Provides tailored information automatically as required when required

n The information services
– Are hosted on distributed computers, of many types, fully interconnected via

the transport segment
– Are provided via intelligent software agents

n The transport services
– Are based on a network of networks (i.e., an internetwork)
– Provides intelligent, adaptive routing of information at network/internetwork

levels
– Are self-managed, self-healing, and scalable

Figure C-6. Integrated Information Infrastructure Attributes

The infrastructure is an adaptive entity that integrates communication systems, computers,
and information management resources into an intelligent system of systems. Each component of
the III exchanges state information with each other, in order to enable the entire infrastructure to
adapt to user requirements and any stresses imposed on the network by an adversary. This
adaptability also enables the infrastructure to change its scale as necessary to support force
structure(s) of arbitrary size, or to incorporate new processing, network, and communication
technologies as they are developed. Thus, this infrastructure is a scaleable computing
environment.

The information infrastructure must provide tailored information services to diverse users
ranging from a single person to a collection of people, sensors, and/or weapons by means of
intelligent agents – software entities, under the general control of the user, that are goal directed,
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migratory, and able to create other software entities, and provide services or functions on behalf
of the user.

Each user is served by one or more intelligent software agents that proactively push and pull
appropriately packaged information. These agents perform such functions as fusing and filtering
of information, and delivering the right information to the right user at the right time. They are
proactive in the sense that they are aware of the user’s situation and needs, and can provide
information relevant to those needs without a specific user request. Figure C-7 provides a
conceptual rendering of these agents.

§ Intelligent Software Agents:
- Relieve users of Information Management Functions
- Provide data fusion, information storage, retrieval and dissemination
- Tailor information at the right time, to the users needing it
- Allow users to request information in mission-specific terms
- Provide geospatial, time and other information services
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NEUTRAL
STATUS
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Figure C-7. Intelligent Software Agents

These agents multiply the personnel resources available to combat units by gathering and
transforming data into actionable information to support unit operations, just as unit members
would have to do were the software agents not provided. Warfighters are therefore freed of
routine chores in favor of actual operations.

Because computing resources are distributed throughout the infrastructure, the infrastructure
can adjust the amount of processing resources given to a force entity. The entities’ processor
need only provide access to the infrastructure, provide an adequate interface to the user entity,
and enable the acquisition and presentation of information to the user. Thus, for example,
a dismounted infantry person’s information resources would be dedicated to supporting a rich
human-computer interface (with voice recognition, heads-up display, speech synthesis, and
communications). General computing resources to support this person(s) would reside within the
infrastructure itself.

To the maximum extent feasible, the infrastructure’s transport layer takes advantage of
commercial technology and networks, by utilizing open-systems standards and protocols, and
minimizes the use of service or function-unique hardware and software. For applications where
military-unique capabilities (such as antijam, low probability of intercept, spread-spectrum
waveforms and the like are required), military products will be developed or adapted to interface
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with the overall architecture. Figure C-8 provides a conceptual summary of the entire Integrated
Information Infrastructure.

§ Entities

– Sources and users of
information

– Diversity of information needs
 Type, quantity, timeliness
 Change as a function of

mission & situation

§ Integrated Information
infrastructure (III) functional
decomposition

– Layered concept. Each layer:
 Provides services to layer

above

 Receives services from layers
below

 Dynamically adapts to meet
information needs of entities

 Tightly coupled to each other
to permit adaptation as an
integrated system

Entities
(Objects)

Application Support
Agents

Service Agents

Information 
Transport

Distributed Computational
Resources

People
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Platforms
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§ Agents = a software entity that is
autonomous, is goal directed, is migratory,
is able to create other entities and
provides a service or function on behalf of
its owner

Figure C-8. Integrated Information Infrastructure: A Conceptual View

Near-Term Vision

The value of the SIPRNET and NIPRNET have proven themselves in several recent real-
world contingencies. Both of these systems of systems are integrated information infrastructure
(albeit functionally focused) and are modest versions of the commercial World-Wide
Internetwork (the “Web”) that is also an III on a grand scale.

The Web today integrates many diverse information sources and systems, many types of
computers, people, sensors, many diverse types of devices, and supports many diverse
information-based functions (financial services, logistics, video distribution, imagery distribution
and so on). The Web also supports push, pull and subscription-based information services.
Information is posted on Web pages by content provides and is utilized by consumers to conduct
mission-essential decision making.

Using the Web, SIPRNET and NIPRNET as examples, let us assume that the near-term
version of the III is an internetwork that integrates all C4ISR military systems into a single
internetwork. For argument’s sake, let us assume that we start with the SIPRNET,
extend/augment its transport (communication) component such that it integrates all (most)
military communication systems into a common-user, digital data transport internetwork and that
all Service C4ISR systems [TBMS, ATCCS (all BOSS’s), FBCB2, IT-21, and the like] are made
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Web compatible and part of the near-term III. We now have the beginning of an integrated
C4ISR infrastructure as envisioned in Figure C-8.

However, let us not stop here. Assume also that we integrate our weapon systems and
sensors into this near-term vision — sensors, people, weapons, C4ISR computers are now entities
that can generate, request or exchange information in much the same way that we do today on
the commercial Web. Then, using Web type search engines, browsers and the like, we would
have a reasonable ability to provide information push, pull and subscription services that would
begin to meet the needs identified previously. The Services are, of course, experimenting with
this vision from their own perspectives. Examples include the Army Tactical Internet, Navy and
Marine Corps-wide Intranet, and the Air Force Theater Deployable Communications. We need to
take advantage of these initiatives, broaden their vision and scope and move forward with a joint
III objective that has both a near-term and longer-term set of milestones.

Summary

We must set a goal the realization of the III vision in an evolutionary manner. As we
succeed, we will enable, over time, the following military capabilities:

• Geographic separation and functional integration of command, targeting, weapons
delivery, and support functions

• Support for split-base operations, force projection, information reachback, combat,
and force protection for units large and small

• Common situational understanding, common operating picture, and informed and
rapid decision making for joint forces

• Enhanced operational flexibility for commanders at all levels

• Reduce the logistics footprint in immediate combat area

• Full exploitation of sensor, weapon, platform, and processing capabilities

• Real-time or near real-time responsiveness to commanders’ requests for information,
fire support, and urgent logistics support

The sections that follow provide a high-level perspective of several of the four layers
comprised by the III as shown in Figure C-8, beginning with the innermost layer and working
toward the uppermost service layers.

T H E  TR A N S P O R T  L A Y E R

Global Connectivity

The transport layer of the infrastructure consists of four tiers. These tiers are conceptual,
because the interfaces between them are seamless and transparent to the user—tiering serves
only to relate the information infrastructure to organizational and doctrinal concepts (see Figure
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C-9). In fact, any entity in the information infrastructure can virtually and automatically be
connected to and interact with any other entity directly. While such ubiquitous connectivity is
expected to be a very powerful force multiplier, traditional organizational and doctrinal
constructs are expected to change more slowly than the technology that makes such connectivity
possible.

9
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Figure C-9. Integrated Information Infrastructure: The Tiered-Transport Layer

Tier 1

The first tier of the transport layer is the ground-based component. This infrastructure
component comprises local-area networks that provide voice and information services to entities
operating together in integrated or support missions. These transport networks are store-and-
forward, packet-switched systems that are self-managed and adaptive, and provide peer-to-peer
data relay and processing. The networks adapt to changes in the locations (i.e., the mobility) of
its users; they have no centralized nodes or base stations that would enforce the use of a
vulnerable star topology; and they automatically route information among participating nodes,
based on real-time assessments of the network connectivity. These local-area transport networks
can support a single person or a force structure of any size through appropriate subnetting.

Although there are a few modest examples of peer-to-peer, wireless, packet-data
communication systems deployed in the private sector, the fundamental work in this type of
technology has been and continues to be funded by DoD. This trend will likely continue, given
that the private sector’s present view of ground-based wireless data communications is
predicated on the notion of deployed fixed infrastructure (base stations connected to the
wireplant) to which, and through which, each mobile subscriber establishes a communication
circuit. This commercial wireless system architecture is based on many years of legacy, point-to-
point, voice-based telephony systems. This system architecture also facilitates billing and related
revenue generating processes for mobile subscribers.
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In contrast, the military has relied primarily on push-to-talk, broadcast, wireless
communication systems for its mobile users. This system architecture, however, proves to be
severely limited in supporting highly mobile users; dynamic, flexible force structures; and
mission/time varying information transport requirements. These systems are also wasteful of
spectrum and bandwidth.

For these reasons, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency initiated a Packet Radio
program in the 1970s. This technology-based program was intended to explore the notion of
building intelligent radios that would be networked to provide the highly mobile warfighter with
data services while on the move. These radios would self-organize into networks, automatically
route (relay) information from any source to any destination within the radio network (or across
the internetwork to other users), automatically adapt to failed nodes or stress exposed on the
network by an adversary, and perform other similar network services. This technology has
resulted in systems such as the Army’s Surrogate Data Radio developed by Hazeltine
Corporation, and the Near-Term Data Radio developed by ITT. 26

However, these systems only partially fulfill the vision for Tier 1 of the III. It is the research
and development being pursued in the DARPA Small Unit Operations and Global Mobile
projects, if appropriately focused and guided, that will lead toward technology that will meet the
joint, mobile, warfighter needs. These programs will provide the fundamental knowledge and
technology that will meet the network requirements set forth in the Joint Tactical Radio System
(JTRS) Operational Requirements Document. The JTRS, with appropriate attention paid to
providing network-level services as envisioned for the III, is a key program for realizing our
vision.

It is anticipated that as these DoD-supported, technology-based programs generate stable
technology (specifically, network algorithms and software), those technologies will ultimately be
embraced in the private sector, as the need for supporting data and voice services to mobile
commercial subscribers manifests itself. This technology transfer to the private sector is
occurring today as evidenced by the acquisition of a start-up communication company by a large,
traditional, personal-communication phone manufacturer. The startup was focused on using DoD
packet radio technology for commercial applications. Development of wireless packet-switched
data communications will continue to be driven by consumer demand for flexible, reliable,
mobile information services and by the ascendancy to leadership positions in the
telecommunications industry of individuals who relate to internetwork-based mobile data
services.

Tier 2

At the second tier, the transport layer incorporates airborne networks and processors for data
transport and information services among force entities that require connectivity beyond that
supported by their local area network. To support this broader area coverage, we envision
autonomous air vehicles and manned/mission aircraft that support medium-area networking
services. These platforms are cross-linked between themselves and other airborne and space-
borne networks, as required, and are linked to the local-area networks (LANs).

                                                
26 All product or company names mentioned in this document are the trademarks of their respective holders.
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The private sector is pursuing similar concepts of airborne-relay telecommunication
platforms. Two such activities, which are currently raising capital, are the Skystation and Air
Relay. The Skystation is conceived to be a station-keeping, lighter-than-air platform located 22
kilometers above the earth. This proposed activity would provide data services at 10 megbites
per second to every home within the service area covered by each platform. The air relay, in turn,
is intended to be an aircraft-based telecommunication relay that provides data services to ground-
based users.

In both of these and similar commercial concepts, however, the system architecture (the
location of platforms, relaying and switching, and bandwidth allocation) consists of parameters
that are predefined and managed through centralized facilities. The military, however, needs
much greater flexibility, adaptability, and autonomy for Tier 2 if the warfighting requirements
noted above are to be met. Thus, in our vision of the III, the airborne platforms carry intelligent
network-based radio nodes (JTRS) that perform all of the functions and services noted for the
Tier 1 LAN. Consequently, the airborne nodes provide automatic, adaptive, packet-data routing
and switching. All airborne nodes automatically integrate themselves into an airborne network,
and the unmanned aerial vehicle platforms automatically position themselves to provide
survivable, fail-safe coverage of the ground-based units. Other airborne elements, such as
mission aircraft, automatically provide relays of opportunity within the Tier 2 segment. A DoD
program that is beginning to address this extended set of network services for Tier 2 is the
DARPA Airborne Communication Node program.

As noted in Figure C-9, the airborne nodes are cross-linked not only to themselves and the
ground LANs but also to the space segment of the transport element. The notion here is that the
airborne nodes act as pseudolites, and carry payloads that are integrated into the various
commercial satellite telecommunication systems that have been and will be deployed in the next
10 years. As an example, preliminary analysis indicates that a Teledesic satellite package (700
kg) could be accommodated on a DoD high-altitude, long-enduring platform. With an
appropriate antenna, an active phased array, on the UAV, the resulting pseudolite could provide
high-bandwidth communication services to and between ground elements and could route traffic
automatically to the commercial space segment for long-haul services. Other approaches can also
be envisioned: for example, the pseudolite could use commercial satellites as trunk facilities
between the airborne relays. The critical technical issues in realizing this richly interconnected,
survivable airborne transport segment of the III are associated with the development of protocols
and algorithms to provide the adaptive network services we have discussed.

Tiers 3 and 4

At the third tier, the information transport infrastructure provides connectivity over widely
dispersed areas through the incorporation of low earth orbiting (LEO) satellites. The fourth tier
includes medium earth orbiting (MEO) and geostationary earth orbiting (GEO) satellites for
global coverage. The space-based transport segment of the III should be based primarily on
emerging commercial technologies. At the present time, many such systems of widely varying
characteristics are expected to be available by 2005. Figures C-10 and C-11 summarize the
systems that are currently being discussed. Table C-1 gives the maximum altitudes of LEO,
MEO, and GEO satellites.
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System IRIDIUM GLOBALSTAR ICO ELLIPSO ECCO
Company Motorola Loral Space and

Communications/
QUALCOMM

ICO Global
Communications

Mobile
Communications

Holdings

Constellation
Communications

Number of Active
Satellites

66 48 10 14 46

Orbit Planes 6 circular polar
(86.5

o
)

8 circular inclined
(52

o
)

2 circular inclined
(45

o
)

2 elliptical inclined
(116.6

o
);

1 elliptical
equatorial (0o)

7 circular inclined
(62

o
);

1 circular equatorial
(0o)

Orbit Altitude (Km) 780 (LEO) 1,414 (LEO) 10,355 (MEO) 527-7,846 (MEO)
4,223-7,846 (MEO)

2,000 (LEO)

Satellites per Orbit
Plane

11 6 5 4 per elliptical;
6 per equatorial

5 per inclined;
11 per equatorial

Beams per Satellite 48 16 164\3 61 32 per inclined;
24 per equatorial

Reported cost ($B) 3.4 2.6 4.6 0.91 2.8
*
Source: Evans, J.V. 1998. “New Satellites for Personal Communications,” Scientific American, Vol. 278,
No. 4, pp. 70−77 (April).

Figure C-10. Voice-Oriented Personal Communications Satellite Systems

System ASTROLINK CELESTRI CYBERSTAR SPACEWAY GE*STAR MORNING-
STAR

TELEDESIC

Company Lockheed
Martin

Motorola Loral Space and
Communications

Hughes GE
Americom

Morningstar Teledesic

Number of Active
Satellites

9 63 LEO
9 GEO

3 20 MEO
16 GEO

9 4 288

Orbit Planes Equatorial
(0

o
)

7 inclined
(48

o
); 1

equatorial
(0

o
)

Equatorial (0
o
) 4 inclined

(55
o
); 1

equatorial
(0

o
)

Equatorial
(0

o
)

Equatorial (0
o
) 12 inclined

(98
o
)

Orbit Altitude (Km) GEO 1,400
(LEO) and

GEO

GEO 10,352
(MEO)

and GEO

GEO GEO 1,375 (LEO)

Estimated
Satellite Capacity
(gigabits/s)

6.0 1.5 9.0 4.4 4.7 0.5 10.0

Estimated Capital
Investment ($B)

4.0 12.9 1.6 6.4 4.0 0.82 9.0

*
Source: Evans, J.V. 1998. “New Satellites for Personal Communications,” Scientific American, Vol. 278,

No. 4, pp. 70−77 (April).

Figure C-11. Data-Oriented Personal Communications Satellite Systems

.

Table C-1. Maximum Satellite Altitudes
LEO Low earth orbit below 2,000 km
MEO Medium earth orbit approximately 10,000 km
GEO Geosynchronous earth orbit, 36,000 km

     *Source: Evans, J.V. 1998. “New Satellites for Personal Communications,” Scientific American, Vol. 278, No. 4, pp. 70-77 (April)
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The challenge for DoD is to determine how best to leverage these emerging capabilities:
more specifically, how to integrate these various systems with the other segments of the transport
layer so that a ubiquitous, survivable, flexible, self-managed infrastructure results. A need exists
for network- and internetwork-level algorithms that will enable integration of these disparate
systems. These algorithms must be compatible with and exploit commercial internetwork
standards and protocols. Specifically, the algorithms must be Internet Protocol aware and the
entire transport layer of the III must adhere to evolving Internet standards, such as Internet
Protocol V6 and Mobile Internet Protocol, and must adhere to the well-established Internet
naming and addressing conventions.

The routers, labeled “R” in Figure C-9 are commercial Internet devices that maintain, in real
time, knowledge about the entire transport layer’s topology and connectivity. 27 In conjunction
with the intelligent software agents, the routers make dynamic decisions, based on this
understanding, to ensure that information is transported from all sources to all destinations,
as required. The dynamic routing is accomplished through protocols and distributed algorithms
that are used in the commercial sector today.

T H E  IN F O R M A T I O N  S E R V I C E S  L A Y E R S

The Integrated Information Infrastructure will provide tailored information to all users when
and where needed. These services, provided in the future by the intelligent software agents,
include (among many):

• Information fusion

• Terrain information (topographical and feature) dissemination

• Situational awareness (friendly and enemy) distribution

• A common grid reference to permit joint, distributed targeting and geolocation

• Precision time

• Information storage, retrieval, and tailoring

These agents – software entities that are autonomous, goal directed, migratory, and able to
create other agents – will act on behalf of their owner. Achieving this level of intelligent
behavior will be a technological challenge, but will be realized to a great extent by the year 2010.

The private sector is developing information-service technology for the World-Wide Web
(Internet). Such services include Web browsers, search engines, information-push systems and
the like. In each of these instances the conceptual framework of the service is modest: static
profiling and filtering based on a-priori preferences established by the user. The software
supporting these services does not (yet) learn users preferences, does not fuse data into
information, does not adaptively manage information on behalf of a user, and is not adaptive to
changes in transport services induced by failures, fluctuating user traffic, or intentionally induced
performance degradation by a malicious adversary. These software tools do, however, provide
access to storage, retrieval, and dissemination of large volumes of information to millions of
users every day.

                                                
27 Routers are currently used in the Internet.
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In the near term, the III would exploit these limited private sector information management
and dissemination technologies. In a manner similar to DoD's implementation of the SIPRNET,
NIPRNET and the Joint Worldwide Information Communications System, information services
will be provided through the use of commercial browsers, standardized Web pages, standardized
relational databases, standardized user interfaces, and a standardized geospatial coordinate
system to which information would be registered. In addition, a common messaging system and
defined data-elements and associated dictionary must be established for DoD.

Using commercial standards such as hypertext transport protocol (HTTP), hypertext markup
language (HTML), virtual reality markup language (VRML) and other commercial internetwork
standards called out in the Joint Technical Architecture (JTA), critical legacy and future DoD
C4ISR systems would be integrated onto and post information to the III. The warfighter would
then pull information from the III to support their operational needs. Furthermore, because
information on the III would be geospatially registered, critical information can be selectively
pushed to forces who are in or transiting to a threatened geographic location.

Using emerging Web-based technology, our warfighters would have access to
unprecedented amounts of information through the near-term III. Using Web search-engine
technology, the warfighter could extract from the III intelligence, maneuver control, fire control,
logistics, and other such information from C4ISR systems generating and posting this
information.

From a system-to-system perspective, a DoD common message set and data elements would
permit real-time updates from applications/databases to applications/databases of the C4ISR
systems integrated into the III. Systems such as Maneuver Control System (MCS-Army), Theater
Battle Management Command Systems (TBMCS-AF), Joint Maritime Information System
(JMISIS, Navy), and Global Command and Control System (GCCS, Joint) would then be able to
update each other's information bases, thus providing a common, integrated picture of the joint
battlespace to the warfighter.

In the long-term, information needed by the warfighter would be managed through the
intelligent software agents. These agents would, as noted earlier, reduce the effort imposed on
the warfighter to collect his or her information ensemble. Research and development on
intelligent software agents is presently being pursued both in the private and public sectors.
Within DoD, DARPA has several programs that are investigating software agents. One program
has defined these agents as:

• An agent is a software component or system that is:

− Embedded in, and “aware” of, an environment (communicative)

− Dynamic in its behaviors (not single I/O mapping) (autonomous)

− User enabled and steered, but “empowered” to act for user (capable)

− Able to improve its behavior over time (adaptive)

Because of this broad definition, the term “software agent” is used to describe many
different implementations depending on the capabilities of the software that is being described.
Examples of these descriptions include:
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• Mobile code

• “Disembodied” code with temporal duration or persistent state

• Web search tools

• Semantic broker and name space services

• Electronic commerce with message-passing entities

• Interface animation

• Dynamic services

These definitions are diverse and not necessarily synonymous. However, they encompass
what will eventually be the types of services provided by intelligent software agents in the future.

A key program at DARPA in this technology area is called Cooperative, Agent-Based
System (CoABS). The goal of this program is to design, implement and test a prototype “agent
grid” – a collection of intelligent software agents that collaborated to provide a service to users.
The focus of the prototype will be to address issues related to diverse agent types cooperating
through an agent broker to do collective problem solving.

The output of this science and technology program will be an experiment wherein the
intelligent agent grid will be used to support a Network Centric Warfare experiment. This
experiment is structured as indicated in Figure C-12.

n Warfighter Hypothesis
– Warfighting processes supported by new concepts 

and technology allow the Navy to enter and remain 
in the littorals indefinitely with the ability to provide 
protection, fires and C4I support to forces ashore

n Program Hypothesis
– Cooperating agents, by correlating reach-back and 

on-ship data, can exploit currently unused data to 
focus surveillance assets for more effective TBMD

n Potential Impact
– Enabled region-specific tasking of Fleet 

Surveillance Assets
– Enabled Preemptive Strike

Figure C-12. Testing Use of Intelligent Agents in Network Centric Warfare

In summary, DoD should exploit the information-management standards and technologies
being developed by the private sector, and must also continue to fund the science and technology
initiatives that will lead to the intelligent agents envisioned herein. DARPA and the Service
laboratories have focused their resources on developing intelligent agent technology that
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leverages and supplements private-sector technologies and concepts in order to meet warfighter
needs.

IN F O R M A T I O N  IN F R A S T R U C T U R E :  CU R R E N T  D E V E L O P M E N T S

The vision and requirements for the III have evolved during a period of remarkable rate of
change in information technology. Within the past six years, commercial investment has
propagated a Web of information services. Commercial activity is moving aggressively to set
standards fostering open, interoperable systems. The commercial information technology
industry investment in research and development is very substantial and growing, as companies
compete to rapidly transition information technology to the market place.

Within DoD, numerous studies on C4ISR have been completed or are in progress. These
studies recommend various strategies, visions, interoperability approaches, requirements, and
architectures, but there is no overall, organizing principle against which these competing ideas
may be measured. Further, DoD is sponsoring numerous and diverse technology development
efforts, including multiple radio programs, C4ISR platform and product initiatives, and programs
to explore new technology in the areas of information collection, fusion, and management.
These, too, are poorly coordinated, duplicative, and not organized along a central set of protocols
and standards. To its credit, DoD is reorganizing to focus on C4ISR, by appointing a Corporate
Information Officer, among other steps. The success of this effort remains to be seen, since it
resembles many such efforts in the past that had little real effect on the way DoD C4ISR -related
systems are planned and procured.

Similarly, DARPA and the Service laboratories are developing elements of the III.
Examples include, as described above, the Global Mobile program (investigating technologies to
support mobile computing); the AICE (investigating broadband, broadcast information
distribution); Intelligent Information Integration (investigating accessing and aggregating
information for many heterogeneous databases); Cooperative, Agent Based System and network
management technology development.

However, in all of these initiatives, the program goals have been pursued nearly independent
of each other. Furthermore, the envisioned environment in which the various technologies are to
be applied is modest compared to that envisioned for the III. In the latter case, we foresee many
hundreds of thousands of communication and processing nodes distributed globally, all
cooperating to provide robust, reliable information transport and intelligent information services
to the combat units and other users.

The Global Information Infrastructure, also known as the "Web", serves as an example of
the ubiquitous connectivity that the distributed information infrastructure will require. The
limitations of today’s Web, especially at a “point of conflict” under stressed conditions,
highlights the need for technology development to put an Integrated Information Infrastructure in
place.

Figure C-13, which shows the transport infrastructure that exists as part of the Web,
provides an example of what is envisioned for the III. Similarly, the information services (data
storage and retrieval software) emerging on the Web are very early examples of what is
envisioned for the intelligent software agents. This is not meant to suggest that the Web become
the III, but that Internet technologies (protocols, standards, algorithms, and information
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application concepts) provide a starting point for establishing a baseline III in support of military
operations. This baseline III, owned by DoD, would then be augmented through a DoD science
and technology program to realize the vision presented herein. Similarly, as commercial
information technologies mature, they would also be integrated into the III.

The World Wide Web Today

Figure C-13. The World Wide Web-Transport Infrastructure: An Existence Proof

S E C U R I N G  T H E  IN F O R M A T I O N  IN F R A S T R U C T U R E

Security for the integrated information infrastructure merits special discussion. The
exploitation of commercial protocols and standards provides the technology base necessary for
the 21st century integrated information infrastructure. Because portions of the infrastructure will
incorporate commercial network technology, and much of the infrastructure will be based on
commercial technology, security must be an integral design consideration throughout the
infrastructure’s development. Further, because the infrastructure will also necessarily incorporate
commercial telecommunication systems, these systems must be carefully evaluated to balance
the benefit versus the risk each such incorporation presents to the III user community.

There are market forces that will continue to aggressively motivate the private sector to
provide security for the Web. Specifically, the growth of electronic commerce has already
motivated the development of standards and technology for conducting secure information
transactions. Examples of these standards and technologies are Internet Protocol Security; Secure
Socket Layer; X.509; public key infrastructure, and key distribution mechanisms; strong
encryption algorithms; intrusion detection systems and inexpensive biometric systems
(fingerprint readers and retinal scanners). These standards provide for information
authentication, nonrepudiation, and secure transport.

Furthermore, the private sector is starting to address the issues of security for mobile code
and for countering denial-of-service attacks and the insider threat. As noted earlier, examples of
mobile code are Java applets that are downloaded onto a user’s machine and executed locally, or
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migratory intelligent software agents as described previously. Several approaches have been
identified for securing such code – such as sandboxing, code signing, firewalling, and proof-
carrying code – however, these approaches have yet to be implemented, tested, and standardized.

For the transport layer of the III, careful attention to information operations is mandatory.
DoD must work with industry to ensure that the space-based segment of the III is made robust
against information operations performed by an adversary. For example, protection of the control
and signaling channels for the space nodes is critical.

Similarly, the DoD will continue to be the focal point for developing low probability of
intercept (LPI) and low probability detection (LPD) waveforms for the networked, primarily
ground-based communication networks described previously. Software-programmable radios,
such as JTRS radios, provide the flexibility needed to implement an adaptable, self-managed
system. This same flexibility provides an opportunity to enhance information assurance services.
For example, the network-level protocols for these radios could make every node look the same
(in a traffic analysis) as any other node, thereby limiting an adversary’s ability to identify and
target high-value, force-structure entities such as command and control centers. Similarly, the
network-level protocols could, if the system detects it is being attacked, change its waveforms in
such a manner that the radio emissions appear to be those of an adversary’s unit, or change it to
cause a radio node to appear to be a radar site. Network protocols and algorithms could achieve
radio-network-based cover, concealment, and deception in ways never thought of in the past.

Appropriate security for the distributed information infrastructure must be realized through
the development of a comprehensive security architecture, policy, training, and testing.
Leveraging the security technology and techniques developed in the private sector, the
architecture must provide flexible, dynamic, adaptive, and rapidly reconfigurable security in
support of the software agents at work in the infrastructure.

Security technology is available today from the private sector which, when combined with
DoD developed network encryption systems, now also available commercially, can provide good
security for the III. Employing a defense-in-depth architecture, leveraging network encryption
systems, firewalls, application gateways, and certificate-based selective access to information
bases should provide protection for the III if appropriate security policies, system configuration
and management processes, and security accountability are enforced.

IM P L E M E N T I N G  T H E  I I I

The Integrated Information Infrastructure must be implemented in an evolutionary manner.
A plan must be established that sets specific functional objectives, technical milestones, and
system architecture objectives that are to be achieved over reasonable periods of time. The plan
will evolve as a result of lessons learned in the joint warfighter experiments, but nonetheless
goals must be set.

Figures C-14 and C-15 provide a conceptual description of the III in about 2005. The cost of
implementing this mid-term, baseline realization of the III would be in the range of several
billion dollars over five years. These costs include funds already being expended or earmarked
for C4ISR system acquisitions and upgrades, and the average yearly DoD science and technology
investment for information technology. These existing expenditures must be used in part to
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support the transition of the legacy C4ISR systems to comply with the JTA, and their integration
into the III.
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S n Users and sources know location of repositories and store/retrieve
information using commercial push/pull technologies and services, such
as
– Browsers (Pull)
– Channels (Push)
– Multicast, broadcast and unicast

n Military resources are augmented by commercial transport technologies,
such as
– Commercial satellite telecommunications
– Commercial satellite direct broadcast
– Fiber (as available)
– Secure end-to-end encryption of voice and data using public key

encryption systems, technologies, and standards
n Tiers 1, 2 and parts of Tier 3 deployed:

– Tier 1: JTRS, PCS, and NTDR-like components
– Tier 2: NTDR-like and JTRS components
– Tier 3: PCS and Tier 2 trunking components

Figure C-14. Mid-Term III Vision

n Fully integrated legacy C4ISR systems augmented with JTRS and some commercial
information management and transport technologies:

– C4ISR information elements and types defined and implemented (messages,
images, video)

– C4ISR information types implemented via open standards (e.g., MPEG2/4, WGS-84,
object-based)

– C4ISR legacy transport systems seamlessly integrated via Internet standards and
protocols (IPVG, Mobile Internet Protocol, RSVP, Quality of Service)

– Messaging protocols and standards implemented to allow C4ISR applications to
interoperate (such as JVMS augmented for multimedia)

– Service transport systems integrated within and across service boundaries
[e.g.,living Internet (Army) integrated with AF and Navy Internets]

– Integrated information repositories defined and accessible to all sources and users
(e.g., relational databases, image and video databases, Web pages)

Figure C-15. Mid-Term III Vision

Of necessity, the mid-term III will include a significant amount of DoD C4ISR systems
augmented with commercial information technology and services. The end game for the III,
however, is that it be based primarily on commercial information technology augmented by
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military-unique information technology, if and when absolutely necessary and justified by
cost/benefit/risk analysis. The evolution from the mid-term to the long-term III would occur over
an additional five years. A high-level definition of the long-term III is given below in Figure C-
16.

n Fully integrated infrastructure using primarily commercial information 
management technologies
– Object-based representation of C4ISR entities
– Intelligent software agent supporting information push/pull

n Transport infrastructure includes commercial LEO/MEO/GEO satellite 
communications systems:
– Area, theater and global coverage
– Cross-linked to each other
– Cross-linked to airborne communications platforms

n Ground units supported by:
– JTRS for mobile, adaptable, flexible, networked and internetwork
– Commercial PCS for complementary services

n DoD ISR resources augmented with commercial and allied/coalition
sensor satellites
– SPOT
– QUICKBIRDs
– WIS
– Many others

Figure C-16. Long-Term III Vision

The recommendations suggest using the DoD Architecture Coordination Council (ACC) to
implement the III. The ACC will have to harmonize the near-term, mid-term, and long-term
operational, system, and technical architectures; develop the plan and road maps for evolutionary
deployment; and ensure that DoD and Service funds committed to or planned for C4ISR
infrastructure acquisitions are focused on and supportive of achieving the III vision – a large but
critically important task, if information and decision superiority are to be achieved.

IN S T I T U T I O N A L I Z I N G  T H E  I I I

Realizing the III vision, and thereby achieving information superiority as proposed in Joint
Vision 2010, and consequently, decision superiority as proposed by the DSB will not be a simple
undertaking. Broad issues will have to be addressed, such as the use and integration of existing
military C4ISR infrastructures (both technical and capitalization issues); the definition of Service
Title 10 responsibilities; the development of a C4ISR acquisition policy; the definition of a
single, unified DoD III vision and champion; and the development of a single, integrated Joint
Technical Architecture supporting the III. However, all such issues can be successfully addressed
if a unified commitment by the Office of the Secretary of Defense, Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
Service Chiefs is forged.
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Assumpting that such a commitment is achieved, the III could be implemented in an
evolutionary manner over the next 10 years. In 5 years, a significant system could be in place
which will be an integrated, flexible, efficient, joint C4ISR infrastructure to support joint-force
operations from strategic through tactical force levels. However, to achieve the near- and longer-
term goals for the III, several critical DoD activities need to be started or reinforced immediately.

First, a single, unified OSD/Service vision for the III should be established. Over the past
years, several visions for an integrated, joint C4ISR infrastructure have been proposed by JCS,
the Services, and the Service Science Boards. These visions include the Network Centric
Warfare (JCS); InfoSphere (Air Force Scientific Advisory Board); Living Internet (Army);
Integrated Information Infrastructure (Defense Science Board); IT-21 (Navy); and Advanced
Battlespace Information System (JCS and DDR&E). Now is the time to develop a single DoD
vision for an III leveraged by bringing together the best ideas from each of these various visions.
The integrated vision should to be achieved by 2020.

Second, to achieve Service C4ISR interoperability and leverage the III with private-sector
information technology, DoD and the Services must embrace a primarily commercial,
standards-based joint technical architecture . Very significant work within the Army and in
OSD has resulted in the establishment of the JTA-Army and a JTA. However, it is imperative
that the JTA be a minimum set of essential commercial information processing and transport
standards and protocols, augmented by DoD-unique standards only when absolutely necessary.
A minimum set is critical to interoperability between Service and DoD C4ISR infrastructures.

Third, the JTA should be used as a basis for setting acquisition policy for all C4ISR
systems . For example,

• All new solicitations for C4ISR systems should include compliance with the JTA
as a technical evaluation criterion

• All C4ISR systems under procurement must include implemented transition plans for
achieving compliance with the JTA when the systems are delivered

• All legacy C4ISR systems that are critical to the Services and that will remain in the
inventory should also develop transition plans to be implemented through preplanned
product improvement processes.

Although not all transition plans would be put into effect, (possibly due to cost or other
factors), at least DoD can make an enterprise-level decision as to why the plans should not be
implemented and what impact these decisions will have on joint C4ISR interoperability.
However, OSD, JCS and Service goals should be to aggressively limit the number of non-JTA-
compliant systems that remain in the DoD inventory after the transition period (about
5–8 years). The Army has implemented such policies, although waiver policies have become less
stringent over time, and their experience might serve as a basis for defining and establishing
DoD-wide policies.

Fourth, although commercial information technology will provide a wealth of systems,
concepts, and resources necessary for implementing the III, it will be necessary to develop DoD-
unique capabilities that must augment the technology exploited from commercial sources.
Intelligent agent technology; adaptive, peer-to-peer, ground-based mobile communication
networks; and LPD/LPI wireless waveforms are examples of a few areas that will require
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continued DoD science and technology funding. Similarly, experimentation with commercial
information technology will be mandatory, in a military context and integrated with legacy and
military-unique C4ISR technology in order to evaluate the commercial technology, and to
understand its potential impact on military operations. Thus, a complementary DoD science and
technology program should be established that is consistent with a “revised” JTA (revised to
constitute a minimum set of standards) and the associated new DoD acquisition policies.
Specifically, the C4ISR technology development supported through science and technology
funding (as well as advanced technology demonstrations and advanced concept technology
demonstrations) should be compliant with the JTA to the maximum extent possible, or at a
minimum must be compatible with the JTA, so that these technologies can be integrated into the
III when completed. These new technologies will also provide input to periodic JTA updates
when they result in commercial or DoD open standards that augment the JTA set.

Fifth, a set of operational architectures must be established that provides a framework for
the type of joint forces that will be deployed for the spectrum of operations envisioned in this
study. Although it is clear that the United States has “never fought the war we planned for,”
having an exemplar set of joint-force operational architectures that specifies which force
elements must exchange information with which, as well as what they have to exchange, over
what time frames, and how often will help set the requirements for the system architectures that
realize the III. The III will allow DoD to mix and match force elements; however, the set of
operational architectures will help set boundary conditions for the III. The operational
architectures should be developed with this objective in mind.

Sixth, mid-term and a long-term system architectures should be established for the III.
The mid-term architecture should identify all DoD C4ISR systems that the mid-term III will
comprise, as well as the commercial protocols and standards used to integrate these systems and
the commercial technologies used to augment them. Examples of DoD systems and technology
that the mid-term architecture might include are CTAPS, JMSIS, ATCCS, GCCS, GCSS,
WIN-T, SINCGARS, JTRS, and commercial LEO satellites.28 The architecture should, for each
layer of the III, define the JTA-based protocols and standards used by each system, the interface
specifications between the systems, a common application-level message system (e.g., the Joint
Variable Message Format), standards for image and video representations that flow between the
systems, and the like.

Similarly, for the 2010 time frame a conceptual system architecture that supports the
ultimate III vision should be developed. This system architecture will set the direction for the
evolution of the III system of systems.

Finally, a series of joint warfighter experiments should be planned that allows for the
evolutionary deployment of the III. These time-phased experiments will serve to provide
concept/technology/architecture course corrections as the III vision is realized. At the same time,
these experiments will permit warfighters to adapt tactics, techniques, and procedures based on
their having an integrated C4ISR infrastructure that will provide joint information superiority.

                                                
28 CTAPS: Contingency Theater Automated Planning System; ATCCS: Army Tactical Command and Control System; GCCS: Global

Command and Control System; WIN-T: Warfighter Information Network–Terrestrial; SINCGARS: Singles Channel Ground and Airborne
Radio System.
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Figures C-17 to C-20 summarize the above recommendations. These figures also assign
responsibilities for these (and other related) recommendations and indicate an anticipated level of
funding to achieve each.

To the above recommendation list one overarching recommendation should be added:
Implement the III. Developing the architectures is essential to realizing the III, but an entity must
be assigned the responsibility for ensuring that it is implemented. Thus, the charter of the
Architecture Coordination Council should be broadened from its present role of coordination to
one of proactive management and oversight for the implementation of the III. Its mission will be
to facilitate, motivate, and guide the realization of the III.
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I.  Implement the III 
I.I Architecture Coordination Council (ACC) Play Lead Role For 
Implementation
– ACC Must: 

- Accelerate the development of the three joint architectures
- Ensure compatibility of Joint and Service architectures
- Ensure JTA is promulgated within services
- Develop III time-phased implementation plan
- Oversee Implementation of Baseline III (2005) and full III 

(2010)

Who:  USD A&T, ASD/C3I, J6
When:  Immediately

Figure C-17. ACC Implementation Responsibility
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II. Establish Acquisition and Technical Architecture Framework

II.I. Designate USD A&T (DAE) as the DoD Technical Architect with supporting Executive
Director and Staff

– Make Executive Director Executive Secretary of ACC

II.II Technical Architect Will:

– Publish a unified technical vision for the Integrated Information Infrastructure
that incorporates the concepts from:

• Network Centric Warfare (J6)
• IT - 21 (Navy)
• Infosphere (AF SAB)
• “Living” Internet (Army)
• Information Infrastructure (DSB)

– Revise the Joint Technical Architecture (JTA) as a minimal essential set of
commercial information technology Standards and Protocols to:

• Become the building code for the III and all C4ISR systems
• Limit military-unique standards
• Establish policies for acquisition of all new C4ISR systems to ensure

compliance with JTA
• Require JTA compliance transition plans for legacy C4ISR systems
• Make tradeoff decisions, as appropriate, for transition-plan

implementation
• Establish annual JTA update process:

• II.III   Establish an information technology advisory board to the executive director

– Composition:  The best minds from the Service laboratories and academia

– Mission:  Facilitate the realization of the III by:
• Monitoring and understanding commercial technology and military needs
• Conducting risk/benefits analyses
• Recommending DoD III technical investment to leverage commercial

information technology
• Striving to minimize DoD-unique infrastructure
• Provide Inputs to DoD System Architect

II.IV Develop a science and technology investment strategy that allocates resources to
meet military-unique aspects of the III

– Require technology to be compliant with JTA
– Require ATDs, and other initiatives to integrate, develop and demonstrate

technologies compliant with JTA

Who: Sec Def Direction
When: Immediately
Cost: $10M/Year

Participants: ASD (C3I), Joint Staff and Military Service Chiefs
When: First delivery December 1998
Cost: $15M/Year

Implementation Responsibility: Executive Director with assistance from Service Laboratories
When: Now
Cost: $10M/Year

Who: DDR&D with Service Participation
When: September 1999
Cost: Within Present Funding Resources

Figure C-18. Acquisition Policy, Vision, and Technical Framework
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III.  Establish System Architecture and Development Strategy
III.I ASD/C3I, as DoD system architect, is responsible for:

• Developing and publishing joint system architecture
• Provide technical input to achieve III security and

information assurance
• Assessing C4ISR transition plans and providing inputs to

DoD investment strategies
• Track and provide technical guidance for all C4ISR and

weapons platform acquisition, ACTDs and ATDs to ensure
compliance with JTA and fit into III System Architecture

• Provide technical inputs to JTA updates and configuration
management

Who:  Joint Staff and Service Participation
When:  Now
Cost:  $30M/Year

Figure C-19. System Architecture

21

IV.  Establish Operational Architecture and Deployment Strategy
IV.I  JCS develop and publish Warfighter Joint Operational Architecture that
captures

– Operational concepts
– Processes and procedures for information generation, conditioning, fusing

and use
– Weapons, sensor and platform functional characteristics
– Force structures

IV.II   ACOM conduct a continuing series of experiments, with joint forces, to
incrementally realize the III

– Exploit already scheduled Joint and Service exercises
– Design and plan experiments
– Address and evaluate results
– Provide recommendations to joint operational architecture and joint system

architecture
– Establish III Battle Laboratory as executive agent for experiment program

Who:  With Service Participation
When:  June 1999
Cost:  $25M

Who:  JCS Direction, ACOM Execution
When:  Start Now
Cost:  $40M/Year

Figure C-20. Operational Architecture and Experimentation

S U M M A R Y

Figures C-21 and C-22 summarize the ideas and recommendations presented in this section
of the 1998 DSB study on Joint Operations Superiority in the 21st Century – Integrating
Capabilities Underwriting Joint Vision 2010 and Beyond. The focus of this section has been on
an III; however, the III must be implemented with reference to the ideas and recommendations
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presented in the other sections. For example, Information Operations will play a critical role in
development of the III: they must be secure, provide information assurance, and be resistant to
enemy attacks. Furthermore, weapons and sensors (as well as people) will use the III for
information dissemination, exchange, cueing, fusion, and enemy engagement. As noted in
Figures C-1 and C-5, the III will be common to and support all military platforms and their many
diverse military functions. Thus, elements of the III will be embedded in all sensors, weapon
platforms, and command and control systems. Consequently, the JTA will apply to these entities
as well. It is this view, that all military entities and functions are part of and serviced by a
common integrated information infrastructure that will permit DoD to exert, to the maximum
extent possible, the power of its military forces in future contingency operations.
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S n To realize the promise of Joint Vision 2010, information superiority
is a must

n To achieve information superiority, an integrated information
infrastructure is a must

n An Integrated Information Infrastructure must
– Be based on a unified DoD-wide III vision
– Provide joint forces with common situational understanding and

common operating picture and support informed, rapid decision
making

– Integrate legacy C4ISR systems and fully exploits commercial
information technology such as the Internet, PCS and satellite
sensors

– Be secure and provide information assurance by:
- Setting responsibilities and policies for developing and publishing joint

operational, technical and system architectures
- Establishing policy and procedures to exploit commercial information

technology
- Setting milestone targets for III deployment
- Conducting evolutionary warfighter experiments leading to

milestones/deployment/goals set for 2010 and 2020

Figure C-21. Integrated Information Infrastructure: Summary
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ANNEX D. TECHNOLOGY GRAND CHALLENGES

The task force recommends adopting “grand challenge” military capabilities as a means of
focusing cross-disciplinary technology development. Grand challenges are aimed at solving
specific military needs or achieving new capability, but can also serve as a mechanism for
driving and focusing science and technology investments. The task force identified a set of four
grand challenges particularly related to developing joint rapid response capabilities. These
grand challenges are expected to yield at least an order-of-magnitude increase in warfighting
capability of future U.S. military forces. Each is discussed below.

B I O S H I E L D

In the 1990 Gulf War, concerns arose about the potential impact of a biological warfare
attack on U.S. forces in the field or on civilians in the U.S. homeland. In the intervening years,
further study has indicated that this threat is more serious than originally imagined. In the eight
years since the Gulf War, some progress has been made on developing technology to better
detect biological attacks as well as to protect U.S. troops and treat exposed individuals.
However, today U.S. citizens and troops remain vulnerable.

Figure D-1 lists some of the challenges posed by the threat of biological warfare. Potential
threats range from natural pathogens that have evolved or been mutated to carefully designed
pathogens. There are a variety of ways by which these agents can be directed. Potential targets
include not only humans, but also animals, plants, and materials. Of particular concern, are
mechanisms by which specific groups of people can be targeted. Today we do not have to go
very far down the threat spectrum to find threats to which the United States is vulnerable – so
developing more exotic biological threat agents is, from the attacker’s point of view, largely
unnecessary.

A biological attack on a major population center could mean that 10s or 100s of thousands
of people would suffer from casualties or be affected by contaminated or sick people. That
creates an enormous logistics problem, for which neither the United States nor any other nation
is prepared. The difficulty of understanding and characterizing the threat compounds this
problem.

Facilities that produce pathogenic agents can be quite small and unobtrusive, and thus
present little or no signature or footprint. Figure D-2 depicts a hypothetical scenario. Pathogenic
agents are fabricated in a warehouse or house, they are distributed by a fogger in the back of a
rental truck and are distributed over a wide area. In ~72 hours, (“immediate”) casualties begin to
appear. A seventy-two hour onset period has several implications. Probably the most important
is that what is happening will not be recognized immediately, and, during the interim until it is
recognized, the agent could be spread widely over very large areas by contaminated people.
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• D i ve r s i f i ca t i on  o f  t h rea t  spec t r um

– P a t h o g e n s  r e s i s t a n t  t o  d r u g s  a n d
v a c c i n e s

– L a t e n t  a g e n t s ,  t r i g g e r  a t  w i l l

– N e v e r - e x i s t e d - b e f o r e  p a t h o g e n s
(syn the t i c )

– P a t h o g e n - i n d u c e d  d i s r e g u l a t i o n  o f  b o d y  
c o n t r o l  c i r c u i t s

• D i ve r s i f i ca t i on  o f  t a rge t s

– E t h n i c  p o p u l a t i o n s

– A n i m a l s  a n d  p l a n t s

– D e g r a d a t i o n  o f  m a t e r i e l  ( f u e l ,  m a t e r i a l s  d e c a y )

• E s c a l a t i n g  l o g i s t i c a l  p r o b l e m  f o r  d r u g / v a c c i n e  s u p p l y

– O n - d e m a n d ,  s u r g e  p r o d u c t i o n  ( < 7  d a y s )

• I n c r e a s e d  c o m p l e x i t y  o f  s u r v e i l l a n c e  a n d  i n s p e c t i o n

D e l i v e r  m e a n s  t o :

n D e t e c t  a n d  c h a r a c t e r i z e

c o n v e n t i o n a l  a n d
u n c o n v e n t i o n a l  b i o a t t a c k s

n C o n t a i n  a n d  n e u t r a l i z e

e n v i r o n m e n t a l
c o n t a m i n a t i o n  t h r e a t

n E f f e c t i v e l y  t r e a t  c a s u a l t i e s

a n d  p r o t e c t  e x p o s e d

n P r o v i d e  a c c u r a t e  a t t r i b u t i o n

D e l i v e r  m e a n s  t o :

n D e t e c t  a n d  c h a r a c t e r i z e

c o n v e n t i o n a l  a n d
u n c o n v e n t i o n a l  b i o a t t a c k s

n C o n t a i n  a n d  n e u t r a l i z e

e n v i r o n m e n t a l
c o n t a m i n a t i o n  t h r e a t

n E f f e c t i v e l y  t r e a t  c a s u a l t i e s

a n d  p r o t e c t  e x p o s e d

n P r o v i d e  a c c u r a t e  a t t r i b u t i o n

Figure D-1. Genetic Engineering and Escalating Risk
 to Military Forces and the Homeland

Figure D-2. A Hypothetical Biological Threat Scenario
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A biological attack timeline is shown in Figure D-3. The center vertical line represents the
time of attack. To the left of this is the realm of intelligence warning. Relying on intelligence to
predict what is going to happen may be misplaced, since intelligence is not particularly well
matched to this problem. In the post-attack, to the right of T=0, the United States is in a
reactive, consequence-management mode. A reactive mode takes time, and time equates very
much to life-and-death in the case of a biological attack. The United States must develop the
tools to become more proactive, able to deter and/or treat as the need arises.

Timeline

1min 1hr 1day 1mo-1min-1hr-1day-1mo-1yr

Attribution

Treatment

Protect

Detect  
R&D/Production/Stores/Xport/Deployment

Deter/Destroy

Administer Medical Prophylaxis

Vaccines Antibiotics

1yr

T=
0 

Ti
m

e 
of

 A
tt

ac
k

Decon

Detect/Identify Agents in Use

Environmental Medical

Attribution

Treatment

Protect

Detect  
R&D/Production/Stores/Xport/Deployment

Deter/Destroy

Produce/Administer Medical Prophylaxis

Vaccines Antibiotics Decon

Detect/Identify Agents in Use

Environmental Medical

-10yr

TODAY:

NEEDED :

Produce Medical Prophylaxis

Timely agent sensing permits  
effective personnel protection

Designer drugs, vaccines needed  
to counter bioengineered threat

Current approaches totally reactive

Figure D-3. Biological Attack & Response Timeline Challenges

 “Bioshield” is the concept for developing the technologies which could enable a
comprehensive defense of U.S. military forces and the homeland against conventional and
unconventional bio-weapons. The almost total vulnerability of U.S. forces and homeland to
biological warfare (BW) attack constitutes a strategic challenge equal to that created by nuclear
weapons and ballistic missiles. The prospect of continued escalation in the potency,
sophistication, and diversity of BW agents, and the unthinkable consequences of a massive
attack, constitute an overwhelming case for elevating BW to a strategic threat that demands
radical changes in national defense policy.

Major deficiencies currently exist in biothreat surveillance, detection, and protection
capabilities, including gaps in current information and intelligence capabilities and knowledge
— spanning the spectrum from weapons production to deployment. Moreover, there has been
an erosion of international cooperation on export controls for dual-use technologies with BW
relevance and a continuing lack of methods and sensors to support interdiction and retribution
on grounds credible to the international community. In addition, considerable bureaucratic
barriers stand in the way of effective planning, organization, and technology acquisition.
Despite improved governmental coordination, the large number of agencies and organizations
involved in biological defense makes achieving substantial progress difficult, and private
industry is poorly engaged. Lastly, DoD lacks a comprehensive and integrated national
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biological defense science and technology strategy and transition plan, and it is clear that
biological warfare defense does not enjoy adequate priority in the budget allocation process.

The BW problem poses a multidimensional strategic challenge as a consequence of diverse
threat scenarios that require very different responses, for example, bioweapons production,
battlefield attack, ground zero, collateral in-theater forces, homeland defense, homeland attack,
and credible attribution. The U.S. government must develop a proactive strategy for BW
defense, moving from ‘detect to protect’ to ‘detect to preempt,’ from voice alerts to automated
neutralization responses, from immobilizing protective gear to maintenance of effective fighting
forces, from vulnerable buildings to protected facilities, from post-symptomatic diagnosis to
presymptomatic diagnosis, from limited treatment options to multiple broad spectrum agents,
and from limited drug/vaccine stockpiles to on-demand surge supply chain.

Sorely lacking is a strategic vision to grapple with the larger picture posed by the biothreat.
DoD has classical expertise in identifying known conventional pathogens and toxins and in
vaccine development, but has yet to provide the commanders with a comprehensive solution.
Commanders need the capability to detect threats in real-time, to neutralize or impede the
environmental contamination threat, to prophylax and treat casualties, and to attribute the source
of traditional and genetically-engineered conventional and unconventional biological threats.
This challenge is so daunting that the problem transcends DoD and must be viewed as a national
survival challenge as is the case of nuclear weapons.

What has changed within the last few years, and what makes a Bioshield Project urgent and
technologically feasible, is the revolutionary knowledge gained from the human genome project
and biotechnology. The ability to understand diverse biologic systems at the molecular level is
now in sight. The United States is simultaneously presented with a greater threat challenge and
the opportunity to comprehensively address the spectrum of biothreats.

Specific elements of a Bioshield project include developing technologies to enable a
national bioshield with the following capabilities:

• Wide coverage by affordable networks of detectors and sensors

• Biosignature recognition of engineered BW agents

• Automatic triggering of neutralization, protection, and containment responses

• Pre-positioned infrastructure protective systems

• Presymptomatic detection of infected individuals for infection control and early
therapy

• Novel non-agent-specific immune enhancement pharmaceuticals, available to protect
against novel agents and agents engineered for resistance

• Revolutionary production capability for rapid supply (less than 7 days) of synthetic
designer vaccines and therapeutics

• Source attribution credible to the international community through pathogen
biosignature, intelligence, and forensics

In the Bioshield grand challenge, DoD should establish a set of intermediate goals to go
along with the longer-term goals described. As shown in Figure D-4, the task force identified a
set of reasonable technological goals for a period of four or five years – typically the life of any
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specific project. A grand challenge may have 20-100 projects ongoing at varying levels of
maturity. But each project, or group of projects, needs to have quantitative metrics against
which to judge progress.

Effective Threat Detection &
Response

n Affordable sensor array
– blanket coverage by wide

dissemination
n Biosignature to assess BW

threat
– genomic and proteomic

profiles
– biochemical fingerprints
– forensic attribution

n Decontamination
Countermeasures

– rapid automated responses
– new classes of decontaminants
– surfaces to kill pathogens on

contact

Revolutionary Treatment
Options

n Presymptomatic diagnosis of
infection

– detect early body defense
reaction

– rapid treatment for better
outcome

– optimal control of infectious
spread

n Advanced vaccine technologies
– expanded pathogen coverage
– on-demand surge production of

designer vaccines
n New drugs

– immune enhancement
– new broad spectrum antibiotics
– pathogen grabbers

Figure D-4. Possible Intermediate Output Examples – “Bioshield”

The escalating risk and serious vulnerability of the U.S. military and the homeland to BW
attack demand radical action. The U.S. Government must mobilize the financial and technical
resources to create a strategic defense system against both conventional and unconventional
bioweapons and to deter the proliferation and use of such agents. A detailed discussion of the
specific and detailed measures that must be taken in support of Bioshield are described in
Volume II.

“ N O  P L A C E  T O  H I D E ”

Desert Storm served to advertise U.S. surveillance capabilities to all potential adversaries,
and recent experience in Kosovo and Iraq indicates that they have learned well. Current U.S.
systems have extreme difficulty remotely targeting military vehicles and forces hidden under
foliage, in buildings, and in underground facilities. Such targets, in the past, have traditionally
been located by proximate ground troops, which often suffer losses in the process.

Today, the United States has superb surveillance capability, but this capability has many
critical limitations, which are being exploited by adversaries and which need to be addressed
with great urgency. Adversaries will find ways to hide and to keep their forces useful while
hidden. There are a variety of things DoD needs to do to cope with adaptive enemies. Today’s
situation can be characterized by the following:
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• Cannot efficiently find, identify, track, and strike tactical targets that move

• Great difficulty finding fixed targets protected by camouflage, concealment, and
deception

• Sensor revisit times are unacceptable

• Adaptive enemies are hiding and reacting within U.S. targeting cycle times

• No foliage penetration radar capability

To achieve more robust and persuasive sensor networks, DoD needs to develop harder-to-
avoid sensors and sensing strategies with orchestrated combination of:

• Close-in, covert, and unwarned collection

• Continuous, on-demand, surveillance (wide area coverage)

• Dynamic information exploitation and cross-sensor data integration

Close-in, covert, and unwarned collection

 Present and planned surveillance and reconnaissance systems are predominately based on
active or passive electromagnetic remote sensing from airborne or spaceborne platforms. These
systems have some significant limitations in providing critical information and targeting data,
especially in real-time. First, remote sensors perform inadequately in certain environments such
as urban canyons or under foliage. Second, enemies can engage in camouflage, concealment,
and deception by timing activities to coincide with gaps in coverage or by masking or
duplicating the remotely sensed signatures. Third, many types of information can not be
satisfactorily or cost-effectively obtained by remote sensing. One solution is to complement
stand-off sensing by placing sensors in the area under surveillance and reading the data from
those sensors remotely, permitting continuous sensing of a wide range of signatures.29 Many
interesting observables are present at close ranges that are difficult or impossible to sense
remotely. These include:

• DC to mm-wave electromagnetic emissions

• Magnetic fields and magnetic anomaly detection

• Acoustic signatures, including Doppler shifts

• Chemical emissions: single substance detection to full chemical analysis

• Biological agents: detection, comprehensive agent identification

• Nuclear radiation

• Pressure and vibration sensing

• Air flow sensing

• Short-wave ultraviolet emission

• Infrared emissions

• Imaging, object recognition, or image change detection

                                                
29 Other technological solutions are discussed in the Information Superiority section of Volume II.
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 Though close-in point sensors exist today, their utility has been severely limited for several
reasons. First, the power consumption requirements of the sensors, combined with limitations in
battery technology, has resulted either in large, battery-dominated sensors (such as those used in
Vietnam), or in smaller sensors with very limited functionality, transmission range, and mission
lifetime. Limited range, “dumb” sensors are inconsistent with providing wide area coverage.
The size, cost, and performance of current sensors, combined with the difficulties in emplacing
them, have limited their use to small numbers against high value targets. In addition, the
technology has not existed to create small, lightweight, low-cost sensors for several desired
observables, such as chemical and biological agents; emerging technologies promise to
dramatically alter that situation. Finally, point sensors have been viewed as either stand-alone
devices or for use in locally controlled clusters. An architecture to integrate these into a wide-
area, information-on-demand surveillance system has not yet been developed.

 Advances in energy sources, microsystems technology, and biotechnology promise low-
cost, miniaturized sensors, which could be cost-effectively distributed (for example, by air or
missile delivery systems) over a theater of interest, providing real-time, continuous, all-weather,
day-night surveillance, which an enemy could not practically evade. Key attributes of the
proposed capability are

• Ability to measure such a wide range of signatures that concealment and deception
becomes a very difficult problem for an enemy and greatly reduces his mobility and
agility.

• Continuous real-time monitoring, with information provided on demand through a
wide-area network controlled from overhead or terrestrially. Utilizing an aircraft or a
space-based system employing a large aperture sparse antenna array, the sensors
could be geolocated and “polled” to deliver their unique identification and stored
data. Alternatively, ground-based networking options would allow a robust-
connectivity, low probability of detection, secure, low-power communications
network which could be used by forces operating in the area. Because data delivery
would typically be in short bursts, and timing of transmissions would be remotely
controlled by the user, major power reductions and improvements in covertness
could be expected compared to present systems. Sensors could be kept dormant until
needed, or commanded to report back only if high value events were detected. For
example, using an airborne synthetic aperature radar one could command and access
sensors to be “read-out” very covertly. There is even potential for reflective rather
than reactive communications using active standoff “interrogation.”

• Small size and low-cost sensors (on the order of one cubic inch and costing less than
$10 each) that can be dispensed in overwhelmingly large numbers (e.g. 100,000
sensors over the area of interest.) This system would not only enable wide-area
coverage from what would be essentially a point sensor, but would also make
location and neutralization very difficult for the enemy. Even less expensive decoys
could further complicate detection and cleanup by an enemy.

• Covertness. This would be achieved through small size, camouflage, mobility, and
low probability of detection communication enabled by on-board intelligence.
However, depending on the application, the very large numbers envisaged, coupled
with extensive intermixing of “penny” decoys, might obviate the need for covertness
by simply overwhelming the enemy with too many sensors to pick up or destroy. A
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sensor survival rate of as little as 20-30 percent could still provide the required
functionality.

• Survivable sensors capable of long duration operations. Depending on the sensor
type and intended application, and particularly on advances made in power supply
technology, operational periods of the network (not necessarily of an individual
sensor) of from months to years is conceivable.

• Innovative deployment and emplacement. Non-traditional deployment means, such
as “crop dusting” or “air burst,” inadvertent transport into inaccessible areas by the
enemy (sensors clinging to vehicles or clothing), or the sensor’s own robotic or
biologically-aided mobility could be used, along with other means such as missile or
UAV delivery and hand emplacement (sowing), either overtly by troop units or
covertly by operatives behind the lines.

 

 Such a system could have covered Kosovo with sensors spaced approximately every 30
meters, with the cost for the sensors totalling only several tens of millions of dollars. The data
from these sensors, integrated into a C4ISR system with other data acquired from more
traditional stand-off sensors, would have provided a comprehensive view of the battlefield, of
enemy capabilities, and of enemy movements. Of particular interest is that such a sensor system
would have the capability of gathering information on weapons of mass destruction, of perhaps
characterizing concealed and hardened facilities, and of providing information on targets
obscured by foliage.

 F A S T  F O R W A R D

 The body of this report deals with the need to assure rapid deployment of U.S. forces. The
proposed “Fast Forward” grand challenge encompasses the development of technologies which
could make a big difference in the military capability per unit of strategic or tactical lift and thus
contribute to the development of rapid-response capabilities. Some of the desired attributes for
effective regional operations are outlined in Figure D-6.

 
 Fast

– Rapid planning
– Rapid arrival and assured entry
– Intra-theater agility
– Small footprint forward

 Effective

– Pervasive, intrusive surveillance and intelligence
– Adequately sized, tailored, and trained force
– Appropriate presence and force application
– Timely, efficient sustainment

 Humane

– Minimal casualties for coalition, neutral, and sometimes, enemy personnel
– Low collateral damage

 Figure D-6. Desired Characteristics of Regional Operations
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 Major advances in materials, energy systems, and robotics will be central to enabling
substantial improvements in deployment and sustainment of U.S. forces by air. Specifically,
increases in the strength-to-weight ratio of materials and in the energy density of fuels,
propellants, and explosives, along with miniaturization of power sources, will drastically lighten
the entire deployment package. This will extend the range of U.S. ground and air vehicles and
weapons, make space weapons practical, extend the operating life of equipment, and increase
potency of warheads. While advances in each of these technologies have been very modest for
decades, new materials design approaches and fuel formulations hold promise for order-of-
magnitude improvements over the next two decades, as shown in Figure D-7.
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Figure D-7. Potential Gains in Performance of Structure and Energetic Materials

 

 While many technologies will contribute to enabling future capabilities, the task force has
identified three that have the greatest leverage and can provide revolutionary capabilities for the
military. These technology areas are structural materials, energy, and robotics. They promise to
reduce the weight and cost, and increase the effectiveness of essentially all military vehicles and
craft by an order-of-magnitude when applied together. Even greater gains are possible in
selected applications. These technologies are discussed below.

 Structural materials

 Carbon nanotubes, also known as Buckytubes, alone hold promise for weight reduction.
Their existence was discovered only nine years ago, and their properties are already proving
phenomenal. They have 100 times the strength-to-weight ratio of steel, and about 25 times that
of graphite-epoxy carbon composites. In addition, they stretch up to 30 percent before breaking,
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and buckle without permanent deformation. The characteristics of nanotube structures are noted
in Figure D-8.
 

Technology Today Promise When Funds %DOD

Strength of structural
materials*

Steel 0.15-0.3 M psi -- Now -- --

Graphite composite
fibers 0.5-1.0 M psi -- Now -- --

Carbon nanotube
composite fibers -- 2-10 M psi 5 years $20-50 M/yr 90

Pure carbon
nanotubes

-- 25 M psi 10 years $20-50 M/yr 90

  * Working tensile strength
 Figure D-8. Technology Development Overview

 

 Carbon nanotubes are in their early research phases, and the programs to support related
research have little if any DoD funding. Although some $10 million per year is being spent for
nanotube research in the United States, most of it is applied to electronic and other non-
structural characteristics and uses of nanotubes, with only about $500,000 being applied for
structural research. A focused, U.S. national research initiative, led by DoD, is warranted to
ensure that the United States reaps the benefits of these super-strong materials.

 Carbon nanotubes will be able to make trucks, cars, aircraft, spacecraft, launch vehicles,
rifles, artillery, missiles, antennas, wheels, engines, suspension parts, electronics, pressure
vehicles and indeed most articles now made from metal. As a result, their weight would be
reduced to as little as one-tenth of today’s embodiments. This change would indeed be
revolutionary. For example, a spacecraft weighing 10,000 pounds today would weigh 100
pounds. Launch vehicles could be easily built that would cost less than $100-per-pound-of-
payload to orbit.

 Such structures alone, without any other advances in energy, have the potential to cut the
weight of the logistics tail of engagements by at least by a factor of two.

 Energy

 A number of possibilities exist for increasing the energy density of fuels, propellants,
explosives, and micro-sized energy sources for miniaturized remote sensors, as shown in Figure
D-9.
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Technology Today Promise When Funds %DOD

Energy density of
materials

Fuels
43.3 kJ/g
(JP-8/air)

120 kJ/g
(H2/air) 5 years $3-10 M/yr 20

Propellants
290-460 sec

(Solids-H2/O2)
500-1,000 sec
(meta N2-H2)

5 years $2-4 M/yr 100

Explosives
5-6 kJ/g

(TNT-HMX)
20-94 kJ/g

(Meta N2-H2) 5 years $2-4 M/yr 100

500 kJ/g
(Triggered

Isomer)

10 years $2-10 M/yr 100

Micropower
sources

660 Wh/kg
(Lithium
Primary)

3,300 Wh/kg
(H2/air) 5 years $5-10 M/yr 50

Figure D-9: Potential Advances in High Energy Density Fuels

 

 Molecular decomposition techniques have been recognized for years as the first step in
attaining a greater energy density than traditional high energy explosives. Metastable solid
states of nitrogen are known to liberate 4-fold greater energy upon reversion to the gaseous state
than combustion. A step up is the exploitation of metastable solid hydrogen, which would offer
more energy upon decomposition to the rest state than high energy sources by a factor of ten.

 The ultimate in intermediate-scale energy sources are the so-called triggered nuclear
isomers, in which large quantities of low energy gammas are released upon a triggered
relaxation of the spin or shape of the nucleus. These nuclear isomer techniques liberate more
than one hundred times the energy per weight than chemical combustion, yet stop short of the
nuclear radiation residuals and other major consequences of nuclear explosives.

 Another important area of high energy-density materials is in micro-power sources for
long-life remote miniature sensors and other demanding small-scale applications. These power
sources include miniaturized fuel cells, nanomachined turboalternators, and other technologies.
Though there is some university activity in this area, a focused, better-funded activity is needed.
The activity should be aimed at micro-power sources the size of a watch battery but with at least
a three-fold greater energy storage capacity.

Robotics

 Rapid deployment of overwhelming combat forces can also be greatly enhanced through
the use of robotic vehicles for three purposes.

• Carrying both broad-area and local-area sensor systems into combat areas before
enemy air defenses have been defeated
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• Flying low-cost precision weapons into position over enemy formations also before
enemy air defenses are defeated

• Logistical supply of ground forces after their injection into combat areas

In all these applications, potential losses of manned air vehicles during initial combat can
be avoided. Such robot vehicles can be made smaller and lighter by eliminating human pilots.

 C O G N I T I V E  C 4

 Developing decision dominance requires the integration of a family of complimentary
capabilities. These include situational awareness, augmented human capability, and mobility. In
order to provide these capabilities it is also necessary to satisfy two requirements:

• Assurance : the ability to protect the availability of core capabilities, such as GPS,
from both accidental and overt interruption. Information warfare will become an
increasingly serious concern.

• Cost Performance: DoD C4 systems must leverage commercial and consumer
capabilities and those that are interoperable with them to provide the performance
and low cost required.

 Because of the speed, information flow, and processing power that will be available over
the next 20 years, the task force refers to the capabilities that need to be developed as
“Cognitive C4.” By 2020, computer and other interaction technologies will surpass today’s
capabilities by orders of magnitude. Some functions that are wholly inadequate today, such as
automated target recognition from imagery sources, will be performed at near-image-analyst
levels by 2020. Other complex human functions will be supported by course-of-action
contingency analysis to augment human decision-making processes.

 The need for situational awareness from the commander down to the individual soldier, the
need for force mobility, and the need to augment human capabilities to provide near real-time
decision-making capabilities all have analogues in the evolving commercial and consumer
worlds. In Volume II, Part 3, the task force describes some of the general technological trends
that will evolve over the next twenty years that can have a profound effect on military
operations. They include:

• Very fast computers : personal computers that provide ten thousand times the
performance, using less than 50 watts of power

• Mobile, high-rate communications : megabit per second, universal availability

• Assured navigation capability: robust GPS and inertial systems

• Augmenting human capabilities: near-image-analyst capable automated target
recognition, information search, and decision support systems

• Universal connectivity: complete interoperability in military information systems
with commercial and consumer information systems
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• Human-matched interfaces: ubiquitous computer environments with presentation
technologies matched to human capabilities

• Trusted environments : multi-level security systems that employ biometric and user
identification systems, water-marked documents, and embedded computers and
network security tags

 The desired capabilities listed above outline the need for a cognitive C4 system that collects
and distributes the appropriate information to users in near-real-time. The system will also need
to intelligently adapt that information so it extends and augments the human capability to use it.
The following describes basic concepts and capabilities under development, along with the task
force vision of C4 system development.

 One of the most significant developments in information technology is the World Wide
Web. Although the web concept is effectively less than five years old, it has already begun a
complete transformation of the way humans work and live. Today consumers are effectively
limited to Internet speeds of 10-100 kilobits per second. By 2010 the average consumer will
have access to many megabits per second, and by 2020 every personal computer will be able to
receive multiple channels of streaming high definition video at tens of megabits per second.
There will be a continuous transformation of society over this period as interactions move from
email and images to movie-quality video and realistic “you are there” 3D teleconferencing. At
the same time, displays will evolve from small 1k x 1k pixel systems to wall size displays with
10k x 10k pixel resolution.

 In addition to these capabilities, the consumer and commercial world have an insatiable
appetite for developing portable, high-speed information systems. These include direct
broadcast satellite, video distribution networks, space-based cellular phones and data systems,
and new high-speed local-area networks such as LMDS. At the same time, high-speed LANs
within homes and offices are under development. Clearly this zeitgeist represents the basis for
future military communications systems. But it is more.

 The web-centric infrastructure described will create the basic infrastructure for wide-band
person-to-person communications and the environment for “each individual as their own
broadcast network.” Advances in computing are going to allow these advances to have even
greater impact. They will open up unprecedented means of interacting with humans, not at the
data level, but increasingly at the information and knowledge level, hence the term “Cognitive
C4.”

 The combination of wideband web-centric communications, wall-sized immersive displays
and other sensory interface technologies, plus new computer power will allow applications to be
developed that will profoundly affect how people work and how DoD conducts warfare. For
example, it will be possible to practice worldwide collaborative planning with the ability to
simultaneously involve hundreds of sites and interact with those people as if they were across
the table. In addition, fast-forward mission planning and contingency analysis will be routinely
used to explore options and novel concepts. Another example is automated target recognition.
Image-based target analysis is an extraordinarily difficult task, even for highly trained image
analysts. It is not surprising that current automatic target recognition systems are woefully
inadequate. It is not possible to merge or integrate the necessary data in real time, nor is it
possible to apply the levels of computer power required to replicate the skills of a trained image
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analyst. By the year 2015-2020 it will be possible to perform many human image analyst tasks
with computer-based automated techniques.

 The technological capabilities described are necessary to make the progress required but are
not sufficient. One other element needs to be added to facilitate the transformation of data to
information and information to knowledge: an active program that incorporates the user in those
systems. In the future, these tools must be designed to augment human capabilities. Humans
must be an integral ingredient in the design of these systems if meaningful contributions are to
be made.

 Today, the nation is developing the basic infrastructure to be able to communicate
information rapidly to users. Yet the ability to process that data and turn it into useful
information is still very limited. Search engines and simple artificial intelligence agents provide
the most rudimentary support. But by the year 2010, these tools will be advanced enough to
begin to convert considerable amounts of data into a form that is easily understood and
accessible to a user. Information will be customized to user needs. By the 21st century, the
availability of high-speed networking and computers that perform at human-equivalent rates
will make it possible to convert information into knowledge. At this point, the computer tools
will be powerful enough to provide insights and expertise that is beyond ordinary human
capacity. These capabilities will extend to provide in-depth understanding of novel new
environments. The challenge over the next 10 to 20 years is to create information systems that
fully exploit the inherent capability of human users.

 Thus, the task force believes that the next 20 years should be devoted to developing C4

systems that not only allow secure, robust, wide band communications and computing, but also
are increasingly designed to extend and augment human warfighting capabilities.
Technologically, this requires that systems be designed to present information to people in a
compelling and intuitive way, by developing advances that are as significant as the transition
from punch cards to the modern mouse-driven personal computer interface. This transformation
will require extremely high resolution, immersive displays and other sensor modalities that fully
engage and augment users. The benefits will be an unprecedented ability to visualize the
battlespace and the enemies’ capabilities, plan contingencies, employ ordinance, and control the
tempo of operations. In addition, it will allow U.S. forces to anticipate the actions of its
adversaries and to conduct appropriate psychological operations and influence public opinion.
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ANNEX E. LOGISTICS INFORMATION SUPERIORITY
CONSIDERATIONS

IN T R O D U C T I O N

Information is the backbone of modern logistics. In its most basic form, the logistics
support challenge is primarily one of rapidly coupling “providers” to “users with needs” as
directly as possible such that user downtime and total inventory are either minimized or
eliminated entirely. The scope of the DoD logistics operations is enormous and incredibly
complex, having evolved to its present state over many decades from the bottom up, with little if
any overall system engineering. Consequently, there are over 1000 different aging “logistics
systems” in use, contributing to long cycle times and large inventories. Although the Department
has made real progress in achieving interoperability between these systems at a technical level,
most of the necessary business process changes to take advantage of this interoperability have
not been made, resulting in continuing inefficiencies and higher than necessary costs.

The demands of Joint Vision 2010 and advanced concepts such as Joint Rapid Response
Operations Forces will require a massive overhaul of the logistics information technology
systems. Because the requirements for logistics information directly parallel those associated
with warfighting operations, the new concept of “Opergistics” has been adopted from the
Marine Corps and developed as part of this study. Opergistics refers to a unified, seamless
approach to operations and logistics functions. The following sections provide a more detailed
description of the current situation, a view of the desired future, and some recommendations on
how to get there. By the nature of this study, these tend to remain at a relatively high level, but
nevertheless represent steps that, if taken, can make dramatic improvements for the future.

C U R R E N T  ST A T U S  A N D  EM E R G I N G  TH R U S T S:  1 9 9 9  T O  2 0 0 2

Over the years the Logistics Information Systems have been developed in a largely
independent manner by the Services and Agencies, Major Commands, repair depots, and
supporting defense contractors. Many thousands of different data bases exist and are in use, and
largely independent communications resources are used to transmit and distribute logistics
information between the more than 1 million personnel who are actively engaged in this process.
Over 1,000 aging (some over 30 years old) legacy systems of the Military Departments, U.S.
Transportation Command and the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) support logistics operations.
While these systems provide adequate support to current military operations, they are costly and
time consuming to improve.

 As an example, 10 years ago DoD’s component organizations agreed to rules that would
allow the automatic redistribution of assets among field organizations. However, because of the
technical difficulty of making the needed software changes and weak management processes to
ensure that changes are made, only now is that important process being implemented.
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Improvements such as fewer transactions to get materiel to the warfighter, more accurate
forecasting of requirements, and more secure information are needed to enable logistics to
respond to the dynamic environment of future military engagements. Concepts such as “near
just-in-time spares” plus better use of the commercial/industrial infrastructure are required to
reduce inventories and cut cycle time. Clearly, implementing these changes will require
significant changes to business operations as well as the introduction of improved information
technology systems.

 Fortunately, significant efforts are underway within all the Services, DLA, TRANSCOM,
and OSD to address many of these issues, although they remain relatively stovepiped. The need
for improvement is now widely recognized, and many individual thrusts are being initiated
independently to improve various segments in the process. Some of the more significant
initiatives include:

• Army: Global Combat Support System (GCSS)-Army, Army Wholesale Logistics
Modernization

• Navy: Navy ERP, MRP2, Shipyard Depot Modernization

• USMC: Integrated Logistics Capability, ATLASS II

• Air Force: GCSS-Air Force

• DLA: Business System Modernization, Fuel Automated System

• TRANSCOM: GTN, TC AIMS II (Army is EA), GATES II, WPS

The aim of these initiatives is to improve the ability of the components to provide logistics
support to combat operations. However, not all of the components have linked their programs to
enterprise-wide plans for process improvement, and the Department lacks an operational
architecture linking the component efforts with community services or objectives. An example of
this is the implementation of GCSS. As originally envisioned the GCSS was to be the support
analog of the Global Command and Control System, and was to provide a single interoperable
system for all users. However, it has now evolved into individual approaches by each Service –
GCSS-Army, GCSS-Air Force – in recognition of the substantial differences in legacy systems
and fundamental support approaches that exist between the Services. Hopefully the goal remains
to make these tailored systems interoperable. However, these component efforts and the need for
joint GCSS capabilities are not yet synchronized.

Furthermore, not all component efforts are taking advantage of commercial software to
rapidly adopt best commercial practices. Some efforts that are trying to adopt COTS applications
are encountering hostile management processes and organizations unwilling to change their ways
to adopt the practices embedded in software.

Demonstrations and Pilot Programs

There are also a large number of individual demonstration and pilot program initiatives
within each Service, DARPA, and DLA. Although each taken by itself represents a worthwhile
initiative, there is little cross-coupling between them. Moreover, there are often no concrete plans
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to migrate these demonstrations into main stream capabilities within a specific time scale and
budget allocation. This can be illustrated by the following three key programs:

Advanced Logistics Program

One of the more far reaching information technology initiatives is DARPA’s Advanced
Logistics Program, an R&D effort that promises advanced planning and execution capabilities in
support of joint logistics operations. ALP is a five-year initiative aimed at gaining unprecedented
control over the logistics pipeline. Its goal is to develop and demonstrate enabling technologies
that will allow logistics and transportation assets to be deployed, tracked, refurbished, and re-
deployed more efficiently. The Joint Staff/J4, DLA, and TRANSCOM are supporting the project.
Briefly, its goals are:

• Automated Logistics Plan Generation: produce executable, level–5, time-phased force
deployment database within 1 hour

• Real-Time Logistics Situation Assessment: identify plan deviations and re-plan
within 30 minutes

• End-To-End Movement Control: minimize staging while globally optimizing lift
resource usage across the spectrum of movement activities

• End-To-End Rapid Supply: continuously assess the demand and sourcing of materiel
and supplies from DoD and commercial inventories

Log ACTD

The Logistics ACTD promises tools for displaying and manipulating logistics data from the
component supply chains. It initially developed and demonstrated the innovative Log Anchor
Desk which was deployed to Bosnia in 1996 but is no longer operational there. (Like many new
ideas, there were some flaws in the concept, but rather than institute corrective measures and
build on the good aspects of what was initiated, the entire concept was abandoned. Thus, little of
lasting benefit remains from the effort and resources expended.)

A second capability – Joint Decision Support Tools, which provides web-based decision
support for the logistician and warfighter – was demonstrated by the U.S. Atlantic and European
Commands (ACOM/EUCOM) in April 1999, and is to undergo further assessment on GCSS. For
the future, LogACTD Phase III is to demonstrate real-time focused logistics by FY 2001.

Joint Total Asset Visibility (JTAV)

JTAV is another capability that proved its usefulness in Bosnia in 1996, providing for the
first time an ability for viewers to track the location and status of specific joint component assets
by use of tag, data base, and related information technology. It represents a key tool in
addressing both the in-transit and in-theater rapid materiel distribution and retrograde problems
by fusing component asset data for use by joint commanders.

Although each of these three capabilities is an important improvement, they are being
developed independent of one another. For example, no plan connects these key capabilities so
that the data provided by JTAV is focused on the requirements of ALP and the Log ACTD.
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Equally troubling, there is no plan or budget line to ensure that the capabilities promised by ALP
and Log ACTD will be mainstreamed as operational systems.

Additional Pilot Programs

Reducing the logistics footprint is an important aspect of focused logistics. Currently there
are several ongoing simulation-based acquisition demonstrations of the ability to use advanced
simulation techniques with intelligent models of a weapon system to improve system
performance. However, these demonstrations have no requirement that these weapon systems, in
addition to being modernized, also be more agile, be designed to comply with modular open
system concepts, and fail less – all of which would contribute significantly to strategic agility
and lower total ownership cost.

Security Issues and Related Items

The defense information infrastructure/common operating environment, while achieving
interoperability among command and control applications, is oriented more toward developed
software and less to the integration of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) applications. The current
direction of emerging security policy is to apply public key encryption techniques to build a
public key infrastructure (PKI). However, the current PKI emphasis is oriented more toward
human access and less toward the computer-to-computer communications that comprise the vast
majority of logistics transactions – over 2.5 billion per year.

 To ensure that logistics does not become the area of vulnerability exploited by our
information warfare adversaries, DoD needs to protect computer-to-computer communications as
well. We also need logistics-specific security policies to control aggregated logistics information
and logistics information that is used in planning and conducting military operations.

DoD’s approach to PKI implementation is focused on building the capability internally,
rather than looking to existing commercial PKI service providers. Although COTS may be used
in this effort, scalability of selected COTS has been raised as a challenge by Defense officials.
Scalability diminishes as an issue if the alternative of combining DoD’s non-classified PKI
workload with the requirements of sensitive commercial traffic is considered.

Computing and Communications Infrastructure

Logistics computing infrastructure is acquired inefficiently, as part of the acquisition of
individual applications. Communications access is inadequate during operations, as has been
shown in all of our most recent engagements. Even though logistics traffic may be crucial to
force projection progress, it receives low priority for bandwidth access. (Instead, logistics
systems and information should be viewed as part of the Integrated Information Infrastructure,
with logistics information flowing across the transport component of the Infrastructure within the
continental United States.)

Government – Industry Interface
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Until recently, the primary thrust for information transfer between industry and the
government had been DoD unique standards for electronic data interchange and non-standard
formats for exchanging product or weapon system structural data. In a step forward, the
Department now has emerging policy to require commercial transactions standards be used for
electronic data interchange and the establishment of central services for standards adoption and a
reinvigorated data exchange rule adoption process. Still remaining, the Department has not yet
determined the relationship between central data translation services and the JTAV program.

Programs such as Joint Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support (JCALS) and
Joint Engineering Data Management Information and Control System (JEDMIC), among others,
are used as internal stovepipes to access product data. It has now become apparent that it is
essential to transform access to weapon system drawings and data away from this stovepiped
legacy systems and instead to Web-based access using standard generalized markup language
technology and central services for product data translation. This transformation is not yet part of
a managed program which will ensure that quality product data is provided to the simulation-
based acquisition (SBA) function and used for daily configuration management.

F U T U R E  V I S I O N :  2 0 0 6  T O  2 0 1 0

Although much good work is being done in many areas, it is clear that some radical top-
level changes in approach are needed if the capabilities of Joint Vision 2010 are to be
accomplished, and if the critically important reductions in cycle time and cost of support are to
be realized.

Table E-1 illustrates the transition states for the key logistics modernization factors.
Transforming the “emerging” picture into this vision of the future requires recognition that “the
probability of success is not independent of the speed of implementation.” Only by focusing
resources and putting agile management processes in place can the Department assure attainment
of this vision. All of the recommendations that follow have this effect.

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

The logistics modernization challenge facing DoD is to achieve focused and timely
execution. There are few if any technical barriers and no inventions are required – virtually all
the needed techniques have already been proven in today’s fast advancing commercial world.

Because of the enormity of the task and the large number of players involved, it is essential
that OSD, the CJCS, the Service Chiefs, and CINCs jointly embrace, support, and provide
sustained reinforcement to a common vision for this important area. The following
recommended actions are offered as positive steps to facilitate this:
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Table E-1. Logistics Information Architecture

KEY AREA
CURRENT STATUS

1999
EMERGING STATUS

2002
FUTURE VIEW

2006-2010
Decision Support Stovepiped Decision

Support
Reporting Using

New Metrics

Unified “Opergistics”

Focus – Managemen
Data an Automatic

Product of Operations

Acquisition Focus

Initial Operational
Capability Focused

Acquisition

Total Ownership Cost

Simulation Based
Acquisition

SBA Pilots

Reduced Logistics
Demand &

Simulation-Based
Lifecycle Management

Logistics Planning
and Execution

Minimal Automated
Support

Static-Rigid

Advanced Logistics
Program

Log ACTD/JTAV

“Opergistics” &
Simulation Based

Lifecycle Management

Metrics
Functional and
Sub-Optimal

Mission Oriented Outcome Oriented

Component Supply
Chain Systems

Numerous, Expensive
and Time-consuming

to Improve

Modernized but Costly
and Change Still

Difficult

Network-centric,
Secure, COTS-based,

Adaptable

Government Industry
Interface

Militry Standard
Logistics Systems &
Limited Commercial

Electronic Data
Interchange

Non-Standard
Product Data
Interchange

ANSI/EDFACT
Commercial

Electronics Data
Interchange

Web-based, Industry
Standards for Product

Data Exchange

Standard Iterface to
Industry Enables

Efficient Partnering

User
Interface

Legacy System Unique Modernized but Highly
Vendor Unique

Multiple Interactive
Electronic Technical

Manual

Common User
Interface

Information
Infrastructure

Stovepiped:
Vertically Integrated

Inflexible
Imbalanced

DII/COE:
Mission Oriented

More Secure
Command and Control-

Oriented
Interoperability

Integrated
Information

Infrastructure:
Secure, Adaptable
Supports COTS

Balanced Bandwidth
Access
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1. Deputy Secretary of Defense and the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff issue policy supporting
primary attributes of future logistics modernization goals, reflecting CJCS doctrine,
component joint combat support requirements, and best commercial practices (such as
changing the process, not the commercial software), with associated time table for
implementation

2. USD(A&T) through Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Logistics lead a collaborative
effort across DoD to develop “To-Be” operational and system logistics architectures by 2000

3. USD(A&T) through Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Logistics, in concert with the
DoD Chief Information Officer and the logistics leaders of the components, create a portfolio
of community capabilities in accord with these architectures to include the following:

• Accelerate the application of Simulation Based Acquisition

− Establish formal programs for Simulation Based Acquisition and selected
capabilities from the Advanced Logistics Program.

− Synchronize these programs so they use the same model of logistics operations,
creating the Simulation Based Lifecycle Management approach.

− Focus SBA on improving the agility and reliability of existing systems via
modernization through spares and other upgrades.

− Require program offices to use SBA in conjunction with integrated development
environments linked by the product data mediation services mentioned below.

• Examine ALP to identify those planning and execution capabilities which can be
extracted and developed for immediate fielding

• Immediately transition those portions of ALP to a Joint Program Office led by a
component Executive Agent and fund to field a worldwide capability for CINC J-4s

• Corporate mediation services for product and transaction data

− Establish corporate data mediation services for product and transaction data that:
§ Restructure and focus initiatives such as JCALS, JEDMICS, JTAV,

GCSS, and

§ Rationalize them with existing capabilities such as those of the Defense
Automatic Addressing Service Center

− Ensure that these services:
§ Provide easy access to authoritative, quality data in component supply

chains, and

§ Be focused on supporting validated requirements of joint or inter-
component automated applications

− Through a combination of quality and accessible product/transaction data,
achieve the goals of:
§ Effective configuration management of fielded systems,

§ Getting the right part to the customer when it is needed
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• Common industry and user interfaces

− Establish joint and common industry/user interfaces to facilitate efficient
partnering with industry for product support.

− The industry interface should be thought of as a commercial transaction set
which allows DoD officials to oversee the performance of their industry partners
while also serving as a product data interface for sharing engineering
information.

− The common user interface would be a combination of standard integrated
electronic technical manuals for maintenance access to product data, and
standard browser conventions for access to component supply chains with a
common look and feel, regardless of the source of supply.

• Logistics Decision Support

− Establish and utilize logistics decision dupport to enable the logistics leadership
of the components and joint community to measure progress toward agreed upon
strategic goals for the support of military operations, and for achieving
commercial-strength efficiencies comparable to those of leading commercial
examples.

4. Component Initiatives and Roles
• Each component should be responsible for developing its portions of the overall

operational and system architectures and for modernizing its supply chain in
accordance with them.

• Supply chain modernization should employ unmodified COTS application software
wherever possible.

5. Policy on COTS software

• Use of COTS application software is only feasible if components change their
business processes to accommodate the software and not the reverse. In the
commercial world, such an approach works only when supported actively by
corporate leadership.

• In DoD, policy from the Secretary of Defense that requires maximum use of
commercial software, changing business processes to accommodate it, and
continuous, strong leadership support for process change, would be the right top-level
message.

• This policy from the Secretary should be augmented by a USD(A&T)/DoD CIO
review of the technical standards and management processes governing application
software acquisition. This review should result in mediating barriers to successful
COTS application implementation such as current DII/COE rules on segmentation.

• A way to conduct this review would be to designate an emerging COTS logistics
software acquisition program as the model and develop new standards and procedures
for that acquisition.
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6. Portfolio Management Approach

• To ensure that limited resources are focused on needed change, the logistics
community should implement portfolio management processes to govern all of the
funds expended on logistics information technology.

• Each component would have its own portfolio of supply chain applications but would
follow its portfolio management processes with common attributes across DoD.

• These processes should ensure that:

− Funds expended on changes to existing systems are limited to ONLY those
improvements that would NOT be more cost-effectively implemented via
modernization programs.

− Formal requirements for modernized component supply chains be minimized,
limited to those dictated by either the functional requirements of joint combat
operations or the technical requirements of good information management, such
as:
§ Total asset visibility, networked architectures, security
§ Compliance with commercial transactions standards policy
§ No wholesale/retail barriers
§ Support for corporate performance metrics, management data generated

automatically as a by-product of operations,
§ Automatic receipt of materiel that closes all associated logistical and

financial transactions

• Demonstrations and prototypes, such as the Logistics ACTD, are “mainstreamed,”
that is, they are only undertaken if, when successful, one or more components will
implement them in their supply chains.

• Investments not justified by specific functional improvements are justified by
measurable reductions in the time and cost of improvement generally.

• Resources are focused on those investments which will achieve or enable the greatest
improvement in logistics’ contribution to combat operations or savings in the cost of
logistics support.

• Investments in information infrastructure (computing environments and
communications) are separate from investments in applications and justified by the
aggregation of applications supported. These infrastructure investments comprise the
Integrated Information Infrastructure portfolio.

• Opportunities for new joint applications, community services, or common
applications are identified, the requirements validated, executive agents assigned, and
products delivered under acquisition discipline.

• Expenditures result in an acceleration of logistics process improvement.

7. Policy on business rules for logistics data interchange
• DoD should establish a compatible logistics architecture with appropriate definitions

and related measures to assure interoperability at the technical level.
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• Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Logistics should issue policies that result in
reinvigorating the process for achieving agreements on the business rules governing
the interchange of logistics data among DoD components.

• This policy should ensure that joint programs such as those included under
Simulation Based Lifecycle Management are equal claimants in accessing data from
component supply chains.

• This policy should also ensure that business rules agreed to by components are
implemented expeditiously by setting forth expected schedule target guidelines.

8. Policy on Modular Open Systems Approach

• Deputy Secretary of Defense and VCJCS should issue policy mandating use of the
Modular Open Systems Approach on all new and retrofit acquisition programs in
order to address the problem of diminishing manufacturing sources, reduce the
logistics footprint, and facilitate interoperability between systems. This should apply
to all acquisition programs, not just information technology systems.

9. Policy on Information Assurance
• Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Logistics, in conjunction with the DoD Chief

Information Officer, should issue policy on logistics information assurance. This
policy should guide the levels of protection and investments required in the protection
of logistics information.

• Computer-to-computer communications must be secure. The policy should cover the
procedures governing the granting of personnel access.

• Similarly, this policy should guide the interaction between components and the joint
logistics and operations communities to assure adequate priority is assigned to
logistics traffic.

• In acquiring security protection for unclassified information, DoD should consider
acquiring commercial services as opposed to integrating or modifying commercial
security products internally.

• An approach which has the DoD as one customer of a commercial enterprise serving
multiple corporate and government entities may provide needed protection more
quickly than internal approaches and mitigate problems of scalability.
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ACC Architecture Coordination Council
ACTD Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration
ALP Advanced Logistics Program
ASD(C3I) Assistant Secretary of Defense (Command, Control, Communications and

Intelligence)

BW Biological Warfare

C4ISR Command, Control, Communications, Computers and Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance

CINC Commander-in-Chief
CJCS Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
COE Common Operating Environment
COTS Commercial Off-The-Shelf
CRAF Civil Response Air Fleet

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DCI Director, Central Intelligence
DDR&E Director, Defense Research and Engineering
DII Defense Information Infrastructure
DLA Defense Logistics Agency
DSB Defense Science Board

GCSS Global Combat Support System
GEO Geostationary Earth Orbiting
GPS Global Positioning System

III Integrated Information Infrastructure
IR&D Independent Research and Development
ISR Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance

JCALS Joint Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support
JDAM Joint Direct Attack Munition
JEDMICS Joint Engineering Data Management Information and Control System
J-ROFs Joint Rapid Response Operations Forces
JSEO Joint Systems Engineering Organization
JT&E Joint Test and Evaluation
JTA Joint Tactical Architecture
JTAV Joint Tactical Asset Visibility
JTRS Joint Tactical Radio System

LAN Local Area Network
LEO Low Earth Orbiting
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LOCAAS Low Cost Autonomous Attack System
LPD Low Probability of Detection
LPI Low Probability of Intercept

MEO Medium Earth Orbiting
MRC Major Regional Conflicts
OODA Orient-Observe-Decide-Act
OSD(PA&E) Office of the Secretary of Defense for Program Analysis and Evaluation

PKI Public Key Infrastructure

R&D Research and Development
RSOI Reception, Staging, Onward-movement and Integration
RSTA Reconnaissance, Surveillance, and Target Acquisition

S&T Science and Technology
SBA Simulation Based Acquisition
SIGINT Signals Intelligence
SSTOL Super Short Take-Off and Landing

TRANSCOM United States Transportation Command

UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
USD(A&T) Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology
USJFCOM United States Joint Forces Command

VCJCS Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
VISA Voluntary Intermodel Service Agreements
VTOL Vertical Take-Off and Landing


